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Abstract 

The central idea of molecular electronics is to incorporate individual or ensemble 

molecules into the electronic circuit units in the hope of creating miniaturized functional 

devices with unique properties. This dissertation aims to present my efforts to pursue this 

ultimate goal, covering the fabrication of reliable all-carbon molecular junctions, and 

realization of structure-function characteristics in thick molecular layer (>4 nm). I addition, 

interaction of UV-Vis light with molecular layer and consequential photo-response in 

molecular junction is discussed. 

Chapter 2 demonstrates the fabrication of large area molecular junctions on electron-

beam deposited carbon (eC) surfaces with molecular layers in the range of 2 - 5.5 nm 

between conducting, amorphous carbon contacts. Incorporating eC as an interconnect 

between Au and the molecular layer improves substrate roughness, prevents electromigration 

and uses well-known electrochemistry to form a covalent C-C bond to the molecular layer. 

Au/eC/anthraquinone/eC/Au junctions were fabricated on Si/SiOx with high yield and 

reproducibility, and were unchanged by 107 current-voltage cycles and temperatures between 

80 and 450 K. Au/eC/AQ/eC/Au devices fabricated on plastic films were unchanged by 107 

JV cycles and repeated bending of the entire assembled junction. The low sheet resistance of 

Au/eC substrates permitted junctions with sufficiently transparent electrodes to conduct 

Raman or UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy in either reflection or transmission geometries. 

Collectively, eC on Au provides a platform for fabrication and operation of chemically 

stable, optically and electrically functional molecules on rigid or flexible materials. The 

relative ease of processing and the robustness of molecular junctions incorporating eC layers 
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should help address the challenge of economic fabrication of practical, flexible molecular 

junctions for a potentially wide range of applications.  

Chapter 3 discusses that how carbon-based molecular junctions consisting of aromatic 

oligomers exhibit structure dependent current densities (J) when the molecular layer 

thickness (d) exceeds ~5 nm. All four of the molecular structures examined exhibit an 

unusual, nonlinear ln J vs bias voltage (V) dependence which is not expected for 

conventional coherent tunneling or activated hopping mechanisms. All molecules exhibit a 

weak temperature dependence, with J increasing typically a factor of two over the range of 

200-440 K. The observed current densities for four examined molecules with d = 7-10 nm 

show no correlation with occupied (HOMO) or unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbital 

energies, contrary to expectations for transport mechanisms based on the offset between 

orbital energies and the electrode Fermi level. UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy of molecular 

layers bonded to carbon electrodes revealed internal energy levels of the chemisorbed films, 

and also indicated limited delocalization in the film interior. The observed current densities 

correlate well with the observed UV-Vis absorption maxima for the molecular layers, 

implying a transport mechanism determined by the HOMO-LUMO energy gap. We 

concluded that transport in carbon-based aromatic molecular junctions is consistent with 

multistep tunneling through a barrier defined by the HOMO-LUMO gap, and not by charge 

transport at the electrode interfaces. In effect, interfacial “injection” at the molecule/electrode 

interfaces is not rate limiting due to relatively strong electronic coupling, and transport is 

controlled by the “bulk” properties of the molecular layer interior. 

In Chapter 4, photocurrent generated by illumination of carbon-based molecular 

junctions were investigated as diagnostics of how molecular structure and orbital energies 
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control electronic behavior. Illumination through either the top or bottom partially 

transparent electrodes produced both an open circuit potential (OCP) and a photocurrent 

(PC), and the polarity and spectrum of the photocurrent depended directly on the relative 

positions of the frontier orbitals and the electrode Fermi level (EF). Electron donors with 

relatively high HOMO energies yielded positive OCP and PC, and electron acceptors with 

LUMO energies closer to EF than the HOMO energy produced negative OCP and PC. In all 

cases, the PC spectrum and the absorption spectrum of the oligomer in the molecular junction 

had very similar shapes and wavelength maxima. Asymmetry of electronic coupling at the 

top and bottom electrodes due to differences in bonding and contact area cause an internal 

potential gradient which controls PC and OCP polarities. The results provide a direct 

indication of which orbital energies are closest to EF and also indicate that transport in 

molecular junctions thicker than 5 nm is controlled by the difference in energy of the HOMO 

and LUMO orbitals.  
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INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 Overview of molecular electronics 

Molecular electronics (ME) usually refers to a branch of nanotechnology with 

molecular nanosized building blocks as active circuit components.1-13 The history of ME 

dates back to 1974 when Aviram and Ratner theoretically provided the basics for the rational 

design of a molecule to resemble a function (rectification) of silicon-based devices.14 ME is 

partly motivated by the Moore’s law and extending the technical demands of miniaturization 

of traditional silicon-based electronics. However, fabrication techniques developed for 

conventional silicon-based electronics have nearly reached their miniaturization limitation, 

implying that an intrinsic change in fundamental and function is needed to progress further in 

computing technology.3, 7 Due to the wealth of organic structures available, molecules may 

enable a variety of electronic functions that inorganic semiconductors cannot offer. If we 

consider molecular electronics as a wheel like the one shown in Figure 1.1, we can identify 

four main driving parts: i) How to fabricate molecular junction? ii) What is the charge 

transport mechanism? iii) Is it possible to promote electronic charge transport by other 

physical stimuli? iv) What are the real-world applications of ME? 
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Figure 1.1 Four important issues in Molecular electronics  

 

This chapter summarizes some notable advances, theoretically and experimentally, in 

each of the four areas of Figure 1.1. Special attention is devoted to the studies that are 

directly or indirectly related to the next three chapters.  

 

1.2 How to fabricate molecular junction? 

After 30 years since ME was proposed, still one of the main challenges in the major is 

fabrication of reliable “molecular junctions”. Many experimental paradigms have been 

developed to provide contact between conventional conductors (electrodes) and a single or 

ensemble of molecular units.  

In terms of fabrication of molecular junctions, one may consider two different types: 

single molecule and ensemble. Table 1.1 from a recent review summarizes some paradigms 
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of the molecular layer fabrication (approaches and techniques used for fabrication of 

molecular junction).13 Although single-molecule junctions have received considerable 

attention and contributed significantly to the fundamental understanding of the physical 

phenomena at the molecular scale, the focus of this thesis is on the ensemble architecture of 

molecular junctions. 

 

Table 1.1 Comparison of different approaches for molecular junction fabrication. Table adapted with 
permission from ref [13] 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 10 28 29 30 31 

 

a) L: low; M: middle; H: high  

 

1.2.1 Ensemble type of the molecular junction fabrication 

Despite extensive focus of worldwide research, making soft, stable and reliable 

electrical contact to nano-active layer in such a reproducible way is the limiting factor for 

scaling and transferring the prototypes to real world applications. The first step in the 

fabrication of the molecular junction is determining the method of attachment of molecules to 

the electrodes. The nature of this attachment will affect the selection of appropriate bottom 

and top contacts for the molecular junction. Molecular layer attachments to the electrode are 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
10 
28 
29 
30 
31 
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usually classified based on the strength of the bond between the molecule and the electrode 

surface: i) Physisorption, ii) Chemisorption. There is no clear distinction between these two 

classes. Figure 1.2 shows schematics of four typical modes of the molecular surface 

attachment along with their surface bonding energy. Interested readers are referred to the 

provided citations for a detailed overview of the surface modification with the molecular 

layer.7, 12 

 

 Figure 1.2 Typical surface modification with approximate surface bond energy. Figure reproduced 

with permission from ref [7] 

 

A molecule or ensemble of molecules does not stand alone as a device. As in any 

electrical device, at least two metal contacts are needed. The gap between the contacts is as 

small as a few nanometres.5 

 

Table 1.2  lists common methods for fabricating ensemble molecular junctions along 

with difficulty of fabrication, yield, and possibility of massive production for each class, and 

Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of several listed platforms.5 
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Table 1.2 Comparison of fabrication techniques for ensemble fabrication of molecular junction. Table 
adapted with permission from ref [5]  32 33 34 27 21 35     26, 36    37-39 27 21 38 37 

 

a) <20%: low;     20-70%: medium;      >70%: high 

 

 

Figure 1.3 Examples of ensemble molecular junction platforms. (a) Nanopore, (b) Microscale via 

hole, (c) Nanoparticles bridged, (d) Crosswire, (e) Hg liquid metal, (f) Eutectic gallium-indium based. 

Figure reproduced with permission from ref [5] 

1.2.2 Diazonium chemistry for grafting ensembles of molecular layer 

Molecular layer grafting and functionalization of the surface is important in many fields and 

applications, including molecular electronics. One of the most versatile methods for covalent 

attachment of the molecules to the variety of surfaces and further growing the layer through 

32 
33 
34 
27 
21 
35 
26, 36 
37-39 
27 
21 
38 
37 
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the covalent bond involves the eletroreducton of aryl diazonium salt. This technique has 

attract attention since its introduction (20 years ago) and investigated extensively evident 

from the increasing number of papers and reviews on its mechanism and applications.40 It is 

well established that the aryl diaznium with accepting electron from the substrate can release 

the N2 as gas and the resultant aryl radical can attack the surface and form a covalent bond.  

Efforts have therefore been made to validate the existence of covalent bond in the case of 

diazonium modification. Arguments start with indirect evidence of strength of covalent bond 

in comparison to physisorbed species or self-assembled layers.40 The layers fabricated by 

Diazonium reduction are stable for a very long time, at least six month. The resistance of the 

layers to ultrasonition is also considered as a strong proof for presence of covalent bond. 

Since the very first publications, it has been demonstrated that the ultrasonication for long 

time in wide range of solvents cannot remove the grafted layers. Thermal stability of the 

layer as another indicative of existence of strong bond is also investigated by several groups 

including thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). Electrochemistry on the surface of grafted 

layer (after deposition) has been investigated to further test the stability of layers. In one 

study, the surface was polarized to very negative (2 V/SCE) or very positive (1.8 V/SCE) 

potentials to remove the grafted layers and even after scanning at these high potentials, XPS 

showed the layers are not completely removed. In addition, the stability of grafted layers has 

also been investigated by irradiation with soft X-rays and also AFM scratching and these 

studies also prove the strength of the bonding expected for covalent modification.40  

As direct spectroscopic evidence for covalent bond formation, the XPS, Raman and IR 

signatures of the surface-aryl bond have been reported in several papers for a variety of 

molecular structures and surfaces.  For example Figure 1.4 shows Raman spectra of Au 
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nanoparticle modified with nitrobenzene through diazonium chemistry.41 Peak at 400 cm-1 is 

the signature of Au-C covalent bond. In the same study, the formation of Au-C bond is also 

further proved by high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS). DFT 

simulation demonstrated the degree of multilayer formation on Au nanoparticle.  
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 Figure 1.4 (A) Raman spectrum of solid Diazonium Nitrobenzene (NB) (Red) and SERS spectra of 

diazonium NB-modified 40 nm AuNPs (Black line), 40 nm Au nanoparticles (NP) reacted with NB 

(Blue), and unmodified 40 nm AuNPs (Green). (B) Expanded Raman and SERS spectra of the 

samples in section (A). Figure reproduced with permission from ref [41] 

 

In an interesting study, the mechanism of diazonium grafting of aryl layers on the surface of 

glassy carbon electrodes was investigated by time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy 

(TOF-SIMS).42 Table 1.3 shows the structure of the molecules studied and grafted on the 

surface in this study.  

Table 1.3 Structure of the molecule grafted on the surface of GC and further analyzed by TOF-SIMS. 

Table adapted with permission from ref [42]. 
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The results of the mass measurement on the surface of glassy carbon for the samples 

indicated in Table 1.3 are summarized in Table 1.4. The results demonstrate the existence of 

fragments containing aryl dimers, trimers, and tetramers, thus providing strong and direct 

evidence for multilayer formation through covalent bonding.  

Table 1.4 Mass (m/z) and counts of the mass fragments from the surface of modified GC. Table 

adapted with permission from ref [42]. 

 

The mechanism shown in Figure 1.5 was proposed based the given results. First, diazonium 

ion accepts the electron from the surface, releases N2 gas and forms the phenyl radical. The 

radical ion can attack the surface and form a covalent bond. Remaining radical can attack the 

first layer and make the covalent bond with the grafted molecules (R3). R4 shows the possible 
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pathway for further radical formation and after radical formation, the same procedure could 

be repeated to yield multilayer formation.  

  
 

Figure 1.5 Proposed mechanism for multilayer formation through diazonium grafting. Figure 

reproduced with permission from ref [42]. 
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To further understand the simple electrografting experiment with a diazonium salt, Figure 1.6 

shows the cyclic voltammogram (CV) of 2-anthraquinone diazonium ion (AQ-N2
+) in 

acetonitrile. CV grafting shows a broad irreversible wave on the first scan that disappears on 

the second scan. This behavior is typical of diazonium salts and the disappearance of the 

wave corresponds to the formation of organic layer on the surface that blocks the electron 

transfer from the electrode to diazonium species. Deposited layer can be discerned by the 

naked eye if it reaches a thickness of at least 10 nm. Note that the most of the events 

(multilayer formation) happen in the first cycle and repeating cycles (depend on the molecule 

and voltage) does not change the thickness of deposited layers significantly, but it helps to 

fill the possible pinholes and increase uniformity in the organic film. 

 

Figure 1.6 Representative Cyclic Voltammogram (CV) for grafting of AQ on the surface of carbon 

electrode.  

 

First scan 

Second scan 
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It has been shown that in case of anthraquinone, which is a redox active molecule, the 

deposited molecular layer could be as thick as > 500 nm.40, 43 Figure 1.7 shows the possible 

pathway for growing thin and thick layer and the corresponding cyclic voltammogram for 

thick and thin molecular layers shown in Figure 1.8. 

 

Figure 1.7 Suggested schematics of formation of AQ-based films obtained from electroreduction of 

AQ-N2
+ at three different potentials. Figure reproduced with permission from ref [43]. 
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Figure 1.8 Representative cyclic voltammograms recorded at a gold-covered QCM crystal on 2 mM 

AQD, and E (sweeping) = (A) −0.145 or (B) −1.445 V vs SCE in MeCN. Figure reproduced with 

permission from ref [43]. 

 

Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) was employed to investigate the 

chemical structure of the growing film during cyclic voltammetric sweeping. Figure 1.9 

shows the IRRAS spectra of five Au-AQ plates with the 1680 cm-1 band corresponding to the 

stretching of C=O (aryl ketone), the 1595 and 1585 cm-1 bands to the C=C aromatic 

stretching, and the 1320 and 1275 cm-1 bands to the ring stretching and C-H bending, 

respectively. These signals are consistent with the presence of an organic layer consisting of 

AQ units solely with no indication of the corresponding alcohols as evidenced by the lack of 

OH signals. Also, the ratio of C=O/C=C intensities (∼2.4) is independent of N, indicating 

that the layer has the same chemical composition and average orientation throughout the 

growth process. 
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Figure 1.9 IRRAS spectra of Au-Anthraquinone plates prepared from 2 mM AQD with increasing 

thickness. Figure reproduced with permission from ref [44]. 

 

In another study, Raman was used to characterize layer growth for a range of molecular 

structures including anthraquinone. Spectrum of grafted anthraquinone on eC/Ag is shown in 

Figure 1.10.45 Both the on-ring stretch (1589 cm−1) and carbonyl stretch (1668 cm−1) are split 

in the multilayer, but not in the DFT spectra of either the AQ monomer or the linear 

oligomer. DFT predicts splitting of both bands in at least one of the possible branched 

isomers (panel E), indicating that AQ growth occurs both with and without branching.  
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Figure 1.10 Raman spectra of Anthraquinone (AQ) multilayers on eC (A) and on eC/Ag (B), and 

simulated Raman spectra of the monomer (C), linear trimer (D), and branched trimer (E) of 

anthraquinone. Dihedral angles between AQ units are assumed to be ∼38° in optimized oligomers. 

Figure reproduced with permission from ref [45]. 

 

Although electroreduction of diazonium salts provides a robust and reliable approach 

for covalently grafting of molecular layers on a carbon surface, the resultant film on the 

surface is a somewhat disordered structure. This disorder is expected for highly reactive aryl 

radical mediated reactions and it is difficult to determine individual subunit orientations, 

dihedral angles, and minority species in the molecular film. However, the grafted layers have 

highly reproducible and unique characteristics that enable us to fabricate highly stable and 

robust molecular junctions. These special characteristics are discussed in following chapters.  
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1.2.3 Possible factors affecting the performance of MJs  

As the feature size of the component decreases, factors like electro-migration, surface 

roughness, uniformity and stability of electrodes become important for determining device 

performance. Figure 1.11 illustrates four possible damage and deformation sources in 

molecular layer: i) Interaction and degradation in molecular layer like molecular fracturing, 

formation of double bonds and cross-linking, ii) Metallic filament formation that can be 

caused by simultaneous diffusion or electromigration of contacts, iii) Defects in molecular 

layer like missing sites and loop formation, iv) Roughness of contacts which makes high and 

low current regions in junctions.11 

 

Figure 1.11 Schematic illustration of the possible damage and defects in molecular layers. (A) Stars 

represent the interaction of molecular end group with deposited metal (formation of a top chemi-

contact). Labels: 1) molecular fracture, 2) formation of double-bonds, and 3) cross-linking. (C) 

Labels: 1) grain boundary in a crystalline SAM, 2) gauche kinks and looping, and 3) missing sites. 
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(D) Digits: 1) a hot spot of shorter gap and 2) a cold spot of extra voids.  Figure reproduced with 

permission from ref [11] 

 

1.2.4 Interlayer buffer in fabrication of cross-bar molecular junction 

Among different approaches for the fabrication of ensemble molecular junctions, 

cross-bar fabrication with a buffer interlayer has attracted considerable attention in recent 

years. As mentioned in Table 1.2, these techniques have a straightforward procedure with 

high fabricated device yield (>70%) and suitability to massively parallel production. The 

problem of low device yield of the metal evaporated contacts in sandwich configuration 

(cross-bar) can be effectively solved by adding a buffer interlayer between metal and 

molecular components.5 Different interlayer materials have been proposed and successfully 

tested for fabrication of high yield solid-state-based ensemble molecular junctions. Figure 

1.12 shows schematics of five approaches in conducting interlayered-based junctions. 

Conducting polymer, graphene, graphene oxide and carbon are recent examples for solid-

state interlayer.5 
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Figure 1.12 Several examples of high-yield ensemble molecular junctions; based on the conducting 

buffer interlayer: (A) Conducting polymer PEDOT:PSS, (B) Conducting polymer Aedotron P, (C) 

Graphene, (D) Reduced graphene oxide, (E) Electron-beam deposited carbon. Figure reproduced with 

permission from ref [5] 

 

The fabrication of large area all-carbon molecular junction with e-beam carbon as an 

interlayer is investigated in Chapter 2. Stability, device yield, transparency, and flexibility of 

the fabricated junctions are assessed and discussed. Section 1.5 describes further how reliable 

and robust fabrication of molecular junctions is the limiting factor for transitioning of ME to 

real-world applications. 

1.3 How do the electrons move through molecules? 

The central question from the beginning of molecular electronics, regardless of the 

fabrication techniques or the molecules involved, has been the nature of the charge transport 

mechanism in molecular junctions, where the transport distance is just a few nanometers. 
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Some important principles related to the basics of underlying transport mechanism are 

reviewed next.  

1.3.1 Transport diagnostics 

Whenever we talk about the transport mechanism especially in nanometric scale, 

there are criteria that help narrow the list of possible governing mechanisms, which include 

but are not limited to thickness dependent conductivity (β), functional form of 

current−voltage response, temperature-dependence, structure correlations, and finally the 

effect of other physical stimuli (Figure 1.13). 

 

Figure 1.13 Six main steps in understanding of the transport mechanism in a molecular junction. 

1.3.1.1 Attenuation slope, beta (𝜷) 

An important parameter in diagnostics of the charge transport mechanism in ME is 

beta (𝛽) as a measure of thickness dependent conductivity. 𝛽 describes the attenuation of 

current through the junction as a function of the distance between contacts: 
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𝐽 = 𝛼𝑒−𝛽𝑑            (1.1) 

Where 𝐽 is the current density, 𝛼 is constant prefactor and 𝑑 is the thickness of 

molecular layer. 𝛽 is the slope of the plot of ln𝐽 vs d, and has units of nm-1 or Å-1. Not only 

the absolute value of the beta can differentiate between various mechanisms, but also 

changes in 𝛽 for particular molecule can imply a change or transition in dominant transport 

mechanism.46, 47 As shown in Figure 1.14, there is statistically valid difference between the 𝛽 

value in transport through the alkane and 𝜋-conjugated molecules. 

 

Figure 1.14 a) Collection of data from several studies of nanometer-scale contact area molecular 

junctions. Current densities (A/nm2) at 0.1 V is plotted as a function of molecular layer thickness.  

b) Collection of data from several studies for macroscopic contact molecular junctions. The inset plot 

is a magnification of the circled points for protein group. The shaded areas provide visual guides only. 

Figure reproduced with permission from ref [46] 

 

Table 1.5 lists the experimentally measured 𝛽 values for a variety of platforms and 

methods. The junctions with alkane layer show a beta of 4.3 to 8 nm-1 and junctions with 𝜋-

conjugated molecules show a beta of 1 to 3.3 nm-1. 7 
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Table 1.5 Comparison of β for variety of molecular layers in different fabrication paradigm. Table 
adapted with permission from ref [7] 48 49 26 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 

 

1.3.1.2 Functional form of the Current-Voltage curve 

Another important criterion for device performance is the mathematical relationship 

between the current and applied voltage, which is usually called a functional form of IV 

behavior. It is not always easy to find the functional form for the entire range of the applied 

bias. Actually, fitting IV curves to defined functional forms is tricky for several reasons. 

First, sometimes well-fitted functional form raises the risk of jumping to a conclusion about 

the mechanism, without further considering the underlying concepts and consequences. For 

example, linearity of ln𝐽 with 𝑉1/2 is taken as an indication of Schottky or Poole-Frenkel 

mechanism.8 However, many other mechanisms like variable range hopping or even 

thermally assisted tunneling can follow the same functional form.57 Second, there is a 

common tendency to divide the single IV curves into multiple parts and then fit each part 

separately to different functions. In this way, it is possible to fit any taken forms to any 

curves (IV curves). Four approaches that can help reduce the risk of bias in fitting and 

drawing conclusions from the functional form include the following:  

 Systematically find the best functional form with fitting and mathematical simulation 

programs, rather than the test of the presupposed functional forms  

 Avoid dividing the curves into different regions and fit each part separately. 

42 
43 
26  
44 
45  
46 
47  
48 
49 
50 
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 Consider the underlying assumptions of the mechanism, no matter how it is 

mathematically fitted. 

 If one functional form is well-fitted to the experimental data, calculate and check the 

other derived parameters from the fitting. The value of the parameters should physically 

make sense and be validated by independent measurements.  

 

1.3.1.3 Independent measurement 

Apart from the electronic measurements, additional complementary techniques or 

characterization are usually necessary to test the validity of underlying assumptions and 

proposed hypothesis. Optical characterization of the molecular layer including UV-Vis, XPS, 

UPS, Raman, and IR can give insights into the important parameters in charge transport. For 

example, UV-Vis measurement is a powerful tool to estimate effective conjugation length 

(ECL) in the molecular layer. Independent measurements should be designed for the specific 

purpose in order to test a hypothesis about transport. For example, if the experimentally 

measured electronic behavior of a molecular junction can be fitted with the Schottky 

equation, measurement of the dielectric constant as a function of thickness can be used as a 

tool to check the dielectric constants derived from fitting. Dielectric constants can be 

measured by independent techniques like impedance spectroscopy. As another relevant 

example, if there is a hypothesis that the transport is controlled by the hole barrier; UPS 

measurement can provide a good estimate of the offset of HOMO relative to the  

Fermi-level 58. Subsequently, comparison of the beta and conductivity of MJ with the barriers 

estimated by UPS measurement for different structure of molecules is a useful assessment of 

the mentioned hypothesis. 
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1.3.1.4 Temperature dependence 

Temperature dependence can differentiate between activated and non-activated 

transport mechanisms. Activation energy (𝐸𝑎) can be calculated by the Arrhenius equation: 

𝑘 = 𝐴𝑒(−𝐸𝑎 𝐾𝑇⁄ )                          (1.2)         

where 𝑘 is the rate coefficient (current density in a transport study), 𝐴 is a constant, K is the 

Boltzman constant and 𝑇 is the temperature in Kelvin. Plot of ln𝐽 vs 1/𝑇 is usually called 

Arrhenius plot and the slope of the line permits calculation of the activation energy. The 

value of the activation energy enables the scientist to compare the degree of temperature 

dependence of the current to that for various transport mechanisms. Specifically, the value of 

𝐸𝑎 may be used to differentiate between redox exchange hopping and a non-activated 

tunneling mechanism. Also, the relation between activation energies and applied bias for 

different regions of the temperature range can provide further information about the 

mechanism.  

 

1.3.1.5 Structure correlations 

Correlation between the structure of molecules and the transport characteristics is one 

of the main goals in molecular electronics and is a required step toward rational design of 

ME devices. Moreover, finding the correlation between the structure of the molecule and 

transport characteristics can provide strong evidence for the nature of the transport 

mechanism. For example, the correlation between HOMO or LUMO energy level offsets 
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with respect to the Fermi level with conductivity and β value is expected for direct, single 

step tunneling.  

 

1.3.1.6 Physical stimuli 

Valuable information about the details of the transport mechanism and energy level 

alignments in the studied system can be provided by external physical stimuli such as 

interactions with light 1. The effects of various physical stimuli beyond the charge transport 

are discussed in section 1.4. 

 

1.3.2 Energy level alignment 

Whenever the molecule is brought in contact with the surface, several physical effects 

modify the MO energy levels of both the molecule and the contact. The energy level 

alignment (ELA) discusses how the energy levels of the different materials are aligned 

relative to one another. Fundamentally, ELA has a significant impact on the charge transport 

properties by modification of energy levels and controlling the effective barriers at the 

interface. It is apparent that a detailed understanding of the ELA is crucial to analyzing the 

transport characteristics.12, 59-63 

Figure 1.15 shows different scenario for the environments of molecules brought into 

contact with a conducting surface. Hill et al. have estimated the HOMO level shift of a single 

molecule in each environment using UPS, optical gap measurements, and theoretical 

calculations.64 They attributed the changes to the differences in vacuum level shift, dipolar 

layer formation, and potential screening.  
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Figure 1.15  a) Several scenarios for environments of a single molecule: 1) molecule in gas phase, 2) 

isolated molecule on a metal surface, 3) one complete molecular layer on a metal surface, 4) first 

molecular layer on metal surface, beneath a molecular film, 5) bulk molecular film, away from both 

the metal interface and the film surface, and 6) surface of a molecular film. b) Changes in HOMO and 

LUMO levels depending on the molecular environments shown in panel a. Figure reproduced with 

permission from ref [64] 

 

1.3.2.1 Vacuum level shift 

When an organic molecules contacts a metal surface, a dipole layer may be formed 

right at the interface, with several contributions such as charge transfer across the interface, 

redistribution of the electron cloud, interfacial chemical reactions, and other types of 

rearrangement of electronic charge.60, 63, 65 It is important to understand the origin of the 

interfacial interactions that lead to the dipolar layer, which is responsible for the vacuum 

level shift. The value of this shift is determined by the magnitude of the imposed dipole. 

Figure 1.16 shows the possible factors that affect forming the interfacial dipole layer 63. Note 
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that the interfacial dipole is not related to the polarity of the molecule and it takes place even 

for nonpolar molecules. Details of each effect are beyond the scope of this chapter, but it is 

discussed in the cited review. 

 

Figure 1.16 Several possible factors that affect formation of an interfacial dipole layer at an 

organic/metal  interface: a) Charge transfer across the interface, b) Concentration of electrons in the 

adsorbate leading to positive charging of the vacuum side, c) Rearrangement of electron cloud at the 

metal surface, with the reduction of tailing into vacuum, d) Strong chemical interaction between the 

surface and the adsorbate leading to the rearrangement of the electronic cloud and also the molecular 

and surface geometries (both directions of dipoles possible), e) Existence of interface state serving as 

a buffer of charge carriers, and f) Orientation of polar molecules or functional groups. Figure 

reproduced with permission from ref [63] 

 

 

1.3.2.2 Band bending 

Another important effect in ELA is the band bending concept, which originally comes 

from the study of traditional inorganic semiconductors. Band bending is a purely electrostatic 
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effect where an electrostatic potential energy of a given state (valence and conduction band 

in semiconductors) become a function of the position within the material with respect to the 

surface. When the metal and semiconductor are in contact, free electrons will transfer 

between metal and semiconductor due to the work function difference.66 Figure 1.17 shows 

the two scenarios of upward and downward band bending in semiconductors, depending on 

the position of semiconductor Fermi-level relative to the Fermi-level of the metal. 

 

 

Figure 1.17 Two common scenarios for energy band diagrams (upward and downward shift) of metal 

and n-type semiconductor contacts in different stages. Evac: vacuum energy; Ec: the energy of 

conduction band minimum; Ev, the energy of valence band maximum; 𝜙m: metal work function; 𝜙s: 

semiconductor work function; 𝜒s, electron affinity of the semiconductor. Figure reproduced with 

permission from ref [66] 
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The applicability of the band bending concept in organic/metal interfaces has been 

investigated, discussed and reviewed.63, 67, 68 Actually, band bending is reasonably successful 

in answering question arising from light interactions, charge separation and photocurrent in 

organic/metal junctions. If the charge redistribution takes place between the metal and 

molecules, charge separation modifies the electrostatic potential profile of the system. The 

resulting depletion or accumulation layer thickness (W) is dependent on various parameters 

including the magnitude of Vbi (description in Figure 1.11), dielectric constant, concentration 

and delocalization length of free charge carriers. Diffusion layer thickness (W) for typical Si 

is of the order of 10 μm, but it is not clear and established for organic materials and it can be 

in a range of few nm.63, 68 Figure 1.18 shows the scenario of upward band bending in an 

organic device with (panel c) and without (panel d) considering the vacuum level shift at the 

interface. The concept of vacuum level shift and bend bending are the basis of discussions in 

chapter 4. 
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Figure 1.18 a) Electronic structure of a metal and an organic solid at an infinite distance. 𝛷𝐵
𝑛 and 𝛷𝐵

𝑝 

denote the injection barriers for electron and hole. b) Contact of a metal and a thin organic solid layer. 

Interfacial energy diagram with a shift of VL at the interface due to dipole layer formation. In this 

figure, the organic side is charged positive, making this side more stable (low energy) for an electron, 

and making the sign of shift negative. (c) Interfacial energy diagram with band bending. The energy 

levels are bent by the charge redistribution in the organic layer to achieve electrical equilibrium with 

the alignment of the Fermi levels of the two sides. Vbi : built-in potential, W: diffusion layer of 

thickness. (d) Same bending scenario as the panel c with considering the vacuum level shift. Figure 

reproduced with permission from ref [63] 

  

1.3.3 Coherent vs incoherent transport 

Electronic conduction in organic materials has been a subject of considerable interest 

in the quest to understand charge transport characteristics in molecular junctions. In one 

simple view, transport can be categorized as coherent and incoherent transport.69 Figure 1.19 

schematically shows the difference between these two classes. In the coherent limit, 

thickness of the molecular layer is not much greater than the delocalization length in the 

molecular layer. Correspondingly, localized sites within the molecular layer do not contribute 

effectively in the transport and charges do not reside and relax in the molecular layer. In 

contrast, incoherent transport may be viewed as a series of discrete steps during charge 

transfer across the molecular layer 70. 
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Figure 1.19 Simple schematics of the difference between coherent and incoherent transport. Figure 

reproduced with permission from ref [70] 

 

For the case of a high density of localized states and high thickness of the molecular 

layer, the incoherent mechanism becomes dominant. Transition of the dominant transport 

mechanism from coherent to incoherent (inelastic) is usually observed as the layer thickness 

exceeds 4-5 nm in the case of aromatic molecular layers,46, 47 71 Figure 1.20 shows a 

classification of the two charge transport mechanisms. 
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Figure 1.20 Coherent vs incoherent transport diagram. Green color indicates weakly temperature 

dependent transport mechanism. 

 

These mechanisms have been reviewed and compared in many studies. Figure 1.21 

provides a graphical outline of several of the commonly studied mechanisms. The details of 

each mechanism are beyond the scope of this chapter and interested readers are referred to 

the cited reviews. 11, 13, 72, 73 However, several features of mechanisms closely related to this 

thesis are summarized in continue. 
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Figure 1.21 Schematics of indicated transport mechanisms with their effective barriers and charge 

movement pathway. (A) Direct tunneling across a rectangular barrier. (B) Fowler-Nordheim 

tunneling across the triangular top part of a trapezoidal insulating barrier between two metallic 

electrodes, and Simmons tunneling through the lower rectangular part. (C) Schottky emission. (D) 

Poole-Frenkel conduction. (E) Hopping conduction through defects (slow) or virtual states 

(superexchange, fast). Figure reproduced with permission from ref [72] 

 

1.3.4 General remarks on conduction properties in disordered materials 

This section focuses on the basic foundation involved in charge transport in 

disordered materials with localized states. Many mechanisms described in the large literature 

on transport in disordered materials provide possibilities to consider in molecular electronic 

devices. 

For the case of sequential transport between localized states, the Miller-Abraham 

master expression (eq 1.3) is often used to state the probability of transport between states 

(𝜐𝑖𝑗) across a distance 𝑟𝑖𝑗 as depending on two exponential factors,57, 74, 75 where α is the 

localization length and K the Boltzman constant: 
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 𝜐𝑖𝑗~ exp (
−2𝑟𝑖𝑗

α
) exp (

−Δ𝐸

𝐾𝑇
)                (1.3) 

Figure 1.22 schematically shows the parameters used in equation 1.3, with 𝛥𝐸 =  Ɛ𝑗 − Ɛ𝑖 

 

Figure 1.22 Schematics of the hopping transition between two localized i anj j state along the 

contributing factors. Gaussian-like lines depicts carries wave function at each site.76 

 

The first exponential factor is the tunneling probability between two states and the 

second part considers activated transport between two states. ΔE in the T-dependent term is 

the energy associated with any molecular motion which precedes charge transport, including 

changes in torsion angle, intramolecular vibrations, etc.  

Nearest neighbor hopping (NNH) and variable range hopping (VRH) transport 

mechanisms in disordered materials are two common solutions to equation 1.3 with certain 

assumptions,77-79 and the corresponding pathways are shown in Figure 1.23. 
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Figure 1.23 Two possible hopping transition between filled and unoccupied states: 1) nearest 

neighbor hopping, 2) Variable range hopping. Dashed line depicts the position of Fermi-level.76 

 

It is always important to look at the assumptions associated with each mechanism, 

regardless of it utility in explaining experimental observations or trends.  For example, 

Stallinga has discussed how variable range hopping and Mott’s assumptions (described 

below) are not conceptually and necessarily expandable to molecular electronics.57 The 

detailed discussion behind the inconsistencies in assumptions is beyond the scope of this 

chapter and thesis; however, an important and interesting part of the paper reads as follows: 

“Note that the original theory (variable range hopping) was not intended to be used for 

conductive materials. Mott had a dilute system in mind, or based it on such a system. It is 

questionable whether the theory can be transposed to any low-mobility material — materials 

that superficially seem to behave the same, but intrinsically are very different — as is 

conventionally done by the organic materials community. The localized states — conjugated 

segments in organics — are in fact adjacent in amorphous materials and conduction takes 
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place between states of the host, not via dilute impurity levels. It is questionable whether the 

application of Mott’s idea to amorphous materials, as done by Ambegaokar et al. and picked 

up by many others, is justified, even if it is mathematically correct and is consistent with the 

experimental data.” 

 

1.3.5 Thermally assisted tunneling 

A thermally assisted tunneling mechanism considers the scenario that the major 

contribution to the tunneling integral comes not energies close to the Fermi level, but higher 

energies above the Fermi level (as illustrated in Figure 1.24). Under appropriate assumption 

about parameters thermally assisted tunneling can yield the same current-voltage functional 

form as Schottky emission or Poole-Frenkel conduction, but may be distinguished by the 

weak temperature and field dependence of its pre-exponential factor. Three main conclusions 

from thermally assisted tunneling include: i) linearity of lnJ with V1/2, ii) weakly temperature 

dependent, iii) linearity of lnJ with T instead of 1/T. 80 
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Figure 1.24 Schematic representation of the energy bands of a metal-insulator-metal for thermally 

assisted tunneling compared to the Fermi-level tunneling. Figure reproduced with permission from ref 

[80] 

 

1.3.6 Multistep tunneling 

In order to have a conceptually sensible outcome from the master expression (eq 1.3) 

for hopping in a molecular wire, we have to re-examine basic concepts and use realistic 

assumptions based on an understanding of molecular layer properties. Although equation 1.3 

appears to predict Arrhenius T dependence at first inspection, the localization length α and 

the energy levels in the molecular layer vary significantly with molecular conformation, e.g. 

with the dihedral angle between molecules in an oligomer. Consequently, transport barriers 

and transport distances can vary with temperature and cause inhomogeneous broadening. 

Various treatments based on equation 1.3 lead to predictions of ln J linearity with T, T2, and 

T-1/4 in addition to Arrhenius behavior.  

For very low T, where vibrations or conformational changes are limited, transport 

becomes dominated by the first exponential, resulting in a series of presumably incoherent 

tunneling steps, with possibly variable length. In following chapters, temperature dependence 

and the first exponential in equation 1.3 are discussed in the context of the dominant 

transport mechanism. 

 

1.4 Beyond electronic charge transport 

In recent years, scientists have started to probe the properties of molecular junctions 

beyond simple JV measurement. Various physical stimuli have been used to realize new 

physics involved in transport which are characteristic of the molecular junction. Pushing the 
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frontiers of measurement capabilities and exploring optical effects and thermoelectric, 

plasmonics, and spintronics phenomena have had a significant impact on our fundamental 

understanding of molecular junction characteristics and structure-function relationships.1 

These interdisciplinary research efforts at the molecular scale have also contributed to 

demonstrated possible functions of a molecular junction.  

 

1.4.1 Thermoelectric studies 

Studying the electronic response to heating in a molecular junction provides insights 

into charge transport, and is called the thermoelectric effect.81-83 The thermoelectricity, which 

measures either induced voltage drop or the induced current across the junctions with a 

gradient of temperature between electrodes, is important to understand the basic scientific 

mechanism of the thermoelectronic effect at the molecular level and possibly improves the 

technology for converting wasted heat into useful electrical energy. Furthermore, measured 

Seebeck coefficient (S = ΔV/ΔT) of the molecular junctions can determine the relative 

position of frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) relative to the Fermi-level of the 

electrodes 84. For example, Figure 1.25 shows the measured Seebeck coefficient for five 

molecules. Amine-terminated molecules (Number 1 and 2) have a positive Seebeck 

coefficient in agreement with calculations that show that the HOMO is closest molecular 

orbital to EF. In contrast, pyridine-terminated molecular junctions have a negative Seebeck 

coefficient and conduct through the LUMO.84 
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Figure 1.25 Histograms of Seebeck coefficient and fitting with Gaussian distribution for five 

indicated molecules. 1 and 2 exhibit positive S while 4 and 5 exhibit negative S. The Seebeck 

coefficient for 3 is close to zero. Figure reproduced with permission from ref [84] 

 

1.4.2 Molecular plasmonics  

An emerging branch of photonics, called plasmonics, aims to use nanostructured 

materials that support “surface plasmons” for various purposes. The propagating 

electromagnetic modes are properly termed surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), but are often 
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referred to simply as surface plasmons. SPPs deals with the electromagnetic wave that 

involves both charge motion in the metal (surface plasmon) and electromagnetic waves in the 

air or dielectric (polariton). SPPs are electromagnetic excitations propagating at the interface 

between a dielectric and a conductor, confined in the perpendicular direction relative to the 

surface. Plasmonics can potentially achieve highly complex miniaturized devices, thereby 

opening up new perspectives for integrated optoelectronic circuits at the nanoscale by 

controlling and manipulating light on the nanometer scale.85-87 

SPPs is investigated in molecular tunneling junctions, in which the structure of molecular 

layer and applied bias influence the polarization. During transport, some of the inelastically 

transferred electrons can couple to a plasmon mode. Direct excitation of plasmons by 

tunneling electrons have no background light and is very fast, comparable to the time scale of 

electron tunneling. Figure 1.26a demonstrates the blinking phenomena in plasmon emission 

for molecular tunnel junction shown in Figure 1.26b under bias (1.8 V).88 

 

Figure 1.26 a) Real plane images (x–y plane) plotted as a function of time t (z-axis). Images were 

recorded at intervals of 0.5 second and obtained from a junction with self-assembled monolayer film 

at a bias of −1.8 V. b) Schematics of the tested junctions in panel a. Figure reproduced with 

permission from ref [88] 
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1.4.3 Molecular spintronic 

The early idea of the possibility of long-range ferromagnetic order in organic crystal 

led to the emergence of molecular spintronics as an alternative to practical inorganic 

magnetic devices. The promising field of molecular spintronics can be thought of as a tool to 

push the frontiers of molecular electronics toward simultaneous controlling of charge, spin 

states, and spin-spin coupling.89-93 The central point is to use one or a few molecules, which 

respond to a magnetic field, to create molecular devices. Figure 1.27 shows magnetization 

orientation for phthalocyanine molecule on the surface of Co electrode probed at the Co-

coated tungsten STM tip.94 The measured differential conductance at the bottom 

demonstrates clear differences in the transport characteristics depending on the relative 

alignment of the orientation of tip and Co electrodes magnetization. 

 

Figure 1.27 Typical dI/dV spectra (differential conductance) taken on parallel and antiparallel 

oriented cobalt islands clearly reveal the spin-polarized density of states below the Fermi edge and 

effect of the magnetic field orientation on electronic behavior of junction. Figure reproduced with 

permission from ref [94] 
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1.4.4 Molecular Optoelectronics 

Studying the interaction of light as a physical stimulus of a molecular junction is 

referred to as molecular optoelectronics.95-98 Optoelectronics can be a potentially powerful 

tool for diagnostics of transport and energy level alignments in molecular junctions on one 

hand, and have potentially high-level applications as optic devices like switches and sensors 

on the other hand.  

1.4.4.1 Photo-gating in conductance for molecular junction 

One of the interesting topics in molecular optoelectronics is photo-induced 

conductance switching, in which the tunneling probability of a metal/molecule/metal junction 

is affected by light illumination. One approach to realizing light-driven conductance 

switching is to find a system that does not photo-isomerize, but in which the electron transfer 

rate in the dark and light states differs. 

Poorhossein et al. have described the reversible, light-induced gating of tunneling 

currents through nano-gaps between two parallel Au nanowires separated by a self-assembled 

molecular monolayer comprising hemicyanine dyes99. Hemicyanine dyes contain donor and 

acceptor sub-units through a molecular wire, causing a strong optical absorption and 

significant charge-transfer character. Figure 1.28 demonstrates how the tunneling current is 

affected by light illumination in the studied system. 
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Figure 1.28 (a) Conductance heat-map plot for AminoPyr without illumination (dark condition). The 

colors correspond to the frequencies of the histograms; lighter colors indicate higher frequencies. (b) 

conductance heat-map plot under illumination for the same junction shown in panel a. The colored 

circles correspond to data in the dark (grey) and under illumination (cyan). (c) Plots of logJ vs V for 

AminoPyr from a single device showing three traces each from dark–light cycle. The dashed lines 

show the slight asymmetry of the device in both the dark (black squares) and light (cyan circles) 

states. (d) The plot of conductance cycling of AminoPyr. The values of logJ at 0.5 V as a function of 

light/dark cycles for a range of 100 consecutive cycles. The time between each cycle is on the order 

of 60 s. These data show a clear, statistical difference between AminoPyr-dark and AminoPyr-light. 

Figure reproduced with permission from ref [99] 

 

1.4.4.2 Live Raman measurement during transport 

Raman measurements on molecular junctions during charge transport can provide 

information about local structural and vibrational changes in molecules in operation, thus 

opening up new avenues of research, both experimentally and theoretically. In addition, 

monitoring the ratio of Stokes to anti-Stokes Raman peaks may be used to examine heating 
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of the molecule during charge transport. Figure 1.29 shows the Raman spectra for the 

Au/bipyridine/Au junction under elevated bias across the molecular junction.100 The results 

clearly show the splitting in the vibration modes of bipyridine which resulted from the 

deformation of the pyridine ring in contact with the drain electrode at high bias. 

 

Figure 1.29 (a) The Raman band of bipyridine at 1609 cm−1 at the elevated applied voltage across the 

junction. Inset: current-voltage curve for the examined junction. Tip enhanced Raman spectroscopt 

setup is used to make a connection with single molecule of bipyridine and Raman measurement (b) 

The schematic for a possible explanation of band splitting at 1609 cm-1 due to the applied voltage. 

Figure reproduced with permission from ref [100] 

 

1.5 Real world applications of molecular electronics 

ME has resulted in reported devices capable of handling a variety of electronic 

functions, including but not limited to nonlinear resistance,101, 102 rectification,21, 103-105 

memory,106-108 and conductance switching.109, 110 However, after 30 years of intense research 

in ME, the success of ME is questionable in terms of commercialized applications. At least 
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one reason for commercialization difficult is the procedure for MJ fabrication. Most of the 

MJ fabrications reported to date were developed for research purposes. A small change in 

fabrication steps can lead to a large deviation in the functions, and affect the characteristic of 

the molecular junctions. As a result, demonstrating the functions using a particular paradigm 

of MJ fabrication cannot be easily extended to scale up fabrication. Furthermore, yield, 

stability, reproducibility, and cost of the fabrication are among other limitations in the 

commercialization of a ME device. I believe that we should review the fabrication paradigms 

carefully and take the applicability of scale-up fabrication into account from the first point. 

This is the main reason behind the loop in molecular electronics which constantly return back 

to the fabrication step and consequently affect the next phases of the loop.  

To the best of my knowledge, the analogue clipping circuit used in electronic music 

is the first commercialized application of molecular electronics. The applicability of non-

linear resistance in large area MJs for distortion of audio input signal waveform was enabled 

by carbon-based molecular junctions.5 Advances in the fabrication process to realize stable, 

reproducible and inexpensive MJs are the main requirements for success in 

commercialization. Figure 1.30 shows the fabricated chips integrated into SIM (subscriber 

identification module) card holder for the functional prototype amplifier (Figure 1.30b). MJ 

yield similar distortion response to the diode clippers, but different harmonics in the sound 

and consequently unique output sound.111  
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Figure 1.30 (a) Cross-sectional schematic of an idealized molecular junction structure and a 

photograph of the molecular junctions with a SIM-card format to simplify testing and integration into 

analog circuits. (b) Simplified schematic of the clipping amplifier section of the circuit employed in 

the prototype for the op-amp clipping gain stage. (c) Output waveforms for sine-wave input. (d) The 

power spectra for the Si and MJ waveforms with odd and even harmonics labeled. Figure reproduced 

with permission from ref [111] 

 

1.6 Scope of Thesis 

The overall objective of the research work described in this thesis is to provide insight 

into the transport mechanism in large area all-carbon molecular junction. Chapter 2 describes 

the applicability of eC electrodes for reliable fabrication of high yield and stable cross-bar 
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molecular junctions. In addition, flexibility and semitransparency of the completed junctions 

with eC electrodes are demonstrated.  

In Chapter 3, multistep tunneling as a dominant and most consistent charge transport 

mechanism in thick all-carbon molecular junctions is described. Four molecules are tested 

and compared in the thickness range of 2 to 11 nm to investigate structure-function relation 

in the transport.  

Chapter 4 addresses the possibility of studying the charge separation and transport 

mechanism upon illumination by UV-Vis light. Using AC and DC measurement setup, light 

interaction with junctions at zero applied bias for eight distinct molecular structure in one 

device structure. This chapter demonstrates hetero-interface nature of all-carbon molecular 

junctions and provides clear molecular signature relating structure to electronic behavior. 

Finally, this thesis is ended with final thoughts and conclusion of all the work presented 

herein. Also, outlook on future work and directions of molecular electronics is presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

Robust all-Carbon Molecular Junctions on Flexible or 

Semi-Transparent Substrates Using Process-

Friendly Fabrication  
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Development of the field of Molecular Electronics was stimulated by intense 

scientific interest in the behavior of single molecules or molecular monolayers as elements in 

electronic circuits.  The small size and wide range of electronic configuration of molecules 

were investigated to enable new electronic functions and possibly further extend the 

exponential increase in device density in microelectronic devices. Recent reviews of the 

progress of molecular electronics document the many experimental paradigms used to 

provide contact between conventional conductors and molecular components,8, 13, 46 notably 

the quest for a molecular rectifier first proposed in 1974.14 This chapter deals with 

“ensemble” molecular junctions (MJs), in which a large number of molecules are bonded to a 

conductive substrate, then a “top contact” is applied by one of several methods. Many 

distinct electronic effects of ensemble molecular devices have been demonstrated, such as 

nonlinearity,47, 58, 112, 113 rectification,114-118 bistability,119, 120 photocurrents,97, 118, 121-123 light 

emission,124-126 and redox events.120, 127-129 A key issue of molecular electronics is integration 

of molecular devices into microelectronic circuits, with sufficient lifetime and temperature 

tolerance to be widely practical in real applications. The impediments to developing robust, 

practical MJs often lie in the requirement for substrates which are flat on a molecular scale, 

possible electromigration or oxidation of metallic contacts, and the difficulties in adapting 

laboratory fabrication methods to real-world processing and operating conditions.  

Our group has developed carbon-based molecular junctions based on covalent 

bonding of molecular layers to flat (< 0.4 nm rms) sp2 hybridized carbon surfaces made by 

pyrolysis of novolac photoresist, i.e. pyrolyzed photoresist films (PPF). PPF is patternable by 

photolithography, thermally stable, not subject to electromigration, and electrochemical 
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reduction of diazonium reagents on PPF provides a variety of molecular layer structures and 

thicknesses. A top contact of electron beam deposited carbon (eC) or Cu yields molecular 

junctions with high yield (>90%), good reproducibility, long cycle life (>109 scans)130 and 

wide temperature tolerance (6 – 600 K).130, 131 PPF/azobenzene/eC/Au MJs were produced 

for implementation in audio processing, and consumer devices containing 390 MJs were sold 

publically in late 2015.111 

PPF is structurally similar to glassy carbon, but is a relatively poor conductor (~200 

S/cm), and the requirement for slow pyrolysis at >1000 oC in forming gas is not readily 

amenable to large scale manufacturing. PPF can be made thin enough to provide partial 

optical transparency,132, 133 but its low conductivity as a thin film restricts possible 

applications. This project was undertaken to combine the high conductivity and partial 

transparency of thin metal films with the flatness and surface modification chemistry of PPF, 

while also avoiding high temperature processing. Electron-beam deposited carbon has been 

described previously for deposition of 7-300 nm thick films of conducting carbon on 

quartz134, 135 or silicon,136 in some cases resulting in a partially transparent electrode. This 

Chapter focuses on “all-carbon” molecular junction consisting of a covalently bonded 

molecular layer between Au/carbon electrodes made by successive electron-beam deposition 

of Au and carbon at room temperature. Complete molecular junctions may be fabricated on 

rigid or flexible materials, and retain the strong C-C bond which underlies the stability of 

diazonium-derived molecular layers.  The resulting carbon/molecule/carbon MJs can be 

made with conventional vacuum deposition with high yield and excellent stability, and avoid 

the high temperatures and material transfer steps often required for previous MJ designs. 
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

2.2.1 Fabrication of molecular junction 

Cross-bar molecular junction fabrication has three main steps: bottom contact 

deposition, molecular layer grafting, and top contact deposition. 

2.2.1.1 Bottom contact deposition 

The initial substrate was Si with 300 nm of SiOx (prepared with wet oxidation) or 

polyethylene-terephthalate (PET). Electron-beam deposited carbon will be denoted as eC, 

and layer thicknesses by subscripts in nm, e.g. Au15/eC10. Substrate layers of Cr, Au, and eC 

were deposited without breaking vacuum, as were the top contacts of eC/Au. The Cr/Au/eC 

bottom electrode was fabricated by electron beam deposition of 3 nm Cr (at 0.3 nm/s), 15 nm 

Au (at 0.3 nm/s) and 10 nm of eC (at < 0.1 nm/s). Beam current was adjusted during 

deposition of eC to maintain the rate <0.1 nm/s (determined with quartz microbalance). The 

substrate Au layer was 15 nm in the crossbar geometry in order to maximize transparency, 

but 20-30 nm layers yield similar results. Electron beam deposition was carried out in 

commercially available systems, either a Kurt Lesker PVD 75 or a Johnsen Ultravac 3000-

GE vacuum system. A high energy (7 kV) electron beam is directed onto a target of Au or 

high purity graphite (source) by a magnetic field in a vacuum of 10-5 torr or less. Au purity 

was 99.99% and carbon source was 3 mm diameter spectroscopically pure graphite rods (SPI 

Supplies, PA) in a graphite crucible.  Atoms and clusters from the target then travel in a 

straight line to the sample, positioned normal to the atom beam and 20-30 cm from the e-

beam target. Deposition was carried out using a physical shadow mask with four parallel 0.25 

mm wide lines. E-beam chamber pressure was kept lower than 4 × 10−5 Torr throughout the 

deposition. The work function of eC was determined with ultraviolet photoelectron 
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spectroscopy on four different samples with minimal air exposure to be 4.83 ± 0.06 eV, 

comparable to 4.7 ± 0.1 eV determined similarly for PPF. The same deposition conditions 

were used to prepare Cr/Au/eC devices on PET transparency film. 

PPF electrode fabrication is described in detail elsewhere.137 Briefly, positive 

photoresist (AZ 4330) was spun onto each sample, followed by a soft bake at 80 °C and then 

photolithography was carried out with a UV exposure. Development was done in a 1:3 

dilution of AZ developer: water. Substrates with photoresist features were pyrolyzed in a 1-

inch tube furnace by heating under a flow of forming gas (5% H2, balance N2) to 1050 °C for 

1 hour. After cooling in flowing forming gas, the PPF surface consists of sp2 carbon similar 

to glassy carbon with RMS roughness lower than 0.5 nm. 

2.2.1.2 Molecular layer grafting 

Molecular layer deposition by diazonium ion reduction for molecular junction 

fabrication is reported previously.58, 137, 138 A conventional three-electrode electrochemical 

cell with Ag/Ag+ electrode as reference and Pt wire as a counter electrode was used for 

electrochemical grafting of a molecular layer on the surface of the Au/eC and PPF substrates. 

The solution was 1 mM anthraquinone diazonium fluoroborate dissolved in acetonitrile 

(ACN) containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) as supporting 

electrolyte. ACN and supporting electrolyte were used without further purification. The 

thickness of grafted molecular layer was controlled by sweeping the potential from 0.4V to 

−0.6V (vs Ag/Ag+) at 50 mV/s for repeated cycles. After modification, the sample was rinsed 

with acetonitrile and dried using a stream of nitrogen. Measurement of molecular layer 

thickness was done using AFM, using the same procedure described in the supplementary 
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data of a previous report 58. Electrochemical parameters used for deposition of molecular 

layers on the surface of each electrode are mentioned in continue.  

2.2.1.2.1 PPF modification with anthraquinone 

The parameters used for grafting of molecular layer on the surface of PPF are listed 

in Table 2.1 and corresponding cyclic voltammograms are shown in Figure 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Electrochemical parameters for grafting Anthraquinone molecular layer on the surface of 

PPF 

Anthraquinone 
Grafting 

Sweep range 

(E vs. Ag/Ag+) 
No. of 
cycles 

Scan rate 
(mV/s) Thickness (nm) 

Sample 1 0.4 – (-0.20) 6 50 2.2 

Sample 2 0.4 – (-0.25) 6 50 2.9 

Sample 3 0.4 – (-0.30) 6 50 3.4 

Sample 4 0.4 – (-0.40) 8 50 3.9 

Sample 5 0.4 – (-0.50) 8 50 4.3 

Sample 6 0.4 – (-0.55) 8 50 5.5 
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Figure 2.1 Cyclic voltammogram of reduction of AQ diazonium ion on PPF.Cyclic 
voltammogram of reduction of AQ diazonium ion on PPF. 

 

2.2.1.2.2 Cr/Au/eC modification 

The parameters used for grafting of molecular layer on a Cr/Au/eC electrode 

are listed in Table 2.2 and corresponding cyclic voltammograms are shown in Figure 

2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Anthraquinone grafting parameters for Cr3 /Au15 /eC10 

Anthraquinone 
Grafting 

Sweep range  (E vs. 
Ag/Ag+) 

No. of 
cycles 

Scan rate 
(mV/s) Thickness (nm) 

Sample 1 0.4 – (-0.30) 6 50 2.3 ± 0.25 

Sample 2 0.4 – (-0.35) 6 50 2.9 ± 0.35 

Sample 3 0.4 – (0.45) 6 50 3.8 ± 0.27 

Sample 4 0.4 – (-0.55) 6 50 4.5 ± 0.38 

Sample 5 0.4 – (-0.60) 8 50 5.1 ± 0.32 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Cyclic voltammogram grafting of anthraquinone on the surface of Cr3 /Au15 /eC10. 
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2.2.1.2.3  Cr/Au modification  

The parameters used for grafting of molecular layer on the surface of Cr/Au 

electrode are listed in Table 2.3 and corresponding cyclic voltammograms are 

shown in Figure 2.3. 

Table 2.3 Anthraquinone grafting parameters on Cr3 /Au15 surfaces 

Anthraquinone 
Grafting 

Sweep range 
(E vs. Ag/Ag+) 

No. of 
cycles 

Scan rate 
(mV/s) 

Thickness 
(nm) 

Sample 1 0.4 – (-0.35) 6 50 3.1 ± 0.42 

Sample 2 0.4 – (-0.45) 6 50 4.2 ± 0.50 

Sample 3 0.4 – (-0.55) 6 50 5.2 ± 0.53 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Cyclic voltammogram grafting of anthraquinone on the surface of Cr3 /Au15. 
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2.2.1.3 Top contact deposition 

The top contact electrode was comprised of electron beam deposition of 10 nm eC 

and 15 nm Au through a physical shadow mask with 0.25 mm openings oriented 

perpendicular to the bottom contact, which results in a crossbar junction of 250 in 250 μm. 

Complete fabricated chip is shown schematically in Figure 2.4 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic illustrations Au/eC/molecule/eC/Au molecular junctions using electron-beam 

deposited carbon adjacent to molecular layer. Each chip is 1.8 x 1.2 cm. Final dimension of each 

junction is 250 x 250 μm. 

 

2.2.2. Wafer scale lithography for eC junction 

In addition to the crossbar geometry, an “integrated” format was fabricated with a 

lithographic lift-off process rather than shadow mask, in part to reduce contact resistance and 
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also provide a wider range of junction dimensions. It also provides electrical isolation of the 

junctions, a single, common contact for electrochemical surface modification, and probe 

contact pads of Au rather than eC. This procedure results in a “chip” of 25 molecular 

junctions, with the entire substrate protected by photoresist. Details of the fabrication are as 

follows: 

I.  4” silicon (100) wafer substrates with 300 nm of thermally grown silicon oxide 

were used as the base substrates. Substrates were cleaned using a hot piranha solution 

(concentrated H2SO4:30% H2O2, 3:1 v/v) for 15 min and rinsed with deionized water before 

drying. A bilayer photoresist stack was spin-coated onto the wafers. First, LOR 0.7A resist 

(MicroChem) was spun on at 200 rpm for 10 seconds followed by 2000 rpm for 45 seconds. 

The wafer was then baked for 2 minutes on a hot plate for 170 °C. The top layer resist, HPR 

504 (MicroChem), was spun on at 500rpm for 10 seconds followed by 400 rpm for 45 

seconds and soft baked for 90 seconds at 115 °C on a hot plate. Wafers were allowed to 

rehydrate for 15 minutes before being patterned using a photomask and UV exposure. 

Exposed wafers were developed in MF-26A developer (Microposit) for approximately 40 

seconds under gentle agitation until fully developed.  Fully developed wafers were rinsed 

with deionized water and dried with nitrogen.  

II.  Patterned wafers are loaded into a Johnson Ultravac (JUV) e-beam deposition 

system for metal deposition of Cr4/Au30. The system is pumped down to a base pressure of 

4x10-7 torr prior to deposition. After the metal deposition, the chamber is vented and a 

shadow mask is aligned and attached to each individual wafer for the eC10. The JUV has 

pumped down again and the 10nm of e-beam carbon is evaporated. An addition coating of 

HPR 504, same parameters, is spun onto the wafers as a barrier layer to protect the samples 
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from the atmosphere and dicing saw residue. The wafers are diced using a Disco DAD 321 

dicing saw into individual die chips of 13mm x 18.5mm which can be stored until use.  

III. In order to prepare the chips for electrochemistry, diced chips are immersed in 

dimethyl sulfoxide (Fisher certified ACS) for 1 hour to lift-off the photoresist layers. The 

chips are held in either an upright position or device layer down depending on the holder to 

ensure that any metal or dicing particles coming off the sample during lift-off do not fall back 

onto the surface of the chips. Chips are then sonicated in fresh DMSO, DI water, and IPA for 

10 minutes each as a final clean prior to electrochemistry. 

IV. Electrochemical procedure for grafting of molecular layer was the same as 

described in section 2.2.1.2. Nitro-azobenzene (NAB) diazonium fluoroborate salt (1 mM) 

was used for grafting of the molecular layer. Grafting parameters are listed in Table 2.4 and 

corresponding cycling voltammetry is shown in Figure 2.5.   

Table 2.4 Electrochemical grafting parameters for NAB on integrated chips  

NAB Grafting 
Sweep range 

(E vs. Ag/Ag+) 
No. of cycles Scan rate 

(mV/s) 
Thickness 

(nm) 

Sample 1 0.4 – (-0.20) 4 100 3.6 ± 0.24 

Sample 2 0.4 – (-0.40) 4 100 4.1 ± 0.29 

Sample 3 0.4 – (-0.60) 4 100 4.8 ± 0.31 

Sample 4 0.4 – (-0.80) 4 100 6.2 ± 0.43 
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Figure 2.5 Cyclic voltammograms for grafting different thicknesses of Nitro-azobenzene (NAB) on 

the surface of integrated Cr4 /Au30 /eC10 chips in acetonitrile solution of 1 mM NAB and 0.1 M 

TBAPF6.  

 

V. The procedure for top contact deposition was the same as described in Section 

2.2.1.3, except the Au thickness was increased to 20 nm since transparency was not required. 

Yields and relative standard deviations for the four examples are listed in Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5 Statistics of integrated Cr4/Au30/eC10/NAB/eC10/Au20 junctions 

NAB Thickness 

(nm) 
Yield Voltage (V) 

Mean J @ V 

(A/cm2) 

Standard 

deviation of J 
RSD (%) 

3.6±0.24 6/6 0.4 2.1 0.19 9 

4.1±0.29 6/6 0.9 2.3 0.3 14 

4.8±0.31 8/8 1.3 2.7 0.6 22 

6.2±0.43 8/8 2 2.3 0.15 6 

a. yield indicates the number of the junction with no evidence of direct eC/eC contact (a “short”) 
 

2.2.3 Electrical and optical apparatus 

Current–voltage (IV) curves were obtained using a Keithley 2602A source-

measurement unit or a custom-built LabVIEW measurement system that has been described 

previously 137. IV curves were obtained in 4-wire mode unless indicated otherwise. UV-Vis 

absorption spectra were obtained with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 1050 dual beam spectrometer. 

XPS analyses were acquired with an AXIS 165 spectrometer equipped with a monochromatic 

Al Kα source (1486.6 eV). a custom-built spectrometer consisting of an Ar+ ion laser (514.5 

nm), a 50 mm f/1.8 collection lens, a holographic reflection grating (2000 grove/mm), and an 

Andor back-thinned CCD detector cooled to -80° C was used to acquire the spectra139. 

Raman shift was calibrated with naphthalene and polystyrene. 
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2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.3.1 Characterization of eC electrode 

2.3.1.1 Spectroscopic characterization of eC electrode 

eC is presumably formed by carbon atoms and clusters striking a solid surface and 

rapidly forming a variety of bonds to adjacent particles, thus forming an amorphous mixture 

of sp1, sp2 and sp3 hybridization. Although the detailed structure of eC is both complex and 

disordered, Raman spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) provide 

estimates of sp3 content and Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectrum (UPS) provides estimate for 

work function and Fermi-level (EF). 

2.3.1.1.1 Estimation of sp3 content with Raman spectroscopy 

Interpretation of Raman spectra of amorphous carbon to determine hybridization and 

bonding geometry has been described140, 141. Raman spectra of e-beam carbon on silicon have 

been presented previously,136 and show a broad peak from ~1000 to ~1600 cm-1, in the region 

of the sp2 carbon bands, indicating a very disordered structure. Pyrolysis at 1000 oC led to 

observable “D” and “G” bands at ~1360 cm-1 and ~1600 cm-1, similar in position to the bands 

observed for PPF. In the current experiments, As suggested in the literature, Breit-Wigner-

Fano (BWF) fitting for the G peak and a Lorentzian for the D peak results in the excellent 

deconvolution for all carbon Raman with low residuals141. The relative positions of the D and 

G bands following deconvolution were used to estimate the %sp3 content according to the 

procedure of Ferrari and Robertson 141. Raman spectra and deconvolutions of spectra to D 

and G peaks of different type of carbon are shown in Figure 2.6-2.9, including the estimated 

sp3 content indicated for each case. Several reports have described the deconvolution of the 
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broad carbon bands into D and G components, and the relationship of their positions and 

intensities to the sp3/sp2 ratio of the carbon film140, 141. The as-deposited eC is estimated to be 

30-40% sp3 hybridized carbon, with the remainder sp2, but the sp3 content becomes 

negligible after annealing at 1000 oC (Figure 2.7). The same analysis applied to PPF and 

glassy carbon yield negligible sp3 content (Figure 2.8 and 2.9). 

 
Figure 2.6  Raman spectrum of electron-beam deposited carbon (eC). 
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Figure 2.7 Raman spectra of eC after 3 Hours annealing at 1000 oC in forming gas 

  

Figure 2.8 Raman spectra of pyrolyzed photoresist (PPF). 
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Figure 2.9 Raman spectra of glassy carbon (GC). 

2.3.1.1.2 Estimation of sp3 content with XPS spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has also been used to estimate the sp3/sp2 

content of disordered carbon materials, based on relative intensities of components of the C1s 

band142, 143. XPS spectra of the C1s region for eC is shown in Figure 2.10, and the sp3 content 

indicated by the XPS is 30% for as-deposited eC, which decreases to 11% upon annealing 

(Figure 2.11). Although the sp3 percentages from XPS and Raman should be considered 

approximate, they clearly indicate significant sp3 content in as-deposited eC, which is distinct 

from that of PPF or annealed eC. 
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Figure 2.10 XPS C 1s region of electron beam deposited carbon (eC). 

 

Figure 2.11 XPS C 1s region of eC after 3 hours annealing at 1000 oC. 
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2.3.1.1.3 Work function estimation by Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectrum (UPS) 

Figure 2.12 shows UPS spectra of eC10 alone, Cr3/Au30  and Cr3/Au30/TiC3/eC10 (all 

on Si/SiOx), from which the onset of photoemission at ~4.8 eV indicates the work function 

(WF) of the surface. TiC is used as an adhesion layer between eC and Au, which eliminate 

occasional delamination of eC in long time of ultra-sonication and electrochemistry. The 

onset binding energies are within experimental error (±0.1 eV) for these three surfaces, 

indicating that the WF of the top eC10 layer is not significantly altered by the underlying 

metal or TiC layer. In addition, aluminum was examined due to its much lower WF 

compared to Au or eC. Bare Al exhibits a WF of 3.3 eV by UPS, while the Al40/eC10 surface 

is very similar to the other eC terminated surfaces, at ~4.8 eV. The absence of observable 

photoemission at 3.3 eV for Al/eC is also an indication that negligible bare Al remains on the 

Al/eC surface, and therefore that eC coverage of the underlying surface is complete by this 

measure. 
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Figure 2.12 UPS spectra of eC, Al, Al/eC, Cr/Au and Au/TiC/eC surfaces. The substrate for all 

cases was Si/SiOx. 

 

2.3.1.2 Surface coverage of eC layer 

2.3.1.2.1 Auger survey and elemental mapping  

An Auger electron spectrum for the Cr3/Au30/TiC3/eC10
 surface is shown in Figure 

2.13a, with the peak at 250 − 300 eV feature corresponding to carbon and the ~500 eV peak 

to surface oxygen. The removal of the ~500 eV band by Ar+ sputtering indicates that the 

oxygen content is superficial, and not detectable below the eC surface. Figure 2.13b shows 

Auger emission maps for the initial Cr3/Au30/TiC3/eC10 surface, showing an even distribution 

of both carbon and oxygen across the electrode surface. Neither Au nor Ti was detectable in 
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the Auger survey scans (Figure 2.13a) or with elemental mapping (Figure 2.13b), consistent 

with the absence of pinholes in the eC film detectable by Auger spectroscopy. 

 

Figure 2.13 (a) Auger electron spectra of Si/SiOx/Cr3/Au30/TiC3/eC10 before and after 30 second 

sputtering. The inset is the magnification of the oxygen peak at 505 eV. (b) Auger surface mapping of 

selected peak of oxygen at 505 eV and carbon at 260 eV for the surface of Au30/TiC3/eC10 without 

sputtering. Ti and Au are undetectable by either a survey scan or elemental maps. 

 

2.3.1.2.2 Surface coverage evaluation by electrochemistry   

Although the absence of Au or Ti responses in the Auger spectra implies good surface 

coverage with low pinhole density, the possibility of exposure of the metal underlying eC 

was examined further. Coverage of graphene on metal electrodes has been assessed by 

attempting to oxidize Cu or Ni electrodes underneath single or multilayer graphene.144-147 

Figure 2.14A (blue curve) shows voltammetry of an unmodified Cu electrode in 0.1 M 

NaOH electrolyte, exhibiting prominent features characteristic of Cu corrosion and 

redeposition. A Cu electrode with 10 nm of eC (i.e. Si/SiOx/Cr4/Cu40/eC10) in the same 

electrolyte yielded the red voltammogram in Figure 2.14a, with the dotted region expanded in 

Figure 2.14b. No features for Cu redox activity are evident with the eC modified electrode, 
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and the current for the first oxidation peak at 𝐸 =  −0.33 𝑉 is a factor of >2000 smaller than 

that on the bare Cu electrode. The blockage of metal oxidation by eC10 is similar for a Ni 

electrode, shown in Figure 2.14c and d, with no observable redox features apparent for the 

Ni/eC10 electrode in 0.1 M NaOH. 

 

Figure 2.14 (a) CV for the Si/SiOx/Cr3/Cu40 and Si/SiOx/Cr3/Cu40 /TiC3/eC10 surface in alkaline 

solution (NaOH 0.1M) at 0.1 V/s.  (b) Magnification of voltammograms shown in panel A for the 

region of Cu oxidation. (c) CV obtained for Si/SiOx/Cr3/Ni30 and Si/SiOx/Cr3/Ni30 /TiC3/eC10 in 

alkaline solution (NaOH 0.1M) at 0.1 V/sec. (d) Magnification of voltammograms shown in panel C 

for the region of Ni oxidation. The area of the exposed electrode was 0.28 cm2 for all cases.  
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2.3.1.3 Surface roughness of eC electrode 

As the feature size of the active component decreases, factors such as 

electromigration, surface roughness, film uniformity and stability of electrodes begin to limit 

device performance.148-150 Experience with numerous MJs having molecular layers of 1-5 nm 

thickness indicates that substrate roughness should be less than 0.5 nm rms (by AFM); e.g. 

the PPF used in previous reports 58, 112, 130, 138, 151 and in commercial devices 111 ranged from 

0.4 to 0.5 nm rms. Figure 2.15 shows AFM images and line scans of various films deposited 

on Si/SiOx (300 nm) with an initial roughness of 0.15 nm rms. E-beam deposition of Au 

directly onto Si/SiOx forms the well-known island film with high rms roughness (Rq) of 0.95 

nm, and peak-to-peak variation (Rpp) often exceeding ± 4 nm.  Deposition of 10 nm of eC on 

top of this rough Au surface results in the smoother surface of Figure 2.15a, with Rq= 0.61 

nm and Rpp of approximately ± 1.5 nm. The decrease in roughness was unexpected, since the 

low likelihood of carbon diffusion and island formation should track the underlying surface. 

The commonly used technique of applying a chromium adhesion layer to reduce roughness is 

shown in Figure 2.15b, with the resulting Cr3/Au15 film having Rq= 0.53 nm. eC deposition 

on this surface also reduces roughness (Figure 2.15d) to Rq= 0.35 nm [note that subscripts on 

layer identities indicate layer thickness in nm, e.g. Au15.] The roughness decrease is very 

consistent, and valuable for subsequent fabrication of MJs, with one possible origin of the 

effect being rapid formation of covalent bonds between incoming carbon atoms and clusters 

forming a “superlayer” which bridges defects or grain boundaries in the underlying metal.  
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Figure 2.15 (a) AFM images of e-beam deposited Au and Au/eC surfaces on Si/SiOx substrate. 

Subscripts indicate thicknesses of each deposited layer in nm. Ra and Rq are average and root mean 

square roughness, respectively. (b) AFM images of the surface of e-beam deposited Cr/Au and 

Cr/Au/eC surfaces on Si/SiOx substrate. (c) AFM line scan profiles of surfaces shown in panel (a). 

(d) AFM line scan profiles of surfaces shown in panel (b). 

 

2.3.1.4  Sheet resistance of eC electrode 

The resistivity of PPF is in the range of 0.003 to 0.006 Ω-cm for pyrolysis at 1100 oC, 

although this value varies significantly with film thickness and thermal history.151-154 It is 

similar to the 0.005 Ω-cm reported for glassy carbon, consistent with a glassy, sp2 carbon 

material. An early report on eC deposited on quartz reported a sheet resistance of 2000 – 

5000 Ω/square for a 300 nm film, corresponding to a resistivity of 0.06 to 0.15 Ω-cm.134 

Four-point probe measurements were carried out on eC films deposited directly on quartz 
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yield the results shown in Table 2.6, which are averages of five measurements across a 

“blanket” eC film for each thickness. Ten to thirty nm thick eC films have sheet resistances 

of 104 – 105 Ω/□, yielding resistivities of 0.03 to 0.16 Ω-cm, similar to that reported for the 

300 nm thick film.134 The low conductivity of eC can result in significant ohmic losses in thin 

films, with a 10 nm film of a 0.05 x 1 cm strip having a predicted resistance of ~3 MΩ. 

However, we showed previously that since the current in a MJ passes through the short 

dimension of the eC film (i.e. 10 nm), its contribution to resistance is negligible, and the JV 

responses of PPF/NAB/eC/Au MJs were indistinguishable for eC thicknesses of 2 to 30 nm 

(NAB=nitroazobenzene).138 In order to use eC as a substrate, it was deposited onto a 

Cr3/Au15 film, without breaking vacuum. The sheet resistances of various Au/eC bilayers 

listed in Table 2.6 are 1-3 Ω/□, compared to >104 Ω/□ for eC alone, reducing the resistance 

predicted for a 0.05 x 1 cm strip from 3 MΩ for eC10 alone to 60 Ω for a Au15/eC10 bilayer. 

The Au carries most of the current in the lateral directions of the Au/eC film, and the eC10 

resistance in series with the molecular layer is less than 0.3 mΩ for a 250 x 250 µm 

molecular junction. The higher conductivity of Au/eC films compared to PPF eliminates 

most of the ohmic potential error when acquiring JV curves in 2-wire mode, as shown Figure 

2.19. In addition, we will show below that the Cr3/Au15/eC10 films are excellent substrates for 

molecular junction fabrication, are partially optically transparent and can be patterned 

lithographically. 
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Table 2.6 4-Point probe resistances of eC and Au films on Quartz (Q) and SiOx 

 

Sheet resistance 

(ohm/□) 

Resistivity 

(ohm-cm) 

Q/eC3 (a) 1.04E+09 312 

Q/eC10 167400 0.167 

Q/eC20 19940 0.040 

Q/eC30 11310 0.034 

mean(10-30 nm) - 0.080 

Q/Cr4/Au15/eC10 2.98 - 

Q/Cr4/Au30/eC10 1.03 - 

Si/SiOx/Cr4/Au30/eC10 1.05 - 

PPF (1000 nm) 39 51 0.005 

eC (310 nm) 31 44000 0.136 

OTPPF b(40 nm) 29 500 0.002 

a. subscripts denote layer thicknesses in nm 

b. optically transparent PPF 

 

2.3.2 Molecular layer grafting on eC electrode 

The eC resembles various “diamond like carbon” materials155-159 and sputtered carbon 

films160, 161 in this respect, although the microstructure and specific bonding geometries may 

be different. Note that eC is near the disordered extreme for carbon materials compared to 

fullerenes, diamond, and graphite, and is likely isotropic in its structure and properties. The 

important properties of eC for MJ fabrication are flatness, sufficient conductivity, stability, 
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substrate adhesion, ability to modify the eC surface with covalent C-C bonds to molecular 

layers, and suitability for lithographic patterning, as described below. 

Voltammetric curves for reduction of 2-anthraquinone (AQ) diazonium reagent are 

compared in Figure 2.16 for PPF, Au, and eC, in acetonitrile in all cases. The reduction peak 

corresponds to formation of a phenyl radical which binds to the surface as a mono- or 

multilayer. The shape and peak potential of the reduction wave on PPF vary for different 

diazonium precursors, but in all cases studied to date, the reduction peaks are better defined 

on Au/eC than on PPF. The lower resistance of the Au/eC contact avoids ohmic potential 

error, and the greater structural disorder of eC likely has more nucleation sites for phenyl 

radical attachment. As will be described next, well defined electrochemical layer formation 

also contributes to high junction reliability. 
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Figure 2.16 Cyclic voltammograms of Anthraquinone diazonium solution on PPF, Cr/Au, and 

Cr/Au/eC surfaces.  The solution was contained 1 mM AQ diazonium fluoroborate in acetonitrile 

with 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) as supporting electrolyte, and scan 

rate was 50 mV/s for all cases. Detailed grafting conditions and cyclic voltammograms are shown in 

section 2.2.1.2.  

 

2.3.3 Electronic behavior of eC/molecule/eC junctions 

Current-density vs bias voltage (JV) curves for five thicknesses of AQ in 

Si/SiOx/Cr3/Au15/eC10/AQx/eC10/Au15 molecular junctions are shown in Figure 2.17, on both 

linear (panel a) and semi-logarithmic scales (panel b). The yield (# of MJs not shorted) for all 

junctions fabricated with eC is 100% and the standard deviations of current density are 

shown in Figure 2.17 as error bars. Vapor deposited Au has been used successfully for 

ensemble MJ fabrication,116, 117, 162 but in most cases requires template stripping to provide a 

sufficiently flat substrate surface.44, 47, 114, 163-167 Figure 2.17c shows results from junctions 
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fabricated with an identical procedure to that for Figure 2.17a, but omitting the substrate eC 

layer to yield Cr3/Au15/AQx/eC10/Au15. For the e-beam deposited Au substrate without the 

additional eC layer, the yield was low (> 50% “shorts”) and reproducibility of non-shorted 

devices was poor. The variability of current density was large enough to obscure the effect of 

AQ thickness, as evident from comparison of the 3 nm and 5.3 nm cases. A more complete 

test of the effect of thickness on JV behavior is shown in Figure 2.17d, which plots ln(J) at 

𝑉 = 0.1 V vs AQ layer thickness for three different substrates. The slope of such plots yields 

the attenuation coefficient β, which is widely used to compare the thickness dependences of 

molecular tunnel junctions.46, 168-170 The slope and intercept of the β plot for PPF (Figure 

2.17d) are -2.8 ± 0.13 and 4.7 ± 0.55 respectively. The slope and intercept of the same plot 

for Au/eC are -2.7 ± 0.12 and 4.7 ± 0.47. These results from PPF and Au/eC electrode are 

statistically indistinguishable, and comparable to the -2.7 ± 0.6 nm-1 slope observed for eight 

aromatic MJs in PPF/molecule/Cu devices.58 J values for the Au substrate lacking the eC10 

layer deviated greatly from the line in Figure 2.17d, and exhibited the high standard 

deviations apparent in Figure 2.17c.  
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Figure 2.17 (a) Current density vs bias voltage (JV) curves for junctions fabricated by Cr/Au/eC 

electrode as bottom contact, determined with a Keithley 2602A sourcemeter. AFM thicknesses of 

anthraquinone molecular layer are indicated in nm. Yield for tested junctions was 100% (non-shorted 

junctions) and error bars represent ± standard deviation for 8 junctions of each thickness. (b) Semi-

logarithmic scale of JV curves shown in panel (a). Right side inset: schematics of tested junctions (Cr 

layer under the Au is not shown in schematics). (c) Semi-logarithmic scale of JV curves for junctions 

fabricated by Cr/Au electrode as a bottom contact. Yield for tested junction was lower than 50% 

(non-shorted) and error bars represent ± standard deviation for non-shorted junctions. (d) 

Corresponding attenuation plot at 0.1 V for different bottom electrodes. β is the slope of observed for 

SiOx/Au15/ eC10/AQx/eC10/Au15 devices. 
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2.3.3.1 Comparison of two- and four-wire mode measurements 

Four-wire mode measurement can be used to compensate contact resistance and 

internal ohmic losses in the PPF or eC films; however, many laboratory and practical 

applications use a two-wire geometry. Two- and four-wire mode measurements for molecular 

junctions made with PFF and Cr/Au/eC substrate electrodes are compared in Figure 2.18 and 

2.19, respectively. In the case of PPF, the relatively high resistance of the PPF substrate 

distorts the 2-wire measurement due to ohmic potential losses (Figure 2.18).  Since the sheet 

resistance of Au/eC is at least a factor of ten lower than that of PPF (Table 2.6), much less 

distortion is observed (Fig. 2.19). The small error apparent in Figure 2.19 is likely due to the 

contact resistance between the tungsten probes and the Au contact points or the residual 

resistance of the Au30 film, and is completely compensated using 4-wire geometry.   

 

Figure 2.18 Comparison of two- and four-wire mode measurement for PPF/ NAB /eC10/Au20. 
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Figure 2.19 Comparison of two- and four-wire mode measurement for Cr3/Au30/eC10/ 

NAB/eC10/Au20. 

 

2.3.4 Statistics of the fabricated eC junction 

Error bars in JV plots in Figure 2.17 are standard deviations of current density for all 

8 junctions on a given chip, with yield for all five samples being 100% of non-shorted 

junctions.  An example of the raw data set for Cr3/Au15/eC10/AQ//eC10/Au15 junctions is 

shown in Figure 2.20, which is an overlay of IV curves in linear and semi-logarithmic scale 

for eight different junctions with an AQ thickness of 3.8 nm. The RSD of current for the 

eight junctions shown varies from 18% at 1.4 V to 27% at 0.1 V. In the case of Cr/Au bottom 

electrode, the yield was lower than 50% (i.e. > 50% shorted) and standard deviations 

exceeded 50%, as indicated by the error bars in Figure 2.17c. Yields and relative standard 

deviations for the five examples shown in Figure 2.20 are listed in Table 2.7. 
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Table 2.7 JV Statistics of SiOx/Cr/Au/eC/AQ/eC/Au junctions 

Thickness (nm) Yielda Bias (V) 
Mean J @ V 

(A/cm2) 

Standard 

deviation of J 
RSD (%) 

2.3 ± 0.25 8/8 0.3 2.6 0.46 17 

2.9 ± 0.35 8/8 0.6 2.9 0.85 28 

3.8 ± 0.27 8/8 1.0 2.1 0.41 20 

4.5 ± 0.28 8/8 1.5 2.0 0.45 21 

5.1 ± 0.32 8/8 1.9 2.2 0.67 28 

a. yield indicates the number of the junction with no evidence of direct eC/eC contact (a “short”) 
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Figure 2.20 Statistics for Cr3/Au15/eC10/AQ3.8 /eC10/Au15 junctions a) Overlay of eight measured IV 

curves b) Average of eight IV curves ± standard deviation c) Overlay of eight ln(I) versus voltage d) 

Average of eight ln(I) versus voltage ± standard deviation. 

 

2.3.5 Stability of junctions fabricated by eC electrode 

One advantage of “all carbon” MJs is stability, with the eC layers resistant to both 

oxidation and electromigration. We reported previously that PPF/nitroazobenzene/eC/Au 

were unchanged by current densities exceeding 1000 A/cm2 at ± 3V, while the analogous 

PPF/nitroazobenzene/Cu/Au broke down when the Cu/Au was biased more positive than +2 

V.138 The present Au/eC/AQ/eC/Au devices were subjected to several stability tests, with the 

results shown in Figure 2.21. Panel (a) shows a typical JV response for a MJ with a 3.4 nm 

Overlay of 8 junctions Average of 8 junctions  ±  Std 
a b 

d 

 
c 
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layer of AQ, both initially and after storage in air for 85 days. Figure 2.21b shows a different 

device before and after scanning 107 times to ±1.3 V in air, and showed no changes in shape 

or current magnitude. This high operational stability significantly exceeds that using different 

self-assembly fabrication methods reported in the literature.26, 37, 171-173 Figure 2.21c shows JV 

responses acquired between 80 and 450 K in vacuum, and the associated Arrhenius plot is 

provided in Figure 2.22.  

 

Figure 2.21 (a) Overlay of JV curves for fresh Au/eC/AQ/eC/Au junction before and after being 

stored in ambient air for 85 days. AQ thickness ≈ 3.6 nm. (b) Overlay of JV curve of a 

Au/eC/AQ/eC/Au junction before and after 10 million JV cycles to ± 1.3 V in air at 1000 V/sec. AQ 

thickness ≈ 4.4 nm. (c) JV curves for a single Au/eC/AQ/eC/Au junction at four temperatures from 77 

to 450 K in vacuum. AQ thickness ≈ 4.4 nm. Corresponding Arrhenius plot is shown in Figure 2.22. 

Junctions were deposited on a Si/SiOx substrate with 3 nm Cr adhesion layer in all cases. 

 

The Arrhenius plot for the temperature dependence of the JV curves in Figure 2.21c is 

shown in Figure 2.22. Also, The apparent activation energies are similar to those observed 

for PPF/molecule/Cu MJs130, with near zero slope between 77 and 150 K and ~38 meV slope 

near 300 K. As noted above, the successful application of 390 PPF/azobenzene/eC/Au 

devices in consumer electronics over a period of six months with no known failures111 

provides clear evidence of the stability of “all-carbon” MJs. 
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Figure 2.22 Arrhenius plot for Cr3/Au15/eC10/AQ4.5/eC10/Au15 molecular junction. Approximate 

activation energies in different ranges of temperature are indicated. 

 

2.3.6 Flexibility of eC junctions 

Fabrication of stable electronic devices on a flexible substrate is a significant 

objective toward realizing next generation nano-electronic technologies in consumer 

products.174, 175 As noted above, one disadvantage of PPF is the requirement for high 

pyrolysis temperatures over an ~8 hour period, which is impractical in commercial 

production, and especially for many flexible materials.  The Au/eC substrate and eC/Au top 

contact can be applied at room temperature on a variety of substrates which would not 
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tolerate PPF formation. Figure 2.23a shows images of complete Cr3/Au15/eC10/AQ/eC10/Au15 

MJs deposited on polyethylene-terephthalate (PET) “transparency” film, and 6b shows the 

ability of the entire assembly to flex. Figure 2.23c (lines) is the JV response for three 

different AQ thicknesses. Eight junctions for each thickness showed the same characteristic 

JV shape as AQ devices on SiOx with no “shorts”, however the standard deviation of J was 

higher. The variability was likely due to molecular layer thickness variations, possibly due to 

static charges which affected the electrochemical deposition. The points superimposed on the 

same curves are the JV responses for each device after being flexed 100 times to the extent 

shown in Figure 2.23b. Since the total MJ thickness of ~60 nm is much less than the radius of 

curvature during bending, the strain on the MJ itself is small. Also, eC is a disordered, 

amorphous type of carbon without crystalline structure which in may make it more tolerant 

of mechanical stress in thin film structures.140 Combined with strong bonding between eC 

and the molecular layer, the mechanical properties of eC provides stable junctions with 

identical JV response before and after bending (Figure 2.23c). Note also that the PET surface 

is not flat on a nanometer scale like Si/SiOx or quartz substrate, but has defects visible in an 

optical microscope. Apparently the MJ deposition process is sufficiently conformal, or the 

defects are sparse enough that yield is high, albeit with variations in current density. The PET 

substrate did not permit AFM “scratching”176 to determine molecular layer thickness due to 

deformation and roughness, hence the thicknesses were estimated from the diazonium 

reduction conditions. Figure 2.23d shows the initial JV cycle for a PET/Cr/Au/eC/AQ/eC/Au 

device plus a second JV curve obtained after 107 bias cycles to ± 1.5 V, indicating excellent 

flexible device stability.  
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Figure 2.23 (a) Optical image of PET/Cr3/Au15/ eC10/AQ/eC10/Au15 devices deposited on 

transparency film (PET). Magnification shows an individual junction. (b) Optical image of the 

fabricated device on PET substrate while bent. (c) JV curves of junctions fabricated on flexible PET 

substrate before (lines) and after (points) being bent 100 times to the degree shown in panel (b), 

which reduced the 1.8 cm dimension in panel (a) to ~1.4 cm.  Three AQ thicknesses were deposited 

electrochemically but were not be verified by AFM. (d) Overlay of JV curve of freshly fabricated AQ 

junction on flexible PET substrate before (blue) and after (red) 10 million JV cycles to ± 1.3 V in air. 

 

2.3.7 Transparency of eC junctions 

Molecular optoelectronics refers to an area that investigates both measurement 

capabilities (e.g. optical spectroscopy) and our fundamental understanding of electronic 

transport mechanisms in molecular junctions.1 Optoelectronics with molecular junctions 

requires one or both conducting contacts to be partially transparent in order to conduct 
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measurements in the local environment.  Both eC134, 135 and PPF132, 133 were investigated 

previously with the objective of making optically transparent carbon electrodes, usually on 

quartz substrates. However, the high sheet resistance of partially transparent layers of eC and 

PPF creates ohmic potential errors which can be serious in either electrochemical or 

electronic applications. We have used metal/eC films previously for making sufficiently 

transparent top contacts on molecular junctions to monitor device structure while functioning 

with Raman127, 177 and UV-Vis spectroscopy,178, 179 and to observe light emission124 by MJs. 

The combination of Au15/eC10 was used in the current work partly to provide transparency, 

and the combination of low sheet resistance and optical transmission with the stability and 

surface chemistry of carbon makes Au/eC films attractive both as substrates and top contacts. 

Figure 2.24a shows absorbance spectra of several “blanket” e-beam coatings on a quartz 

slide, referenced to an uncoated slide in air. The Q/Cr3/Au15/eC10 junction substrate, which is 

30-40 % transparent in the visible range, and the addition of anthraquinone layers (4-11 nm 

thick) yields additional absorbance in the region expected for free anthraquinone (220-280 

nm). Figure 2.24b shows the same spectra after subtraction of the spectrum of an unmodified 

Q/Cr3/Au15/eC10 sample, clearly showing the absorbance of the AQ layer. The Au15/eC10 

electrode layer is clearly sufficiently transparent for optical spectroscopy and observation of 

photoeffects, including while the device is in operation, but to date such measurements have 

been constrained to reflection geometry through one partially transparent electrode.  Figure 

2.24c shows the absorbance of a complete molecular junction in transmission mode with the 

optical beam passing through both electrodes and the AQ layers. Subtraction of the spectrum 

of Q/Cr3/Au15/eC20/Au15 “blank” containing no AQ layer yields the spectra of Figure 2.24d. 

The spectra of 7b and 7d are quite similar, with differences likely due to variation of internal 
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reflection efficiencies at the AQ/eC interfaces. Although one transparent contact is sufficient 

for Raman monitoring of the device under bias in reflection geometry, the transmission 

geometry enabled by two transparent contacts is generally easier to interpret than reflection 

mode for UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy.  

 

Figure 2.24 (a) Optical absorbance of Quartz/Cr3/Au15/eC10/AQ relative to an air reference. Three 

different thicknesses of AQ molecular layer are shown. (b) Absorbance spectra of panel (a) following 

subtraction of the unmodified Q/Cr3/Au15/eC10 spectrum, to yield the absorbance due to the AQ 

molecular layers. (c) Absorbance spectrum of complete Quartz/Cr3/Au15/eC10/AQ/eC10/Au15 junction 

relative to an air reference, for three different thicknesses of Anthraquinone. (d) Absorbance from 

panel (c) following subtraction of the spectrum of a “blank” Q/Cr3/Au15/eC20/Au15 sample. 
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2.3.8 Wafer scale lithography for eC molecular junctions 

The Cr/Au/eC substrates shown in Figure 2.4 were deposited through a shadow mask, 

which imposes constraints on the width and shapes of the “stripes” and the sharpness of their 

edges. Photolithography permits a wider range of patterns and dimensions, and a diced wafer 

consisting of twenty substrates made with conventional photolithography is shown in Figure 

2.25a. When transparency is not required, the Au thickness was increased to 30 nm, so that 

the substrate pattern is initially Cr3/Au30 across the entire chip. Contact with Au/eC with 

standard tungsten probes sometimes results in significant contact resistance in 2-wire mode, 

so eC is deposited only on the junction region through a shadow mask. In the final junction 

shown in Figure 2.25b, the molecular layer is in contact only with eC at both electrodes, and 

the probes contact only Au, as shown. The Cr/Au/eC substrate may be coated with 

photoresist for protection during long term storage or shipping, which is stripped off before 

modification with the molecular layer. The large Cr/Au pad at the top permits electrical 

contact to all five “stripes” during electrochemical reduction of the diazonium solution, and a 

razor cut after deposition across the five stripes isolates the electrode lines from each other 

for subsequent electronic testing.  Finally, the eC/Au top contact is deposited on the modified 

Cr/Au/eC substrate through a shadow mask with a pattern of 25 rectangles, resulting in 25 

MJs which can be contacted by 2, 3, or 4 probes on Au surfaces without stray currents or 

interference from nearby devices. We refer to the design of Figure 2.25b as “integrated”, in 

order to distinguish it from the “crossbar” format of Figure 2.4 made entirely with shadow 

masks. 
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Figure 2.25 (a) Image and enlargement of 100 mm diameter wafer of integrated chip design after 

dicing but before molecular layer deposition. (b) Completed chip with 25 

Si/SiOx/Cr3/Au30/eC10/NAB/eC10/Au20 after molecular layer and top contact deposition. NAB= 

nitroazobenzene oligomers. Magnification shows individual junction with the position of four probes 

for electrical contact to Au surfaces. (c) Overlay of JV curves for 8 junctions selected randomly on a 

chip with a 4.1 nm thick layer of NAB. (d) Average JV curves for integrated junctions with four 

different NAB thicknesses. Yield for tested junction was 100% of non-shorted junctions and error 

bars represent ± standard deviation for 6-8 junctions of each thickness. Statistics were given in Table 

2.6.  

 

molecular junctions, with the final resist layer of a chip shown in Figure 2.25a 

removed preceding electrochemical deposition of Nitroazobenzene (NAB) molecular layer 

thicknesses of 3.6, 4.1, 4.8 and 6.2 nm. After deposition of the eC10/Au20 top contacts, 

twenty-eight MJs on the four samples were selected randomly and tested, involving 6-8 MJs 
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on each chip. The yield was 100%, meaning that none of the devices exhibited an eC/eC 

short circuit. Figure 2.25c shows 8 overlaid JV curves for the chip with NAB thickness of 4.1 

nm, which had a relative standard deviation of current density of 13% for |𝑉| = 1 𝑉. Figure 

2.25d shows averaged JV curves with error bars of ±standard deviation of J for the four 

thicknesses examined. Direct comparison of the JV responses for crossbar vs integrated MJs 

is difficult due to thickness differences, but the attenuation plots of ln J vs d may be 

compared directly. For the NAB MJs of the type shown in Figure 2.4, β (0.3 V) = 2.2 ± 0.31 

nm-1 and an intercept of 6.3 ± 1.2, while the microfabricated devices had β (0.3 V) = 2.0 ± 

0.22 nm-1 and an intercept of 5.7 ± 1.8. Therefore, the JV behavior of the integrated and 

crossbar eC/NAB/eC devices are statistically indistinguishable. Although the junctions 

shown in figure 2.25b are relatively large (250 x 500 µm), eCarbon devices are completely 

compatible with previous lithographic methods137 for fabricating a range of junction areas 

from 3x3 µm to 400 x 400 µm.  

2.4 CONCLUSION 

Successive e-beam deposition of carbon and Au provides the very flat surface, low 

sheet resistance, and chemical stability important to the fabrication and performance of 

molecular junctions. Au/eC as a substrate shows excellent behavior for surface modification 

by reduction of diazonium ions, and eC/molecule/eC have excellent lifetime and no apparent 

tendency to electromigration or oxidation. All-carbon MJs tolerate a 100-450 K temperature 

range and endure millions of JV cycles in ambient air without observable effects on 

electronic behavior. All-carbon MJs based on e-beam carbon may be deposited on flexible 

substrates and do not subject the substrate to high temperatures, thus significantly increasing 

the range of materials onto which molecular electronic devices can be incorporated. Partial 
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transparency of one or both contact surfaces in all-carbon MJs permits live monitoring of 

molecular junctions under bias with optical spectroscopy as well as photocurrent generation 

and emission of photons. All three of these approaches have proven valuable as diagnostics 

of MJ structure and operation, and may have applications combining molecular electronics 

and photonics.  
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The field of Molecular Electronics (ME) investigates charge transport in single 

molecules or ensembles of molecules oriented between conducting contacts acting as 

elements in electronic circuits. A core principle in ME is the control of charge transport by 

variations in molecular structure, and the possibly wide variety of electronic functions which 

may be available with molecular components but difficult with conventional semiconductors. 

Numerous experimental paradigms have been employed in extensive research on how 

structure controls transport, in alkane, aromatic and oligomeric molecular junctions (MJs).8, 9, 

13, 170, 180 A key parameter in charge transport is the length of the molecular component (d, in 

nm) between conducting contacts, and the dependence of MJ current on d is often a useful 

diagnostic for transport mechanism.  For example, the exponential dependence of current 

density, J (A/cm2) at a given bias voltage on d is often cited as an indication of quantum 

mechanical tunneling, with the slope of ln J vs d yielding β, the attenuation coefficient  with 

units of Å-1 or nm-1. 181 From transport measurements in donor-acceptor complexes, modified 

electrodes, and MJs of both single molecules and ensembles, β is generally accepted to equal 

6-9 nm-1 for aliphatic molecules,26, 48, 50, 182, 183 while β is in the range of  2-5 nm-1 for 

conjugated or aromatic molecules 52, 54, 58, 130 and < 1 nm-1 for certain metal complexes with 

strong electronic coupling between molecular subunits.184-186 Carbon based MJs with 

carbon/molecule/Cu or carbon/molecule/carbon structures containing aromatic molecular 

layers exhibit β values of ~2.1 to 3.3 nm-1 and a weak dependence on variations in structure 

for d < 5 nm due to strong electronic coupling with between the molecules and  

contacts.58, 130, 138 
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Plots of ln J vs d for conjugated and aromatic MJs are often reported to extend from 

𝑑 < 1 nm to 𝑑 = 5 nm, depending on molecular structure and experimental paradigm. For 

example, oligomers of phenyleneimines exhibit 𝛽 = 3.0 nm-1 for 𝑑 < 4 nm, then a change in 

slope to 𝛽 =  0.9 nm-1 for 𝑑 = 4 to 7.5 nm.71, 187 A similar change in slope was reported for 

oligophenylethynyl molecules, with β = 0.9 nm-1 for 𝑑 = 1 to 2.5 nm and 𝛽 = 0.3 nm-1 for 

𝑑 =  2.5 to 5.1 nm.188 In several cases, the change in slope was attributed to a change in 

mechanism from direct or coherent tunneling to “hopping” involving a series of steps 

between sites in the molecular layer.46, 189 For bis-thienyl benzene (BTB) oligomers in carbon 

based MJs, linearity of the attenuation plot with β= 2.9 nm-1 was observed for 𝑑 = 2 – 8 nm, 

then β = 1.0 nm-1 for 𝑑 = 8-16 nm and β ≈ 0.02 nm-1 for 16-22 nm. For BTB, the 1.0 nm-1 

region extended from 𝑑 = 8 to 22 nm at low temperature, thus ruling out activated redox 

exchange.190 The general consensus to date associates the linear 𝛽 ~ 3 nm-1 region for 

conjugated molecules to direct tunneling, with a barrier determined by the offset between the 

electrode Fermi level and the molecular orbital closest in energy. Such transport may involve 

“electron tunneling” mediated by the molecular LUMO or “hole tunneling” mediated by the 

HOMO, and is often referred to as the “single level model”.113, 165 For transport distances 

above 3-5 nm in conjugated molecules, several alternatives to coherent tunneling have been 

proposed, including redox exchange,71, 191 polaron tunneling,169 and field ionization,190 

although coherent tunneling remains a possibility.185 The dependence of junction current on 

temperature, thickness, and bias are valuable for determining transport mechanism, and each 

mechanism may be affected by molecular structure quite differently.  

Our laboratory has studied carbon-based MJs containing aromatic oligomers covalently 

bonded to conducting carbon surfaces, with Cu or carbon/Au top contacts. For molecular 
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layer thicknesses in the range of 2-5 nm, transport has the characteristics of coherent 

tunneling, with weak temperature dependence and linear attenuation plots with 𝛽 =  2.7 ±

 0.6 nm-1 for seven different aromatic structures and > 400 MJs.58 However, both β and 

current density were very similar for aromatic structures, despite a variation of >2.3 eV in the 

HOMO and LUMO levels of the free molecules. We attributed this result to strong electronic 

coupling between the molecules and the contacts, which reduces the influence of electron 

donating or withdrawing groups on the observed transport barrier. Strong coupling between 

graphitic electrodes and aromatic molecules is also predicted theoretically, leading to 

significant shifts in HOMO and LUMO levels in graphene-molecule model structures relative 

to those of the free molecules.192-194 The current investigation was undertaken to address two 

questions about transport through organic films with thicknesses greater than 5 nm. First, 

how far does the exponential dependence on layer thickness extend past 5 nm; and second, 

what transport mechanisms become operative once coherent tunneling becomes negligible? 

Three aromatic molecular layers that could be extended to thicknesses > 5 nm were 

examined, and compared to past results for a thiophene derivative in the same thickness 

range. A detailed analysis of the current-voltage response of diazonium-derived fluorene 

oligomers between carbon contacts and d = 2.3 to 8.6 nm revealed unexpected behavior 

which is inconsistent with either coherent tunneling or the “single level” model commonly 

applied to aromatic MJs. Comparison to anthraquinone (AQ) and nitroazobenzene (NAB) 

MJs permitted insights into the factors controlling charge transport, and a multistep tunneling 

mechanism explains the experimental results.  
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Historically the work related to this Chapter is done before the Chapter 2. The 

molecular junction fabrication steps are similar to those described in chapter 2 except the 

bottom contact. Fabrication of junctions on pyrolyzed photoresist film (PPF) was conducted 

as described previously, with electron-beam deposited carbon (eC) and Au top contacts.138, 190 

Junctions are designated with subscripts in nm on the “stack” of contacts and molecular 

layers, viz. PPF/FL5.0/eC10/Au20 (FL5.0 designates a Fluorene oligomer with 𝑑 = 5.0 nm). The 

same junction structure was used in all cases, with variation only of the identity and thickness 

of the molecular layer, and the junction area was 0.00125 cm2 (250 x 500 µm). To address 

minor differences in fabrication steps in comparison to chapter 2, the detailed of each step is 

described below.  

3.2.1 Fabrication of bottom contact (PPF) 

Pyrolyzed photoresist film (PPF) electrode fabrication is described in detail 

elsewhere.137 Briefly, positive photoresist (AZ 4330) was spin coated on each sample, 

followed by a soft bake at 80 °C and then photolithography was carried out with a UV 

exposure. Development was done in a 1:3 dilution of AZ developer: water. Resulting four 

lines with 500 μm width were pyrolyzed in a 1-inch tube furnace by heating under a flow of 

forming gas (5% H2, balance N2) to 1050 °C for 1 hour. After cooling in flowing forming 

gas, the PPF surface consists of sp2 carbon similar to glassy carbon with RMS roughness 

lower than 0.5 nm. 
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3.2.2 Molecular layer grafting and thickness measurement 

Electrochemical reduction of diazonium species on the surface is used for grafting 

molecular layer on the surface of bottom contact (PPF). A conventional three-electrode 

electrochemical cell with Ag/Ag+ electrode as reference and Pt wire as a counter electrode 

was used for grafting. The solution was 1 mM diazonium salt of the molecule (AQ, NAB, 

FL) dissolved in acetonitrile containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate 

(TBAPF6) as supporting electrolyte. The thickness of grafted molecular layer was controlled 

by sweeping the potential from 0.4 to −1.3 V (vs. Ag/Ag+) at 50 mV/s for repeated cycles. 

After modification, the sample was rinsed with acetonitrile and dried using a stream of 

nitrogen. First two cycles of corresponding CV for grafting of AQ molecular layer are shown 

in Figure 3.1 and electrochemical parameters used for grafting of AQ, NAB and FL are listed 

in Table 3.1. Parameters for BTB grafting are reported previously.4 

 

Figure 3.1 Cyclic voltammograms during grafting of Anthraquinone on the surface or PPF, with a 

variation of negative potential limit causing AQ layers with different thicknesses. 
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Table 3.1 Electrochemical parameters for grafting of molecule on the surface of PPF 

Molecule 
Sweep range 

(V vs Ag/Ag+) 
No. of cycles 

Scan rate 
(mV/s) 

Thickness 
(nm) 

Fluorene 

0.4 – (-0.35) 6 50 2.3 ± 0.3 

0.4 – (-0.40) 6 50 2.9 ± 0.3 

 0.4 – (-0.45) 7 50 3.4 ± 0.2 

 

 

0.4 – (-0.50) 7 50 3.9 ± 0.4 

 0.4 – (-0.60) 8 50 4.1 ± 0.3 

 0.4 – (-0.70) 8 50 4.5 ± 0.3 

0.4 – (-0.75) 8 50 5.0 ± 0.4 

 0.4 – (-0.80) 8 50 5.5 ± 0.4 

0.4 – (-0.90) 8 50 6.1 ± 0.4 

 0.4 – (-1.00) 8 50 7.1 ± 0.5 

 0.4 – (-1.10) 10 50 7.6 ± 0.5 

0.4 – (-1.20) 10 50 8.0 ± 0.7 

0.4 – (-1.30) 10 50 8.6 ± 0.6 

 

Anthraquinone 

0.4 – (-0.20) 6 50 

 

2.2 ± 0.3 

0.4 – (-0.25) 6 50 2.9 ± 0.3 

0.4 – (-0.30) 6 50 3.4 ± 0.4 

0.4 – (-0.35) 8 50 3.9 ± 0.4 

 0.4 – (-0.40) 8 50 4.3 ± 0.4 

0.4 – (-0.50) 8 50 5.5 ± 0.5 

0.4 – (-0.55) 8 50 6.2 ± 0.5 

0.4 – (-0.60) 8 50 7.1 ± 0.6 

 0.4 – (-0.65) 8 50 8.0 ± 0.5 

0.4 – (-0.70) 8 50 8.9 ± 0.6 

 0.4 – (-0.75) 8 50 9.5 ± 0.6 

0.4 – (-0.80) 8 50 10.6 ± 0.5 

NAB 

0.4 – (-0.30) 6 40 3.2 ± 0.3 

0.4 – (-0.35) 6 40 4.1 ± 0.3 

0.4 – (-0.40) 6 40 4.5 ± 0.4 

0.4 – (-0.45) 8 40 5.1  ± 0.4 

 0.4 – (-0.50) 8 40 5.9  ± 0.5 

0.4 – (-0.65) 8 40 7.4  ± 0.6 

 0.4 – (-0.80) 10 40 10.1 ± 0.6 
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Measurement of molecular layer thickness was done using AFM “scratching” 

technique, using the same procedure described previously58, 176. The example of the AFM 

measurement is shown in Figure 3.2. Thickness measurements were done adjacent to one of 

the junctions of each sample. First, contact mode was applied to scratch a trench (1 x 1 µm) 

in the molecular layer, then a 5 x 5 µm tapping mode image was then obtained in the area 

surrounding and including the trench (Figure 3.2a). A histogram generated from the height 

data was fitted by two separate Gaussian functions (for the two different height distributions), 

with the height determined as the difference between the centers of the two functions and the 

uncertainty given as the quadrature addition of the two best-fit σ values. Thicknesses 

mentioned in Table 3.1 are determined in the same way.  

 

Figure 3.2 (a) AFM Tapping mode 5 x 5 µm tapping mode image of a 1 x 1 μm “trench” made in a 

PPF/FL layer using contact mode AFM. (b) Histogram of heights determined within the white 

rectangle of the AFM image. Uncertainty in thickness is the quadrature addition of the two Gaussian 

σ values. 

a 

 

5 μm 

5 
μm

 

b 
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3.2.3 Top contact deposition to complete junction 

The top contact electrode was comprised of electron beam deposited 10 nm eC and 15 nm Au 

through a physical shadow mask with 0.25 mm openings oriented perpendicular to the 

bottom contact, which results in a crossbar junction with area of 0.125 mm2. Deposition was 

done in an electron beam evaporator (Kurt J. Lesker PVD75) with typical pressure below 7 ×

10−6 Torr in starting point of deposition. Deposition rate was 0.01 nm/sec for eC and 0.03 

nm/sec for Au. Characteristics of eC are investigated previously38. The schematics of the 

final fabricated chip is shown in Figure 3.3. Bottom four or six junctions are measured for all 

cases. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Schematics of fabricated complete chips. Bottom contact consists of four patterned 

parallel PPF lines. Top contact consists of eC (10 nm) and Au (20 nm). 

 

3.2.4 Electrical measurement  

All current–voltage curves were obtained using a Keithley 2602A source-meter in 4-

wire mode. Measurements are all done in the air except temperature dependence 

measurement. Low temperature experiments are done in a vacuum chamber with pressure 
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below 10-5 Torr. The home-made program is used to acquire the data in order to have 

dynamic NPLC from 25 to 0.001 during the measurement based on the sensitivity required. 

Figure 3.4 shows the connections used for 4-wire mode measurement. The +Drive and 

+Sense are connected to PPF electrode (bottom contact) and –Drive and –Sense is connected 

to eC/Au electrode (top contact). 

 

Figure 3.4 (a) Schematics of 4-wire mode electrical connection. (b) Schematics of 4-wire mode 

electrical measurement setup. ADC1 stands for the analog-to-digital channel for current and ADC0 

monitors voltage that has a differential input. 

 

3.2.5 UV-Vis measurement on grafted molecular layer 

Polished quartz wafers (Technical Glass Products, Inc.) were diced into 1.8 x 1.2 cm 

chips to serve as substrates. The details for fabrication of optically transparent PPF (OTPPF) 

is described elsewhere133. Briefly, a commercially available photoresist (AZ-P4330-RS) was 
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diluted (12 % by volume) using propylene glycol methyl ether acetate, then this solution was 

spin coated onto quartz slides at 6000 rpm for 60 sec. The slides were pyrolyzed in a 1-inch 

tube furnace by heating under a flow of forming gas (5% H2, balance N2) to 1050 °C for 1 

hour. All UV-Vis absorption spectra were obtained with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 1050 dual 

beam spectrometer. The absorption spectra of the optically transparent PPF (OTPPF) films 

were then obtained, with a typical result shown in Figure 3.5-a, black curve. The same 

OTPPF substrate was then modified with molecular layers with different thickness. 

Procedure for grafting molecular layer is the same as described in section 1.2. An example of 

the absorbance spectrum obtained for a layer of BTB on OTPPF is shown in Figure 3.5-a, red 

curve. Figure 3.5-b shows the subtraction of the unmodified OTPPF spectrum from the red 

curve of 6a, to clearly show the absorbance of the BTB molecular layer. The same procedure 

was used for all UV-Vis measurement on the molecular layer in this chapter. 

 

Figure 3.5 (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra for optically transparent PPF (black) and OTPPF modified 
with a BTB layer (red). (b) OTPPF/BTB spectrum after subtraction of unmodified OTPPF spectrum. 

 

a b 
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3.2.6 Statistics of fabricated junctions 

As reported previously, relative standard deviations (RSD) for the current density 

measured for a series of independent molecular junctions made with the procedures outlined 

above are in the range of 10-30% 38, 58, 138. JV curves for MJs with four different thicknesses 

of Fluorene in linear and semilogarithmic scale are shown in Figure 3.6 panel a and panel b, 

respectively. Error bars are standard deviations of current density for four measured junctions 

on a given chip shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 (a) JV curves for different FL thicknesses, with each curve representing the average of 

four junctions on a single sample. Yield for tested junctions was 100% of non-shorted junctions and 

error bars represent ± standard deviation for four junctions of each thickness. (b) Semilogarithmic 

plot of JV curves shown in panel a. 

 

 

 

a b 
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3.3 RESULTS 

In each subheadings of the results section, Fluorene (FL) molecular junctions with 

thicknesses (d) of 2.3 to 8.6 nm were examined in detail initially in order to characterize 

transport for molecular layers with d >5 nm. However, additional MJs containing 

nitroazobenzene (NAB), anthraquinone (AQ), and bis-thienyl benzene (BTB) were examined 

for comparison, before proposing a transport mechanism. Figure 3.7a shows a junction 

schematic and cross section of a completed device, as well as the structure of fluorene and its 

oligomer. Figure 3.7b shows the four aromatic molecules examined in the current work, with 

the DFT-predicted energy levels of the free molecules relative to the vacuum level. 

 

Figure 3.7 (a) Schematic illustration of PPF/fluorene/eC10/Au20 molecular junction. n is a number of 

repeating units of oligomer which determine final thickness of molecular layer. (b) Structures and 

frontier orbital energy diagram for FL, AQ, NAB and BTB, relative to a vacuum reference. Orbital 

energies were calculated by Density Functional Theory (DFT) B3LYP 6-31G(d), in Gaussian 09. 

Fermi level of PPF and eC is -4.8 V vs vacuum. 
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3.3.1 Electrical behavior of molecular junctions 

 Current-density vs bias voltage (JV) curves for fluorene MJs with thirteen thicknesses 

in the range of 2.3 to 8.6 nm are shown in Figure 3.8a. Error bars on the response for 6.1 nm 

thickness indicate typical standard deviations of J, and all curves are averages of four 

separate MJs. Additional statistics and sample JV curves were shown in Figure 3.6. The same 

results are shown in semilog format in Figure 3.8b, with error bars shown for the 6.1 nm 

case. Comparison of the JV curves clearly illustrates that: (i) junction conductance depends 

nonlinearly on bias, (ii) JV curves are nearly symmetric with respect to bias polarity for all 

thicknesses; (iii) there is a strong thickness dependence of conductivity, with conductance 

decreasing monotonically with thickness at all bias values.  Note also that the ln J vs V 

curves do not exhibit the linearity expected for direct tunneling, and this point will be 

discussed in more detail below. Attenuation plots of ln J vs junction thickness (d) are shown 

in Figure 3.8c, for three bias values.  For V= 0.3 V, β = 2.72 nm-1, in good agreement with 

that reported previously for seven other diazonium-derived aromatic junctions (β = 2.7 ± 0.6 

nm-1)58 and β = 2.9 nm-1 for BTB devices with d < 8 nm190. Note particularly that the 

exponential decrease in current density for FL devices extends well beyond the usual limit 

for direct tunneling of 3-5 nm, with minor changes in slope over the entire 2.3-8.6 nm range. 

A further test of the similarity of the JV response for different thicknesses is an overlay of the 

JV curves after normalization of the currents for all curves at 𝑉 = 0.3 V to 𝐽 = 1 A/cm2, as 

shown in Figure 3.8d. The thirteen curve shapes are very similar over the entire voltage 

range, implying that the J vs V behavior for all thicknesses has similar shape and dependence 

on bias. 
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Figure 3.8 (a) Current density vs bias voltage (JV) curves for PPF/FLd/eC10/Au20. d is a thickness of 

fluorene molecular layer: 𝑑 = 2.3, 3.0, 3.4, 3.8, 4.1, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.1, 7.1, 7.6, 8.0, 8.6 nm in the order 

indicated. Each curve is an average of four independent junctions, with a typtical deviation shown for 

𝑑 = 6.1 nm junction. (b) Semilogarithmic plot of JV curves shown in panel a. (c) Corresponding 

attenuation plot for 𝑉 = 0.3, 1.0 and 2.0 V, with the slopes (β) indicated. (d) Overlay of normalized 

semilogarithmic JV curves shown in panel b. Current density of each thickness was normalized to J 

=1 A/cm2 at 0.3 V. 

 

 AQ and NAB junctions in a range of ~ 2 to 11 nm are fabricated to be compared with FL 

junctions. Figure 3.9-a and -b shows JV curves in semilogarithmic scale for NAB and AQ, 

respectively. The JV curves of BTB junctions were reported previously 190. 
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Figure 3.9 JV curves in semilogarithmic scale for different thicknesses of (a) NAB, (b) AQ 

 

As noted above, the nonlinearity of the ln J vs V plots in Figure 3.8b is not expected for 

direct tunneling, and other transport mechanisms can result in such curvature. Poole-Frenkel 

transport between coulombic traps and Schottky emission at interfaces can both predict 

linearity of ln J with V1/2, due to changes in the respective barriers with increases in electric 

field.195 We considered these mechanisms previously for BTB devices in the thickness range 

of 8-12 nm, but rejected them due to inconsistency with the temperature dependence of the 

JV curves.190 Figure 3.10 shows ln J vs V1/2 plots for comparison to ln J vs V in Figure 3.8b, 

and statistics for linear fits of ln J to V, ln J to V1/2, ln J/V to V1/2 and other possible functional 

forms are listed in Table 3.2. 

AQ NAB a b 
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Figure 3.10 Natural log of current density vs square root of bias voltage for the same series of 
fluorene junctions shown in Figure 3.8, for positive bias. Order of thickness is the same as in Figure 
3.8a. 
 
Table 3.2 R2 for Fluorene data shown in Figure 3.8b of the main text, following least square fit to 

the abscissa indicated. 

𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑛𝑚) 𝑙𝑛𝐽 𝑣𝑠  𝑉 ln (
𝐽

𝑉⁄ ) 𝑣𝑠 𝑉1/2 𝑙𝑛𝐽 𝑣𝑠 𝑉1/2 

2.3 0.9734 0.9296 0.9988 

2.9 0.9736 0.9552 0.9988 

3.4 0.9767 0.9685 0.9991 

3.9 0.9753 0.9747 0.9992 

4.1 0.9832 0.9781 0.9977 

4.5 0.9837 0.9780 0.9972 

5.0 0.9836 0.9811 0.9969 

5.5 0.9832 0.9818 0.9972 

6.1 0.9799 0.9868 0.9981 

7.1 0.9832 0.9841 0.9967 

7.6 0.9859 0.9812 0.9954 

8.0 0.9843 0.9811 0.9946 

8.6 0.9849 0.9813 0.9947 
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For 𝑑 =  2.3 to 6.1 nm, the ln J vs V1/2 plots are very linear, with R2 above 0.997 in all cases, 

while R2 for the ln J vs V plots ranges from 0.973 to 0.985. Slight upward curvature of the ln 

J vs V1/2 plots is observed for 𝑑 = 7.1 to 8.6 nm, but still results in a better linear fit (𝑅2 > 

0.994 for 𝑑 = 8.6 nm) than either ln J vs V (𝑅2 >  0.985) or ln J/V vs V1/2 (𝑅2 = 0.981).  The 

slopes, intercepts and R2 values for linear fits of ln J vs V1/2 plots of all thirteen FL 

thicknesses are listed in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 Slopes and intercepts for plots of lnJ vs V1/2 for Fluorene MJs 

Thickness (nm) Intercept (b) Slope (a) 𝑅2 

2.3 -4.45 10.623 0.9985 

3.0 -6.40 10.668 0.9984 

3.4 -7.74 10.584 0.9989 

3.8 -9.46 10.788 0.9991 

4.1 -10.58 11.233 0.9977 

4.5 -11.74 11.234 0.9972 

5.0 -13.55 11.633 0.9969 

5.5 -15.19 11.838 0.9972 

6.1 -16.91 11.995 0.9981 

7.1 -19.43 12.267 0.9967 

7.6 -20.79 12.699 0.9954 

8.0 -21.62 12.614 0.9946 

8.6 -22.70 12.970 0.9947 

 

In order to show the effect of the molecular structure on the functional form, lnJ vs V1/2 for a 

range of thickness of other examined molecular junctions is shown is in Figure 3.11. As it is 

apparent from Figure 3.11, linearity of lnJ with square root of applied voltage is a general 
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functional form for the examined MJs it is not dependent on the structure of the molecular 

layer. 

 

Figure 3.11 lnJ vs V1/2 for indicated thicknesses of (a) BTB, (b) NAB, (c) AQ, (d) FL. 

 

3.3.2 Temperature dependent conductivity 

We reported previously that BTB molecular junctions with 𝑑 > 16 nm exhibited 

Arrhenius temperature dependence with Eact  > 100 meV above 200K, but thinner molecular 

layers and T < 200 T had apparent Arrhenius slopes in the range of 0-50 meV. 190  We also 

reported that aromatic MJs with 𝑑 < 5 nm had weakly temperature dependent JV response, 

consistent with coherent tunneling with the addition of Fermi function broadening for  T > 

BTB 

AQ 
FL 

NAB 

a b 

c d 
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200 K.130  Tunneling in single porphyrin oligomers over a distance to 5-10 nm exhibited 

Arrhenius slopes of 80 – 220 meV, but were concluded to be inconsistent with a hopping 

model.185 The JV curves for FL devices with 𝑑 = 5.5 nm shown in Figure 3.12a exhibit a 

weak dependence on temperature with J at 440 K less than twice that of J at 200K. Plots of ln 

J vs V1/2 remain linear from 200 K to 440 K (Figure 3.12b).  The Arrhenius plots of Figure 

3.12c for two bias values show no linear regions, with a significant change in slope over the 

observed T range.  

 

Figure 3.12 (a) JV curves for PPF/FL5.5/eC10/Au20 junction at four temperatures from 200 to 440 K in 

vacuum. (b) ln J vs V1/2 plots for curves in panel a. (c) Arrhenius plots at 0.1 and 0.3 V, with apparent 

activation energies for high and low T segments. (d) ln J vs T at 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 V. R2 for linear fits 

of the lines are indicated. 
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To see the effect of thickness, similar results and analysis for the FL junctions with 

𝑑 = 3.8 and 7.6 nm are shown in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.13 (a) JV curves for PPF/FL3.8/eC10/Au20 junction at four temperatures from 200 to 440 K in 

vacuum. (b) ln J vs V1/2 plots for curves in panel a. (c) Arrhenius plots at 0.1, with apparent activation 

energies for high and low T segments. (d) ln J vs T at 0.1 V. R2 for linear fits of the lines are 

indicated. 

 

 

 

a b 

c d 
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Figure 3.14 (a) JV curves for PPF/FL7.6/eC10/Au20 junction at four temperatures from 200 to 440 K in 

vacuum. (b) ln J vs V1/2 plots for curves in panel a. (c) Arrhenius plots at 0.1, with apparent activation 

energies for high and low T segments. (d) ln J vs T at 0.1 V. R2 for linear fits of the lines are 

indicated. 

 

In order to have a direct comparison in temperature dependence between different 

thicknesses of Fluorene junction, Figure S13 shows the overlay of ln J vs Temperature for 

3.8, 5.5 and 7.6 nm of Fluorene molecular layer at 𝑉 = 0.1 V. 

a b 

c d 
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Figure 3. 15 ln J vs T at 0.1 V for fluorene junction at different thickness. Slopes and intercepts for 
linear fits of the lines are indicated. 
 

Although these results are inconsistent with Arrhenius behavior, apparent activation 

energies (Eact) are provided over limited temperature ranges listed in Table 3.4. For 𝑑 = 5.5 

nm at 𝑉 = 0.1 V, the apparent Arrhenius slopes are 8 meV in the 200-220 K range, 51 meV 

for 300-320K, and 133 meV for 420-440K. We found that the plots of ln J vs T shown in Figure 3.12-

Figure 3.14d are more linear than the Arrhenius format, with R2 > 0.97 compared to < 0.89 for Figure 

3.12-Figure 3.14c. This fact remains valid for other measured thicknesses. The linearity of ln J 

vs T from 240 to 440 K still indicates a temperature dependent mechanism in this range, but 

clearly not classical Arrhenius behavior.  
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Table 3.4 Calculated apparent activation energies for Fluorene junctions 

Thickness Voltage 
𝐸𝑎  𝑚𝑒𝑉  

(200 − 220 𝑇) 

𝐸𝑎  𝑚𝑒𝑉 

(280 − 300 𝑇) 

𝐸𝑎  𝑚𝑒𝑉 

(360 − 380 𝑇) 

𝐸𝑎  𝑚𝑒𝑉 

(420 − 440 𝑇) 

3.8 nm 

0.1 V 8.8 33.1 83.2 218.1 

0.5 V 3.5 17.2 64.3 161.0 

1.0 V 2.8 15.3 39.1 142.4 

5.5 nm 

0.1 V 8.5 28.9 61.0 133.1 

0.5 V 5.7 22.7 37.9 110.7 

1.0 V 3.7 14.7 36.6 110.5 

1.5 V 0.54 14.8 40.1 140.3 

7.6 nm 

0.1 V 13.0 83.9 186.5 408.1 

0.5 V 42.9 43.4 67.8 423.5 

1.0 V 21.2 68.9 166.3 352.5 

1.5 V 14.7 54.7 139.0 398.7 

2.0 V 10.7 57.5 104.1 420.3 

2.5 V 0 26.1 60.4 323.6 

 

 The temperature dependence of BTB was reported for a range of thicknesses previously,190 

and is qualitatively similar to that of FL, with low apparent activation energies and curved Arrhenius 

plots. If the same BTB data is replotted as ln J vs T, linearity is observed for 8.1 and 10.4 nm, shown 

in Figure 3.16. AQ exhibits linearity of ln J vs T for four thicknesses (Figure 3.16), and NAB shows 

apparent Arrhenius slopes of < 50 meV for d = 3.5, 8.0 and 35 nm.124   
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Figure 3.16  (a) lnJ vs T for AQ junctions at indicated thickness and voltage (b) ln J vs T for BTB at 

indicated thickness and voltage. 

 

3.3.3 Optical Absorption by Molecular Layers  

A direct indication of molecular orbital energies in the molecular layer is provided by the 

UV-Vis absorption spectrum of fluorene bonded to optically transparent PPF (OTPPF).121, 132, 

133 Here, we use UV-Vis absorption to gain insight into electronic coupling within the 

molecular layer and between the molecules and the contacts. Figure 3.17a shows a UV-Vis 

spectrum of fluorene monomer in acetonitrile, compared to that of a diazonium derived FL 

molecular multilayer grafted on the surface of OTPPF. In the latter case, a spectrum of 

unmodified PPF was subtracted to reveal the molecular layer spectrum (as described in 

Experimental section).  

a b 
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Figure 3.17 (a) Optical absorbance spectrum of fluorene monomer in acetonitrile (red) and fluorene 

multilayer bonded to the surface of OTPPF (Blue), after subtraction of unmodified OTPPF spectrum. 

TD-DFT prediction of fluorene monomer spectrum is dashed green line. (b) Optical absorbance of 

four thicknesses of fluorene on OTPPF in the range of ~2 to 9 nm. Inset: normalized spectra for 

different fluorene thicknesses.  

 

There is a small (6 nm) red shift in the peak absorption wavelength upon fluorene 

bonding to PPF, but also a ~80 nm red shift in the onset of the absorbance at 390 nm. At least 

some of this shift is due to electronic coupling192-194 between the fluorene and the OTPPF, 

and was reported previously for OTPPF/nitroazobenzene bonded to OTPPF.133 Figure 3.17b 

shows the absorption spectra of four films of FL on OTPPF with thicknesses increasing from 

~ 2 to 9 nm, as indicated. The onset of absorbance at 390 nm does not change with increasing 

thickness, and the normalized spectra in the inset show that the entire spectrum shape is 

unchanged with thickness.  Several authors have discussed a “localization length”69 or 

“effective conjugation length”196 as the oligomer length where additional subunits no longer 

change the absorption spectrum.47, 169, 184, 185 Tsuda, et al.196 reported that the localization 

length can extend to more than 12 fused coplanar porphyrin units with 175 nm red shift per 

subunit. However, the localization length in non-fused aromatic oligomers can be decreased 
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by the nonzero dihedral angles of neighboring units and disordering in the molecular layer. 

For example, Choi et al. have shown that electronic coupling for conjugated 

oligophenyleneimine (OPI) wire extends over 3 repeating units with ~ 100 nm red shift in the 

UV-Vis absorption peak and then remains constant at 400 nm for longer OPI wires.71  

In the present case of Fluorene, however, increasing layer thickness does not change 

the absorption spectrum, and is a direct indication of weak electronic coupling between FL 

subunits. The large red-shift of the absorbance onset which occurs for all thicknesses of FL 

multilayer grafted on the surface compared to FL monomer in solution may have at least 

three origins: (i) electronic coupling between FL and the graphitic π system of the carbon 

electrode, (ii) intermolecular π-π interactions in the FL layer, and (iii) structural variations in 

FL-FL coupling within the molecular layer. At least over the thickness range examined, these 

effects do not produce an observable change in the UV-Vis absorption spectrum with layer 

thickness. We conclude that a covalent bond between aromatic molecules is not enough to 

extend delocalization significantly beyond fluorene subunits in an oligomeric fluorene 

multilayer. The invariance of the UV-Vis spectrum with thickness past a few nm clearly 

indicates weak electronic interactions between subunits, and implies a localization length 

approximately equal to one or at most two fluorene molecules. Similar optical measurements 

and analysis is done for other molecular structure and results are compared in Figure 3.18. 
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Figure 3.18 Overlays of UV-Vis spectra of molecule’s monomer in solution (ACN), multilayer on 

OTPPF, and TD-DFT (B3LYP 6-31G) spectra for (a) AQ, (c) BTB, and (e) NAB. The optical 

absorbance of the grafted molecules on the surface of OTPPF with increasing molecular layer 

thickness for (b) AQ, (d) BTB, and (f) NAB. 

 

Consideration of the molecular layer as a series of weakly interacting molecular 

orbitals is an important factor in controlling transport, and is discussed in more detail below.  

a b 

c 

f e 

d 
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3.3.4 Structural Effects on Junction Behavior  

To investigate effects of molecular structure on the electronic behavior observed for 

fluorene MJs, anthraquinone (AQ) and nitroazobenzene (NAB) films and devices were 

investigated, and compared to BTB reported previously.190 The UV-Vis spectra of the FL, 

AQ, NAB, and BTB bonded to OTPPF are compared in Figure 3.19b after subtraction of the 

unmodified PPF spectrum, and Table 3.5 lists the optical gap and absorption onsets as well as 

DFT predictions. Also, UV-Vis absorption spectra for monomer of molecules in acetonitrile 

solution is shown in Figure 3.19a to be compared with the multilayers grafted on the surface 

(Figure 3.19b). Notice that both the peak absorption and onset of absorption occur at 

significantly lower energy for BTB and NAB compared to AQ and FL. It is apparent that the 

absorption onset for molecules bonded to OTPPF shows a significant red shift compared to 

monomers in solution, but the peak and onset wavelengths do not vary further with 

increasing thickness. Salient absorbance spectra for the four molecules are summarized in 

Table 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.19 (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra for the indicated monomeric molecules in acetonitrile 

solution, with concentrations near 1 x 10-4 M. Spectra were normalized to their absorbance maxima to 

a b 
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permit comparison. (b) Absorbance spectra for FL, AQ, NAB and BTB multilayers bonded to 

OTPPF, all following subtraction of unmodified OTPPF spectrum. 

 

Table 3.5 Orbital Energies, UV-Vis absorption and Current Densities  

 

 FL AQ NAB BTB 

DFT LUMOa  (eV) -0.71 -2.76 -3.03 -1.48 

DFT HOMOa (eV) -5.75 -7.00 -6.66 -5.29 

DFT H-L gap (eV) 5.04 4.24 3.63 3.81 

TD-DFT peakb (eV) 4.71 5.12 3.49 3.52 

UV-Vis peakb,c (eV) 4.57 4.73 3.50 3.44 

UV-Vis onsetc (eV) 3.18 3.12 1.93 1.93 

J (8 nm)d,  A/cm2, @ 0.5 V 2.2 x 10-6 1.7 x 10-6 6.1 x 10-5 2.9 x 10-4 

J (10 nm)d,  A/cm2 @ 0.5 V - 2.1 x 10-8 5.2 x 10-6 1.2 x 10-4 

 
a. for free molecule monomers vs vacuum reference, B3LYP 6-31G(d) 

b. major peak predicted for the free molecule in region of 200-700 nm  

c. peak or onset for molecular multilayer bonded to OTPPF, after OTPFF spectrum subtracted. 

d. interpolated from attenuation plot of Figure 3.21. 

 

Molecular junctions were fabricated with the same PPF/molecule/eC/Au junction 

structure in all cases and d ranging from 3-13 nm. JV curves for the four molecules similar 

thicknesses in the range of 𝑑 = 7.4 to 8.1 nm are shown in Figure 3.20a, all exhibiting 

symmetry with bias and similar shape. However, J for BTB and NAB is much higher than 

that of FL and AQ, by a factor of ~100 for V= ±1 V. Plots of ln │J│ vs V1/2 for the same 

examples shown in Figure 3.20b, showing linearity similar to Fluorene (R2 =0.9902 to 0.9992 

for all four cases) and large difference in J over the entire bias range.  
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Figure 3.20 (a) JV curves of BTB, NAB, FL and AQ with thicknesses close to 8 nm. (b) ln │J│vs 

V1/2 plots for curves in panel a. 

 

 A statistically more valid comparison of the four molecules over a wide thickness 

range is the attenuation plot of Figure 3.21a, which incorporates data from ~ 120 MJs with 

the PPF/molecule/eC/Au structure. Note that all four molecules have β values near 2.7 nm-1 

for 𝑑 < 5 nm, and that FL and AQ are indistinguishable, with both equal β and equal J over 

the range of 𝑑 = 3.4 - 8.6 nm. However, BTB and NAB depart significantly from the 𝛽 ~ 2.7 

nm-1 line when d exceeds 5 nm, resulting in very different attenuation slopes (e.g. ~1.0 nm-1 

for BTB above 8 nm190).  Note that for 𝑑~ 10 nm, J for NAB at 0.5 V is > 250 times greater 

than that for AQ, while J for BTB is > 5000 times larger than that for AQ.  
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Figure 3.21 (a) Attenuation plots for BTB, NAB, FL, AQ, all obtained at 0.5 V. (b) ln J for V=0.5 V 

and d=8 nm for the four molecules plotted vs the energy of the main UV-Vis absorption peak of the 

molecular layer. R2 is the correlation coefficient for the linear fit shown. (c) The same ln J plotted vs 

the DFT determined LUMO energy of the free molecules (d) ln J vs free molecule HOMO energy 

from DFT. (e) ln J vs the DFT determined HOMO-LUMO gap. 

 

3.4 DISCUSSION 

The experimental results demonstrate several unusual and in some cases unexpected 

aspects of transport in conjugated carbon-based molecular junctions. First, the exponential 

dependence of current on molecular layer thickness persists well beyond 5 nm, up to d = 8.6 

nm for FL and d = 10.6 nm for AQ (Figure 3.21a). Second, linear ln J vs V1/2 behavior was 

observed for all four molecules over a range of thicknesses, instead of the ln J vs V linearity 
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expected for coherent tunneling (Figure 3.11). Third, the optical gap of all four molecules is 

red shifted upon bonding to PPF, particularly the onset of absorbance at long wavelengths. 

However, the UV-Vis absorption spectrum is not further red shifted with increasing thickness 

of molecular layers for all four molecules (Figure 3.17-Figure 3.19). Fourth, the temperature 

dependence does not exhibit linear Arrhenius behavior anywhere between 200 and 440 K for 

the tested molecules, and the apparent activation energy decreases to less than 20 meV below 

~250 K. For AQ, FL and BTB, ln J vs T is more linear (R2 typically > 0.94) than ln J vs 1/T 

(R2 typically 0.80-0.89).  

The results also show clear inconsistencies with transport mechanisms reported for 

other types of junction fabrication and molecular structures. The linearity of the attenuation 

plots for FL and AQ, and the similarity of JV curve shapes over the 2-11 nm thickness range 

is not expected if the transport mechanism changes above 3-5 nm, as proposed for several 

other conjugated systems46, 71, 187-189. Furthermore, fitting the FL results to a Simmons 

tunneling model with both image charge and effective mass corrections (m*/mo =0.3, 𝜀 = 

6)130 requires a reduction of the barrier height from 2.2 eV for 𝑑 = 3.4 nm to 0.75 eV for 𝑑 = 

8.6 nm to yield the observed currents. Such a reduction is physically unreasonable and is 

contradicted by the UV-Vis absorption results, which show little change in absorption 

spectrum for both FL and AQ with layer thickness. Inspection of Figure 3.21c-d and Table 

3.5 leads to serious inconsistencies with a “single level” model based on a tunneling barrier 

between the electrode Fermi level and either the molecular HOMO or LUMO. The PPF and 

e-Carbon Fermi levels determined from Kelvin probe and ultraviolet photoelectron 

spectroscopy (UPS) are both -4.8 V vs vacuum38, 197. From free molecule DFT energies, the 

HOMO or LUMO offsets for FL and AQ should differ by >2 eV (for LUMOs) or >1.2 eV 
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(for HOMOs) which should result in a large difference in tunneling current due to the 

resulting changes in barrier height. However, Figure 3.21a shows that the current densities 

for FL and AQ are very similar over a 2-9 nm thickness range and Figure 3.21c-d show no 

correlation between the DFT HOMO and LUMO levels and the observed current density at 

𝑉 = 0.5 V when 𝑑 ~ 8 nm.  

These observations contradict a model assuming a tunneling barrier determined by the 

offsets of either the HOMO or LUMO relative to the electrode Fermi level. The similarity of 

transport for AQ and FL when 𝑑 < 5 nm may be caused by strong coupling to the 

electrodes,58, 192, 194 but only if such coupling extends up to and beyond 8 nm. Not only is this 

contradicted by the UV-Vis results, but NAB and BTB do show significant departures from 

β-linearity for 𝑑 > 5 nm. Although there is poor correlation of individual orbital energies 

with junction current, the HOMO-LUMO (H-L) gap correlates much better, determined 

either from the DFT energies (Figure 3.21e, 𝑅2 = 0.585) or from the UV-Vis absorption 

maxima of the molecular layer (Figure 3.21b, 𝑅2= 0.951). The junction current also 

correlates well (R2 = 0.905) with the optical H-L gap predicted from TD-DFT for each of the 

four molecules, provided in Table 3.5. The consequences of this correlation are significant, in 

that the results imply that the H-L gap determines transport when 𝑑 > 5 nm, rather than the 

relationship of either the HOMO or LUMO energies to the contact Fermi level.   

A transport mechanism controlled by the H-L gap instead of the offset of either the 

HOMO or LUMO levels from the contact Fermi level is possible in carbon based systems 

with some significant modifications to common models for transport in molecular junctions. 

First, suppose transport is “bulk” controlled rather than “interface” controlled. The strong 

electronic coupling between PPF and aromatic molecules and the linearity of the β plot over 
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>8 nm imply that interfacial transport is not rate limiting. Provided interfacial “injection” of 

carriers is faster than transport in the film interior, the offsets between orbitals and the 

electrode Fermi levels should not affect the current density. Second, coherent tunneling may 

dominate transport only in a situation where the tunneling distance is not much greater than 

the localization length.69 The absence of changes in the UV-Vis spectra with thickness 

indicates limited delocalization within the molecular layer, since strong electronic coupling 

between molecules should decrease the optical gap for higher d. In the case of weak 

intermolecular interactions, transport might occur along a series of localized states, perhaps 

as small as a HOMO or LUMO orbital of individual molecules. Transport by a series of 

tunneling steps between localized states has been considered for several decades, and is 

related to common mechanisms in disordered organic films, such as nearest neighbor 

hopping (NNH) and variable range hopping (VRH) .57, 74, 75, 79, 198 Linearity of ln J with T 

instead of 1/T is predicted in the case of thermally assisted or multistep tunneling,79, 80, 199, 200 

and is consistent with the nearly linear ln J vs T behavior for Fluorene MJs shown in Figure 

3.12d and for BTB and AQ MJs shown Figure 3.16.  

3.4.1 Discussion about relevance of Pool-Frankel and Schottky mechanism  

The linearity of ln J with V1/2 apparent in Figure 3.11 is expected for Poole-Frankel 

transport between “traps” or Schottky emission at interfaces, as noted above. A recent report 

on transport in molecular junctions containing iron-porphyrin multilayers with d > 10 nm 

concluded that the linear ln J vs V1/2 behavior observed was due to Schottky emission at the 

electrode interfaces.201 Both PF and Schottky include a field dependent barrier height (ϕ), 

given by equation (1), where 𝜙0 is the barrier height at zero field, 𝑞 is the elementary charge, 
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𝜀 the relative dielectric constant of the molecular layer, 𝜀0 the permittivity of free space, and 

𝑉 and d were defined previously: 

𝜙 = 𝜙0 − (
𝑞

4𝑑𝜋𝜀𝜀0
)

1/2
𝑉1/2                           (eq 3.1) 

Schottky and Pool-Frankel are field dependent charge transport mechanisms, in a sense that 

at constant field for different thicknesses of the molecular layer, there should be constant 

conductivity. Figure 3.22-a shows lnJ of Fluorene junctions versus E1/2 for a range of 

thicknesses. The lines are not parallel anymore like Figure 3.11 but still, they don’t converge 

to the single line. In order to make it clear, Figure 3.22-b shows the corresponding 

attenuation plot at constant applied field. 

 

Figure 3.22 (a) ln J vs E1/2 plots for curves for Fluorene junctions with thickness indicated in nm. (b) 

Attenuation plot at the constant field for the line shown in panel a at 𝐸 = 0.25, 1 and 2 V/nm, with the 

slopes (β) indicated. 

 

It is apparent from the Figure 3.22-b that there is an exponential dependence between current 

density and thickness at the constant field, and the attenuation slope (β) is field dependent. 

a b 
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With attention to the equation 3.2 and 3.3 for Schottky emission and P-F mechanism, it 

means that the barrier height (𝜙0) and dielectric constant (𝜀) are changing with thickness: 

Schottky equation:             𝑙𝑛𝐽 = 𝑙𝑛𝐴𝑇2 −  (
𝜙0−(

𝑞

4𝜋𝜀𝜀0
)

1 2⁄

𝑘𝑇
) 𝐸1/2                      (eq 3.2) 

Pool-Frankel equation:       ln (
𝐽

𝐸⁄ ) = 𝑙𝑛𝑁0𝑞𝜇 −  (
𝜙0−(

𝑞

𝜋𝜀𝜀0
)

1/2

𝑘𝑇
) 𝐸1/2                 (eq 3.3) 

Where, 𝐴 is the Richardson constant, 𝜙0 barrier height, 𝜀0 the permittivity of vacuum, 𝑘 the 

Boltzmann constant, and 𝑞 the electron charge. 𝜇 and 𝑁0 are the mobility of carrier and the 

number of traps at zero field, and they are assumed constant at 1 × 10−6 cm/V.s and 1 ×

1017 e/cm3, respectively. The fitting was done with two variable, barrier height (𝜙0) and 

dielectric constant (𝜀). The obtained values from the fitting of Schottky and Pool-Frankel are 

listed in Table 3.6 and Table 3.7, respectively. 

 

Table 3.6 Parameters obtained by fitting of Pool-Frankel mechanism to experimental data.  

Thickness 

(nm) 

Barrier height 

𝜙0  (eV) 

Dielectric 

constant (ϵ) 
R2 

Activation energy (𝐸𝑎  𝑚𝑒𝑉) b 

@ 0.1 𝑉 @ 0.5 𝑉 @ 1.0 𝑉 

2.3 -0.04 78.86 0.9296 -104 a -152  a -189  a 

2.9 0.01 47.30 0.9552 -61  a -117  a -158  a 

3.4 0.03 59.48 0.9685 -26  a -92  a -141  a 

3.9 0.07 45.03 0.9753 16 -56  a -110  a 

4.1 0.12 28.94 0.9781 50 -36  a -100  a 

4.5 0.14 28.43 0.9781 72 -11  a -73  a 

5.0 0.23 15.10 0.9801 143 35 -46  a 

5.5 0.23 18.83 0.9818 154 62 -7  a 

6.1 0.28 15.33 0.9868 198 101 28 

7.1 0.34 12.24 0.9841 258 157 82 
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a  When the barrier height is small, even low applied bias can make the sign of effective barrier 

height negative in Pool-Frankel equation, which obviously doesn’t have physical meaning. 

b  Activation energies are calculated based on the fitted barrier height and dielectric constant. 

 

Table 3.7 Parameters obtained by fitting of Schottky mechanism to experimental data 

 

a Activation energies are calculated based on the fitted barrier height and dielectric constant 

 

7.6 0.38 10.51 0.9810 288 183 104 

8.0 0.40 9.53 0.9800 316 208 128 

8.6 0.42 8.59 0.9813 334 225 143 

Thickness 

(nm) 

Barrier height  

ϕ0 (eV) 

Dielectric 

constant (ϵ) 
𝑅2 

Activation energy (𝐸𝑎  𝑚𝑒𝑉)  a 

@ 0.1 𝑉 @ 0.5 𝑉 @ 1.0 𝑉 

2.3 0.54 8.21 0.9988 447 339 258 

2.9 0.59 6.79 0.9988 497 389 308 

3.4 0.62 5.68 0.9991 532 425 345 

3.9 0.66 4.90 0.9992 574 466 384 

4.1 0.69 4.16 0.9977 600 487 402 

4.5 0.72 3.80 0.9972 630 517 432 

5.0 0.77 3.19 0.9801 674 556 468 

5.5 0.81 2.79 0.9969 714 595 505 

6.1 0.86 2.45 0.9972 758 636 546 

7.1 0.92 2.03 0.9967 820 696 604 

7.6 0.96 1.76 0.9954 852 724 628 

8.0 0.98 1.69 0.9946 874 747 651 

8.6 1.00 1.49 0.9947 899 768 670 
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Apart from the physically unreasonable values of fitted barrier height and dielectric 

constant, the trend of changing parameters with thickness could be more important. The 

fitting analysis shows the significant decrease in dielectric constant with increasing thickness 

for both P-F and Schottky mechanism. Dielectric constant for the Fluorene junctions were 

measured experimentally by means of impedance spectroscopy. The result shown in Figure 

3.23, indicate opposite trend for changing dielectric constant with thickness.  

 

Figure 3.23 Dielectric constant measured by impedance spectroscopy for Fluorene junctions versus 

thickness of Fluorene molecular layer. 

  

Attempts to fit the Poole-Frankel or Schottky mechanisms to the observed JV curves 

for FL with varying thickness yielded physically unreasonable parameters, with barrier 

heights and dielectric constants that vary significantly with d (Table 3.6 and Table 3.7). PF 

and Schottky emission should show Arrhenius temperature behavior with much stronger T 
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dependence than any of the MJs reported here. However, the barrier height for sequential 

tunneling can also exhibit a dependence on electric field via equation (1), and thus yield ln J 

vs V1/2 linearity, distinguished from Schottky or P-F mechanisms by weak temperature 

dependence (linearity of ln J with T) and high thickness dependence.80, 199, 200  Unlike the 

conclusion for Fe-porphyrin MJs,201 transport in the carbon-based MJs studied here is 

controlled by “bulk” properties of the organic layer rather than “injection” at the interfaces. 

In effect, transport barriers associated with the electrode/molecule interface become 

irrelevant to transport, provided electronic coupling at the interfaces is strong compared to 

that between localized states within the molecular layer interior. 

 

3.4.2 Proposed multistep tunneling mechanism  

The schematic of Figure 3.24a depicts several elements of the proposed mechanism 

for multi-step tunneling transport. Six pairs of HOMO and LUMO states represent the 

molecular layer, where each orbital may be localized on one or at most two FL molecules, 

with a localization length of α shown in Figure 3.24b. These orbitals are broadened by 

disorder, electronic coupling and vibrational states, and are separated by a distance rij, 

resulting in a tunneling barrier with a height equal to the H-L gap and width equal to rij.  Note 

that the orbital energies near the electrode interfaces are perturbed by electronic coupling 

with the contacts, and may shift and broaden relative to the electrode Fermi level by partial 

charge transfer to the electrodes, often called a “vacuum level shift”. 58, 68, 202, 203 Provided 

“injection” of carriers is fast relative to bulk transport, the observed current is limited by 

tunneling through the H-L barrier and tunneling may occur across more than one H-L gap (as 

shown in Figure 3.24d).  In an applied electric field (Figure 3.24c and d), the barrier height is 
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reduced, as shown in the inset of Figure 3.24d. Under this model the important factors 

controlling the current density are the H-L gap in the “bulk” molecular layer, 𝑟𝑖𝑗, 𝛼, and the 

number of steps required to transit across layer thickness d. The relative energies of the 

orbitals and the electrode Fermi level are not relevant to transport, since the rate limiting step 

is tunneling across the H-L barrier within the molecular layer interior. A transport 

mechanism controlled by the molecular layer properties rather than the contacts, as we 

propose here, may be an advantage of aromatic carbon contacts such as sp2 hybridized carbon 

or graphene. Several recent reports using carbon based molecular junctions have identified 

attractive electronic properties and/or high stability when molecules are covalently bonded to 

carbon contacts.38, 110, 173, 204 
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Figure 3.24 (a) Energy level diagram at zero bias for a fluorene junction with six pair of localized 

HOMO and LUMO states, using free molecule DFT energies and a PPF Fermi level of −4.8 eV. (b) 

Magnification of three paired H-L states. α and rij are the localization length and tunneling distance 

between two neighboring states. (c) The same diagram as panel a for V = −2 V bias (PPF negative), 

assuming a linear potential profile through the molecular layer. (d) Magnification of panel c, with 

inset showing the tunneling barrier with height ϕo at zero bias and ϕ with bias applied. Arrows 

indicate possible tunneling paths for electrons.  

 

 Finally, the current multistep tunneling model depends on “sites” separated by a 

barrier determined by the H-L gap in the film interior, and assumes relatively rapid carrier 

transport at the carbon electrode interfaces due to strong electronic coupling between the 

graphitic π system and the aromatic molecules. At the simplest limit, an electron moves from 

the HOMO of the molecule at an electrode interface into the electrode, thus creating a hole 

which is filled by tunneling from a nearby HOMO through the H-L barrier. Depending on the 

time scale, the hole could result in reorganization, leading to polaron formation and a 

mechanism similar to “polaron tunneling” proposed recently by Taherinia, et al.169  The small 

activation energies observed in the current devices, particularly at low T, are evidence against 

reorganization to a polaron being a prerequisite for transport, and are more consistent with a 

multi-step tunneling model such as that presented in Figure 3.24. In addition, a Marcus 

transport mechanism is not likely governing transport in the cases studied here for several 

reasons: (i) Temperature dependent experiment does not show the Arrhenius relation and Ln 

of conductivity is linear with T rather than 1/T, (ii) If the Marcus would be dominant 

transport mechanism, the beta should not be extended to 11 nm of molecular layer and 

expected beta for Marcus theory should be below 0.5 nm-1, (iii) Outstanding linearity of Ln J 

with V1/2  in wide range of applied voltage and thickness of molecular layer is not predicted 

for Marcus transport, iv) The data shows clear correlation between the conductivity and H-L 
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gap of the examined molecules; however, the effective barrier in Marcus theory is associated 

with reorganization and not necessarily the H-L gap. Current research is focused on 

confirming the importance of the H-L gap to determining conductance in carbon-bases 

molecular junctions, and investigating the generality of observation that carrier injections is 

not rate limiting. 

 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

 Charge transport in aromatic carbon/molecule/carbon molecular junctions is strongly 

affected both by electronic coupling between the electrodes and the molecules, and by 

relatively weak coupling between oligomer subunits. As a result, efficient transport does not 

correlate with the energies of molecular orbitals relative to the electrode Fermi levels, but is 

directly controlled by the HOMO-LUMO energy gap in the molecular layer interior. The 

factors of >1000 differences in conductance with variations in molecular structure observed 

for d=10 nm result from changes in the H-L gap indicated directly by UV-Vis absorption of 

molecular layers bonded to graphitic carbon. The unusual linearity of ln J with V1/2 observed 

for all four molecules is consistent with lowering of the H-L tunneling barrier in the applied 

electric field, and the weak temperature dependence is expected for a multistep, sequential 

tunneling mechanism. The important parameters controlling electron transport are the H-L 

energy gap within the molecular layer, the tunneling distance between molecular orbitals (rji), 

the localization length (α), and the number of steps required to traverse the molecular layer. 

At least for the case of strong electronic coupling between carbon electrodes and aromatic 

molecular layers, the findings provide useful guidance for rational design of molecular 

electronic devices with desired electronic behaviors. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Molecular electronics (ME) refers to a research area pursuing the idea of using single 

molecules or layers of molecules as nanoscale functional building blocks in electronic 

devices1, 5, 9, 11, 13. ME has resulted in reported devices capable of handling a variety of 

electronic functions, including nonlinear resistance,101, 102rectification,21, 103-105 memory,106-108 

and conductance switching.109, 110 Recent advances in measurement capabilities and 

fabrication techniques have enabled researchers to push the frontiers of ME beyond the 

investigation of charge transport to broader aspects of spintronics,205, 206 plasmonics,87, 123, 125 

optoelectronics,99, 207 and thermoelectric effects.84, 208 Molecular optoelectronics is an 

interdisciplinary research area that studies the interaction of light with the functioning 

molecular junction (MJ).97 Apart from novel and potentially important applications, 

optoelectronic measurements can provide a direct and valuable diagnostic of electron transfer 

mechanism and energy level alignment of molecular layers in contact with electrodes in 

“molecular junctions (MJ)”.1, 97 Detailed understanding of how molecular structure affects 

the energy landscape and charge transport in molecular devices is a core aspiration of 

molecular electronics, which should enable rational design of the molecular devices for the 

functions and characteristics which are difficult or impossible with conventional 

semiconductors.  

Photocurrents generated by internal photoemission (IPE) have been used to probe 

energy barriers in classical inorganic tunnel junctions, and more recently in molecular 

electronic devices.121, 209-211 The minimum photon energy required to generate a photocurrent 

(PC) is directly related to internal energy barriers, often the offsets between the contact Fermi 

levels and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) or lowest unoccupied molecular 
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orbital (LUMO), depending on the molecule involved. The PCs observed in thin molecular 

junctions (thickness, d <4 nm), with copper as a partially transparent top contact are 

consistent with the IPE mechanism, provided the photon energy is in a region where light 

absorption by direct HOMO-LUMO (H-L) transitions in the molecule is insignificant.121, 209 

The energy barriers observed with IPE on carbon/molecule/Cu MJs are similar to those 

measured by Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy, and are consistent with transport 

measurements of similar MJs.58, 121, 209 However, charge transport in carbon/molecule/Cu MJs 

with d< 5 nm is weakly dependent on variations in molecular structure for aromatic 

molecules due to the strong electronic coupling between the molecular layer and the 

contacts.58, 212, 213 Such coupling results in realignments of energy levels in the molecules 

from those of the isolated molecules, thus reducing the influence of orbital energies on 

transport barrier height. 

Several reports have appeared on changes in transport behaviour when the molecular 

layer thickness exceeds 4-5 nm, some of which are attributed to a change in mechanism from 

coherent tunneling to an alternative “hopping” mechanism.46, 71, 101 Recently, we showed that 

transport beyond 5 nm in carbon-based aromatic molecular junctions is controlled by the 

structure and orbital energies of the molecular layer.101 We proposed multistep tunneling as a 

dominant transport mechanism, with a barrier determined by the H−L gap, and not by the 

charge injection barrier at the molecule/electrode interface. While coherent transport (single 

step tunneling) is not expected for across distances longer than 4-5 nm, PCs provide a 

potentially informative probe of internal energy levels in completed MJs, in order to 

elucidate how molecular structure affects transport.  
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We report herein an investigation of origins of the PC response in the large area 

carbon based MJs with d>5 nm and a variety of molecular structures. The “all carbon” MJ 

structure consisting of covalently bonded oligomers between electron-beam deposited carbon 

electrodes provided contacts with equal work functions and sufficient optical transparency to 

permit light transmission through the entire, functioning molecular junction.  We demonstrate 

that both the H-L gap in the molecular layer and the energy offset of the frontier molecular 

orbitals relative to the electrode Fermi energy (EF) affect the PC, such that unequivocal 

assignment of the carrier sign becomes possible. The results are consistent with multistep 

tunneling through the H-L gap as the barrier for charge transfer within molecular layers 

thicker than 5 nm. Not only do PCs provide a diagnostic of device properties and transport 

mechanisms, but the results are also relevant to rational design of molecular electronic 

devices with unusual electronic behaviours.  

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

4.2.1 Junction fabrication 

Large area molecular junctions were fabricated by established procedures38 on as 

described in chapter 2 with covalently bonded molecular layer thicker than 4 nm. eC is a 

form of amorphous conducting carbon with 30-40 % sp3 hybridized carbon and the remainder 

sp2 carbon.38 The bottom contact consists of the successive electron-beam deposition of Cr, 

Au, and eC. Combining adhesion ability of the deposited Cr layer and high conductivity of 

Au thin film with flatness and surface chemistry of eC makes an ideal electrode with 

demonstrated high stability and yields for MJ fabrication 38. In brief, polished fused quartz 

wafer (from Technical Glass products, Inc.) were diced into 1.8 in 1.2 cm chips. For 

cleaning, the chips ultra-sonicated in aceton, isopropanol alcohol and water for 20 minutes. 3 
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nm Cr (at 0.3 nm/s), 15 nm Au (at 0.3 nm/s) and 10 nm of eCarbon (at < 0.1 nm/s) was 

deposited by electron-beam evaporator (Kurt Lesker PVD 75). The pressure of the chamber 

was kept below 2 × 10−5 Torr during the deposition. Au purity was 99.99% and carbon 

source was 3 mm diameter spectroscopically pure graphite rods (SPI Supplies, PA) in a 

graphite crucible. Deposition was carried out using a physical shadow mask with four 

parallel 0.3 mm wide opening lines, and the thickness was monitored by quartz microbalance 

inside the chamber. 

4.2.1 Molecular layer grafting and thickness measurement 

Molecular layers were covalently grafted on the surface of eC by electrochemical 

reduction of diazonium reagents in acetonitrile. The mechanism of covalent boding of the 

molecule to the surface and further growing layer is investigated previously and 

schematically shown in Figure 4.1. This type of grafting is frequently used for fabrication of 

molecular junctions.38, 58, 101, 214 
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Figure 4.1 Scheme of the electro-reduction and grafting of diazonium species on the surface: (a) 

diazonium species in the solution near to the surface of the electrode accept the electron and release 

N2 as a gas (b) Resulted radical medium approaches the surface (c) The radical react with the surface 

and make the covalent bond (d) With applying more negative potential to the electrode, electron from 

the electrode reaches the diazonium species and makes more radicals. These radicals react with the 

underlayer molecules to make multilayer. 

 

A conventional three-electrode electrochemical cell consisting Ag/Ag+ (0.01M 

AgNO3 in ACN) reference electrode and Pt wire counter electrode was used for 

electrochemical grafting.  The Ag/Ag+ reference electrode was calibrated against the redox 

potential of ferrocene. The redox potential of ferrocene is centered at ~87mV versus this 
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Ag/Ag+ reference electrode. Diazonium species were made through either synthesis of 

isolated diazonium salts or in-situ procedure. The amine precursors of the diazonium ions 

employed are shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2 Structure of amine precursor of eight examined molecules. 

 

Anthracene (AN) and Bis-thienyl benzene (BTB) layers were grown by electro-

reduction of diazonium ions formed via in-situ diazotization of the corresponding amines 

using tert-butyl nitrite. BTB layers were deposited from 20 mL of 0.5 mM solution of BTAB 

(amino BTB) in 0.1 M TBABF4 in ACN by adding 30 µL of t-butyl nitrite to the solution and 

sweeping the voltage from 0.4 → -0.5 to -1.2 V at 0.05 V/s for 2-10 cycles. Similarly, AN 
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layer was deposited from 20 mL of 0.5 mM solution of amino AN in 0.1 M TBABF4 in ACN 

after addition of 30 µL of t-butyl nitrite. Cyclic voltammetry scans was performed from 0 → 

-1.2 V at 0.05 V/s for 10 cycles to deposit the AN layer. 

Nitrophenyl (NP), Naphthalene diimide (NDI), Thienyl benzene (TB), Fluorene (FL), 

Anthraquinone (AQ), and Nitro-azobenzene (NAB) layers were made from 0.5 - 0.1 mM 

solutions of the corresponding isolated diazonium salts in 0.1 M TBABF4 in ACN. Grafting 

parameters and cyclic voltammetry of FL and AQ are shown in Figure 4.3 as examples. 

 

Figure 4.3 (a) Electrochemical parameters used for grafting Anthraquinone molecular layer (b) 

Electrochemical parameters used for grafting Fluorene molecular layer (c) Corresponding cyclic 

voltammetry for AQ grafting  (d) Corresponding cyclic voltammetry for FL grafting. 

 

Measurement of molecular layer thickness was done by AFM “scratching” technique, 

using the same procedure described previously38, 214, 215. Thickness measurements were done 

adjacent to one of the junctions of each sample. The example of the AFM measurement on 
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Si/SiOx/Cr/Au/eC/FL is shown in Figure 4.4. Panel (a) shows the tapping mode AFM image 

on top of the grafted molecular layer (5 x 5 µm). Contact mode approach was applied to 

scratch a trench (2 x 2 µm) in the molecular layer, then a 5 x 5 µm tapping mode image was 

obtained in the area surrounding and including the trench (Panel b). A histogram generated 

from the height data was fitted by two separate Gaussian functions (panel c). The thickness 

determined as the difference between the centers of the two functions and the uncertainty 

given as the quadrature addition of the two best-fit 𝜎 values (panel e). Line scan profile at 

indicated position is also shown in panel d. 
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Figure 4.4 (a) Tapping mode AFM image on the surface of FL multilayer grafted on Cr/Au/eC 

electrode (b) Tapping mode AFM image on the same position as panel a after scratching the 

molecular layer (c) histogram of the from the height data in the shown area and fitted Gaussian 

distribution (d) line profile scan for the indicated position (e) Thickness of the molecular layer with 

associated uncertainty. 
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4.2.2 Completing the junction and electrical measurements 

Deposition of top contact completes the molecular junction, designated: Cr3 /Au20 

/eC10 /NAB6.0 /eC10 /Au15 (subscripts indicate layer thicknesses, and NAB= nitro-azobenzene 

oligomer in this example). The top contact electrode was comprised of electron beam 

deposition of 10 nm eC and 15 nm Au through a physical shadow mask with 0.3 mm 

openings oriented perpendicular to the bottom contact, which results in a crossbar junction of 

0.09 mm2 area. Deposition was done in the same evaporator as bottom contact deposited 

(Kurt J. Lesker PVD75) with typical pressure below 5 × 10−5 Torr during deposition. 

Deposition rate was 0.01 nm/sec for eC and 0.03 nm/sec for Au. The image of the final 

fabricated chip is shown in Figure 4.5a. Figure 4.5 panel b shows a cross section of a 

completed junction on a quartz substrate. Current vs bias voltage (IV) curves were obtained in 

four-wire mode as described previously38.   

 

Figure 4.5 (a) Optical picture of the completed chips. Each dotted circle shows individual cross-bar 

junction. (b) Schematic illustration of Quartz/Cr3/Au20/eC10/Anthraquinone/eC10/Au20 molecular 

a) b)  
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junction. n is a number of repeating units of oligomer which determine final thickness of molecular 

layer. 

 

4.2.3 AC Photocurrent measurements 

The schematic representation of the optical apparatus and PC measurement is shown 

in Figure 4.6a. A Xe arc source (Newport model 6256) as a broad band light source passed 

through a motorized monochromator model 74004 Cornerstone 130 1/8 m (𝛥𝜆 = 13 𝑛𝑚) 

and then an optical chopper before being focused on the sample. The output light was 

chopped at frequency of ~405 Hz and then focused on the junction by a series of lenses. The 

250 x 250 µm molecular junction was centered in the focal spot, which had a diameter of ~2 

mm. Illuminated molecular junction was connected via tungsten probe and BNC cables to the 

A/C input of a dual phase lock-in amplifier (LIA, Stanford-830).  The AC PC phase and 

amplitude were monitored by a lock-in amplifier referenced to the chopping frequency while 

the wavelength was scanned by the monochromator. A home-mode LabView data acquisition 

program was controlling the output wavelength of the monochromator and recording the 

output current and phase shift from lock-in amplifier. Light intensity of selected wavelength 

was measured by Newport power meter (Model 1936-R) at the sample. Photocurrent (PC) 

polarity was determined by calibrating the phase shift output of the lock-in amplifier with a 

silicon photocell as the sample.  

The pie chart at the bottom of Figure 4.6a illustrates the correlation of phase shift and 

PC polarity, in which the negative sign of photo-generated current indicates movement of 

electrons from bottom to top contact in the external circuit. Laser illumination with dc current 

measurement was used for further validation of the PC sign for each of the eight molecular 

junction structures examined. Note that the area of the light illuminated on the sample is 
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much larger than the area of the junction. Actual optical image of the chip under illumination 

is shown in Figure 4.6b. 

 

 
Figure 4.6 (a) Apparatus used for the PC measurement with continuum source, modulation by on 

optical chopper and detection with lock-in amplifier. Pie chart indicates the relationship between the 

measured phase shift from the lock-in amplifier and the PC polarity. (b) Optical image of the junction 

under illumination. 

 

4.2.4 External quantum efficiency calculation 

In order to determine the external quantum efficiency (EQE), the incident optical 

power on the junction at each wavelength was measured by a Newport power meter (Model 

a) 

b) 
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1936-R). The light power density varied with wavelength as shown in Figure 4.7a, equaling 

0.34 to 21.8 mW/cm2 over the wavelength range of 250 to 650 nm. PCs were measured over 

the same range of wavelengths to determine junction EQE at each photon energy. As an 

example, the observed PC of a phenyl naphthalene di-imide (NDI) molecular junction is 

shown in Figure 4.7a. By combining the source output spectrum with the PC response as 

functions of wavelength, the yield or EQE as photoelectrons/incident photon was determined, 

and plotted in Figure 4.7b. The yield of the photocurrent at each wavelength is calculated by 

using the equations 4.1 to 4.3.  

First, the photon flux (photon per second incident onto the junction) is given by: 

𝑃𝑓 =
𝑃𝑖×𝐴𝑗

ℎ𝜐×𝐴𝑏
         (photon/s)                                  (eq 4.1) 

Where ℎ is Plank’s constant (6.62607 x 10-34 J.s),  𝜐 the frequency of the incident light 

(𝑐 𝜆⁄ ), 𝑃𝑖  measured power at the sample, 𝐴𝑗 area of junction, 𝐴𝑏 area of the focused 

beam on the sample. 

Second, electron flux (electron per second of) is given by: 

𝑒𝑓 =
𝐼𝑝

𝑞
                (electron/s)                                  (eq 4.2) 

Where 𝐼𝑝 is the current measured by lock-in amplifier and 𝑞 is the elementary charge of 

electron (1.60218 x 10-19 C/e). 

Finally, yield of the photocurrent is given by: 

𝑌 =
𝑒𝑓

𝑃𝑓
            (electron/photon)                         (eq 4.3) 
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The corresponding phase shift is also shown in Figure 4.7b, the ~150 degree phase 

across the entire wavelength range indicates a negative PC, with electrons traveling from the 

bottom to the top contact in the external circuit.  

 

Figure 4.7 . a) Overlay of Photocurrent spectrum for NDI MJ and illuminated light intensity of Xe 

arc lamp measured at the sample. b) Corresponding PC yield and phase shift spectra for NDI MJ 

shown in panel a. 

 

4.2.5 OCP and photocurrent under the bias measurements 

405 nm laser diode mounted using Thorlabs LDC 210C controller kit and TED 200C 

thermoelectric temperature controller, was used as a source of illumination. The light 

intensity of the laser beam at the sample was determined using a Newport power-meter 

directly above the sample. The junction’s bottom and top contact were connected to the input 

of the source-meter Keithley 6517 using tungsten probes and BNC cables. Exposure time 

was controlled with Thorlabs ∅1 optical beam shutter. The controller of the shutter was 

connected to the voltage output of the Keithley. A visual basic program was collecting the 

current or voltage data output from the Keithley and also opening and closing the shutter with 

applying the voltage to the shutter controller. In case of PC measurement under the bias, 
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another source-meter (Keithley 2602B) was used in series for applying the external field 

across the junction. 

4.2.6 UV-Vis absorbance spectroscopy 

Polished fused quartz wafer were diced into 1.8 in 1.2 cm chips to serve as substrate. 

3 nm of Cr, 20 nm of Au and 10 nm of eC was deposited as a blank bottom contact (no lines). 

Optical absorbance of the chip was recorded using PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 dual beam 

spectrometer. Absorbance was reference to the air and the samples was held perpendicular to 

the direction of light beam using a holder. Then, the molecular layer was grafted by 

electrochemical reduction of diazonium reagents with the same procedure used for 

fabrication of junctions. The absorbance of resulting chip (bottom contact + molecular layer) 

was recorded. Finally, absorbance measurement was repeated after deposition of top contact 

consisting of 10 nm of eC and 15 nm of Au. 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 UV-Vis Absorption of molecular layer in different medium 

The partial transparency of the eC/Au contacts permits UV-Vis absorption 

spectroscopy of both the Au/eC/oligomer surface and the completed molecular junction. In-

situ absorbance spectra provide direct indications of changes and broadening of molecular 

orbital energies in the local environment of completed, functioning MJ, and permit 

correlations with observed PCs (below). Figure 4.8a shows absorbance spectra (relative to 

air) of a 1.8x1.2 cm blanket Q/Cr4/Au20/eC10 electrode, compared to the same electrode after 

electrochemical grafting of an NDI molecular multilayer. Subtraction of these two spectra 

clearly shows the absorbance of multilayer NDI molecules that are covalently grafted and 
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grown on the surface of eC (red line). Figure 4.8b shows the absorbance of the completed 

junction after deposition of top contact on the same device shown in panel c. Subtraction of 

the completed junction from the same electrode structure without molecular layer grafting 

(Q/Cr4/Au20/eC10/eC10/Au15), reveal the absorbance of NDI molecular layer in the transport 

environment (Red line).  

 

Figure 4.8 a) Overlay of optical absorbance of Quartz/Cr3/Au20/eC10 (black curve) and the same 

electrode after NDI grafting on the surface (blue curve). Subtraction of the substrate spectrum yields 

the absorbance due to the NDI molecular layer shown as the red curve. b) Overlay of absorbance 

spectrum of “blank” Quartz/Cr3/Au20/eC10/eC10/Au15 electrode (black curve) and complete junction 

viz Quartz/Cr3/Au20/eC10/NDI/eC10/Au15 (blue curve). Subtraction of the “blank: spectrum from the 

MJ spectrum yields absorbance due to the NDI molecular layer in the full MJ stack (red curve). c) 

Schematic of the bottom contact electrode structure modified with NDI molecular layer. d) Schematic 

of the complete NDI MJ consisting of top contact. 

 

b) a) 

c) d) 
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4.3.2 Correlation of photocurrent with absorbance 

 When the molecules are covalently grafted on the eC surface and undergo oligomer 

formation, the energy levels of the molecules could significantly change from those of the 

isolated molecule. Intra- and inter-chain interactions, and more importantly electronic 

coupling with contacts are among the reasons for changes in energy levels in the solid state 

compared to the free molecules. We used the UV-Vis absorption spectrum to identify the 

wavelengths of maximum absorption in the complete junction, and to observe changes in 

orbital energies.   

Figure 4.9 shows the optical absorbance of four molecules in different media: i) dilute 

acetonitrile solution, ii) multilayer grafted on the surface of eC, iii) multilayer between two 

contacts in the full stack of the junction. In the two latter cases, the spectrum of unmodified 

electrodes were subtracted to reveal the molecular layer spectrum, as shown in Figure 4.8a 

and Figure 4.8b for NDI. In all cases, bonding to eC and application of the top contact has 

minor effects (< 18 nm) on the peak absorption wavelength, implying that the optical gap of 

the molecule is not strongly affected by the contacts and multilayer formation.  However, 

there is a significant red shift in absorption onset for AQ, FL, and NAB upon bonding to eC, 

and a further red shift upon deposition of the top contact. We previously discussed the 

possible causes for these observations and concluded that they are due to strong coupling 

between the aromatic molecular layer and the contacts,101 and are responsible for the small 

effects of molecular structure when d< 5 nm. 58 However, the minor changes in the UV-Vis 

spectrum with increasing layer thickness implies relative weak coupling between molecular 

subunits, and a limited conjugation length within the layer interior. 101  
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Figure 4.9 Correlation of absorbance and photocurrent yield of molecules. Overlay of PC yield and 

absorption spectra for four molecules: a FL, b AQ, c NDI, d NAB. Absorption spectra of each 

molecule in different medium are shown: i) isolated monomer in solution, ii) Multilayer grafted on 

the surface of bottom contact (Cr/Au/eC/molecular layer), iii) Multilayer grafted on the surface in 

complete junction including top contact (Cr/Au/eC/molecular layer/eC/Au). All spectrums are 

corrected for the blank electrode absorption like the NDI shown in Figure 4.8 and normalized to the 

maximum peak of 1. PCs are shown in the secondary axis at the right side of the graphs with positive 

sign regardless of the actual measured polarity.  

 

The main question in the current report is correlation of the absorption and PC spectra, to 

determine the origin of PC generation. Figure 4.9 shows overlays of the absorption and PC 

spectra for FL, AQ, NAB, NDI. The absorbance and PC spectra are normalized to a 

maximum value of 1.0 to permit direct comparison of spectrum shapes and maximum 

wavelengths. Note first that the PCs are negligible at wavelengths where the molecular layer 
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does not absorb significantly for eight different molecular layers, all with d>4 nm, the PC 

response tracks the absorbance of the molecules, as modified by interactions with the 

contacts. The maximum wavelengths and polarities of the PC and absorbance spectra are 

summarized in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1 Summary of photocurrent results and DFT predicted energy levels of examined molecules 

 

a) Fermi-level of eC is measured by UPS at -4.8 eV 

b) The sign at the whole range of measured wavelength 

c) The absorbance of the molecule grafted on the surface. 

 

4.3.3 Open-circuit potential and photocurrent polarity  

Figure 4.10 compares the PCs of the four molecules in Figure 4.9 plus bis-thienyl-benzene 

(BTB) and anthracene (AN), plotted to indicate the PC polarity. FL, AN, and BTB are 

consistently positive provided d>4nm, while AQ, NDI, and NAB are consistently negative.  

To further confirm the PC sign, we monitored the open circuit potential (OCP) during DC 

Molecules 
𝜑ℎ (eV) a 

|𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂| − |𝐸𝐹| 

𝜑𝑒 (eV) a 

|𝐸𝐹| − |𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂| 

Smaller 

barrier 

OCP sign at 

407 nm 

PC 

sign b 

Max of 

PC (eV) 

Max of 

Abs. (eV) c 

Max of 

TD-DFT 

(eV) 

NAB 0.42 3.17 ϕh + + 4.59 N/A 3.26 

BTB 0.69 3.32 ϕh + + 3.35 3.46 3.54 

FL 1.14 4.09 ϕh + + 4.59 4.62 4.75 

TB 1.42 3.47 ϕh + + 3.76 4.24 4.44 

NDI 2.32 1.45 ϕe − − 3.35 3.42 3.40 

NAB 2.05 1.76 ϕe − − 3.54 3.56 3.49 

AQ 2.40 2.01 ϕe − − 4.59 4.84 5.10 

NP 2.99 2.37 ϕe − − 3.76 N/A 4.88 
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illumination by a 6 mW, 407 nm diode laser, which could be interrupted by a mechanical 

aperture, as shown in Figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10 Polarity of the photocurrent and OCP measurement. a) Overlay of the PC yield for six 

indicated molecules, with the sign of the yield indicating PC polarity. Maximum PC yield normalized 

to ±1.0 for comparison. b) Observed OCP for three on/off light cycles for FL and NAB MJs. c) 

Schematic of OCP apparatus. d) Observed current for light on/off cycles with bias applied to a NAB 

MJ. Dark current is not subtracted; however, it is much smaller than the PC. 

 

Figure 4.10c shows the OCP of FL and NAB junctions during several laser exposures lasting 

~5 seconds each. The significant, sign selective, and reversible photo-voltage generation 

upon exposure to laser radiation indicates that there is a light induced electric field in the MJ, 

in which the negative sign of OCP implies that the bottom contact becomes negative relative 

to the top contact. The polarity of this induced field is the same as the polarity of the 
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measured PC such that a negative OCP would drive the electrons to move from the bottom to 

top contact in the external circuit, thus generating a negative PC.  

The polarities of the OCPs and PCs for eight molecular structures examined are summarized 

in Table 4.1, along with the DFT-predicted orbital energies and observed absorbance and PC 

peak energies. Note that in all cases the polarities of the OCP and PC match, and the peak 

absorbance photon energy is close to the maximum PC energy. Control of the PC sign by the 

OCP was confirmed by application of an external bias during exposure to laser light, as 

shown in Figure 4.10d for the case of NAB. Under constant external bias, there is a reversible 

rise in the current upon exposure to the laser light which returns to the initial dark current if 

the optical shutter is closed. The PC at zero external bias is negative and its magnitude can be 

increased with imposing external negative bias. However, a positive external bias decreases 

the PC, then cancels the PC when the bias equals +17 mV, which is equal and opposite to 

OCP observed without an external bias. Light absorption and photo-induced carrier 

generation still occur with the +17 mV bias applied, but there is no driving force for charge 

transport, and the carriers likely recombine. Applying a bias more positive than +17 mV 

reverses the polarity of the photoresponse to generate positive PC.  

4.3.4 Effect of the thickness 

Note that the PC sign and phaseshift are independent of the thickness of the molecular 

layer for the relatively thick MJs examined (d >4 nm). As shown in Figure 4.11 for the 

examples of FL and AQ, the PC magnitudes vary with molecular layer thickness, but polarity 

and maximum wavelength remain constant over all thicknesses examined.  
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Figure 4.11 (a) Current vs bias voltage (IV) curves for Cr/Au/eC/AQd/eC/Au. d is a thickness of 

Anthraquinone molecular layer: 𝑑 = 4.1→ 10.5 nm. (b) IV curves for Cr/Au/eC/FLd/eC/Au. 𝑑 = 

4.6→ 8.1 nm. (c) Corresponding photocurrent spectrum for the AQ junctions shown in panel a. (d) 

Corresponding photocurrent spectrum for the FL junctions shown in panel b. 

 

Various diazonium reduction scan ranges were used to produce different molecular 

layer thicknesses. As indicated in the last two columns of Table 4.2, all thicknesses for a 

given molecule produced the same sign and wavelength of maximum photocurrent. While 

sign and position were consistent for all samples of a given type, PC magnitudes varied, with 

examples shown in Figure 4.11. The dependence of PC on molecular layer thickness was not 

examined in detail, and no scientific conclusions were drawn from comparisons of relative 

intensities.  
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Table 4.2 Scan ranges, PC statistics and number of samples for each junction type. 

 
No. of 

junctions a Scan range (E vs Ag/Ag+) b 
Thickness 

range (nm)  c 

PC and OCP 
sign d 

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 in PC 
spectrum e 

AQ 12 +0.4 → (−0.45 to − 0.75) 4.1 – 10.5 nm f Negative 
(𝑁 = 12/12) 290 ± 20 nm 

FL 15 +0.4 → (−0.5 to − 1.2) 4.5 – 8.1 nm f Positive 
(𝑁 = 15/15) 290 ± 20 nm 

NAB 11 +0.4 → (−0.4 to − 0.9) 4.5 – 12 nm Negative 
(𝑁 = 11/11) 350 nm 

BTB 10 +0.4 → (−0.3 to − 0.65) 5 – 13 nm Positive 
(𝑁 = 10/10) 370 ± 20 nm 

NP 3 +0.4 → (−0.8 to − 1.1) 4 – 8 nm Negative 
(𝑁 = 3/3) 370 ± 60 nm g 

AN 4 +0.4 → (−0.6 to − 1.2) 5 – 11 nm Positive 
(𝑁 = 4/4) 290 ± 20 nm 

TB 6 +0.4 → (−0.8 to − 1.7) 5 – 11 nm Positive 
(𝑁 = 6/6) 330 ± 20 nm 

NDI 8 +0.4 → (−0.4 to − 0.7) 5 – 13 nm Negative 
(𝑁 = 8/8) 370 nm 

 
a) Number of fabricated and examined junctions 
b) Scanning potential range for electrochemical grafting of the diazonium species on the surface. All 
the grafting started at +0.4 V, but the end point for sweeping voltage is varied to change the thickness 
of the grafted molecular layer. Scan rates were 50 mV/s for all cases.  
c) Thickness range estimated from the grafting procedure and JV curves 
d) PC polarity over the entire examine wavelength (250-700 nm) and OCP polarity at 407 nm.  
e) The wavelength at the maximum of the photocurrent yield. The increment of the PC measurement 
was 20 nm, and peak wavelengths for each samle type differed by at most ± one increment (20 nm) 
For NAB and NDI, no variation in 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 was observed for the junctions examined. 
f) Verified by AFM procedure  
g) Due to the low magnitude of the photocurrent in case of NP being comparable to the detection limit 
of the lock-in amplifier, the PC spectrum shape and 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 of NP has significant error. However, the 
polarity of the OCP and PC were verified by laser illumination. 
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4.3.5 Heat-related photocurrent  

Since incident light produces heat, we consider the possibility of the heat-induced or 

thermoelectric current in molecular junctions. As our measurement was done in AC mode 

with help of a chopper, apparent test to evaluate the heat effect is assessing the dependence of 

the photocurrent to the chopper frequency. Note that all results shown in this chapter were 

done at chopper frequency of 410 Hz. It is shown that the heat-related photocurrent decreases 

with increasing the frequency (PC ~ f -1.5) 216. Figure 4.12 clearly shows that the photocurrent 

at three different photon energy of incident light does not exhibit any dependence to the 

chopper frequency in a range of 25 to 410 Hz. BTB MJ result is shown as examples. 

Moreover, corresponding measured phase shift changes between -30 to 30 degree, which 

implies that the sign of photocurrent is constantly positive and it is independent of the 

chopper frequency. Also, we had shown that the time scale of photo-induced current response 

time in our molecular junction is < 250 μs and faster measurement was limited by the 

mechanical limits imposed by the chopper. This demonstrated fast photocurrent, and 

independent to the chopper frequency is not expected for any heat-related response. 
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Figure 4.12 (a) Measured photocurrent by lock-in amplifier vs frequency of the optical chopper at 

three different energy of incident light for BTB molecular junction (b) Corresponding phase shift of 

the measured photocurrent vs chopper frequency. 

 

If we assume that the heat is the driving force for the movement of the electron, 

maximum of the response should happen at the maximum of the absorption in the complete 

junction or at least at the maximum of the top contact absorption. In other words, since the 

heat production has the direct relation to the amount of the absorbed light in the system, any 

heat-related response should follow the spectrum of the absorption in the whole system (Abs. 

of top contact + Abs. of molecular layer + Abs. of bottom contact). However, as it is shown 

in section 4.3.2, the photocurrent response follows the subtracted absorption of the molecular 

layer (just absorption in the molecular layer), not the total absorption in MJs. Note that the 

absorption in the molecular layer is much weaker than the absorption in the contacts. 

Collectively, it is very unlikely that the thermoelectric effect would be a considerable 

contributing factor in this study. 
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4.3.6 Back illumination of the junctions 

One of the significant advantages of MJ fabrication with eC electrode is partial 

transparency at both contacts (electrode), which enable us to illuminate the junction from 

both sides. Back Illumination becomes very important in order to determine the operating 

mechanism. Figure 4.13 shows the comparison of PC and OCP for top and back illumination 

in case of BTB MJ. As it is apparent from the Figure, there is no change in sign (polarity) of 

PC and OCP with changing the illumination side. The magnitude is not directly comparable 

due to the minor difference in thickness of Au layer in bottom and top contact, the presence 

of the quartz at the bottom and also uncertainty in the focusing of the laser spot on the 

junction. The same experiment was repeated for different molecules and similar 

independence of the PC to illumination side was obtained.   

 

Figure 4.13 (a) Observed photocurrent for three on/off light cycles for BTB MJ with top and bottom 

illumination (b) Observed OCP for three on/off light cycles for BTB MJ with top and bottom 

illumination. 405 nm diode laser and Keithley 6517 is used to the measurement. 

 

For further validation of the results, we performed the AC photocurrent measurement 

to compare the PC spectrum for top and bottom illumination. The PC spectrum of BTB along 

with measured phase shift for top and bottom illumination is shown in Figure 4.14.  The 
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spectrum is not changed with back illumination and phase shift between 0 to –90 implies 

positive photocurrent for both cases. 

 

Figure 4.14 (a) Photocurrent spectrum of BTB MJ for the top and bottom illumination. (b) Phase 

shift of the same junction in panel (a) for the bottom and top illumination.    

 

4.4 DISCUSSION 

4.4.1 Orbital control of the photocurrent polarity 

The collection of results for eight aromatic junction structures summarized in Figure 

4.10a and Table 4.1 indicates that the sign and wavelength maximum of PC, as well as the 

absorption maximum of the molecular layer, all vary with molecular structure.  In all cases 

for junctions with d >5 nm, the PC spectrum is quite similar in shape to the UV-Vis 

absorption spectrum for the molecular layer in contact with the eC electrodes. A starting 

point for understanding how molecular structure affects PC response is the DFT-determined 

frontier orbital energy levels, shown in Figure 4.15. A common proposal for molecular tunnel 

junctions is based on a tunneling barrier height equal to the difference in energy between the 

electrode Fermi energy and the frontier orbital of the molecule (HOMO or LUMO) closest in 

energy. 
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 The order in Table 4.1 is determined using this criterion, with AN having the smallest 

predicted barrier and NP the largest for HOMO-mediated tunneling. As indicated by the 

fourth column of Table 4.1, AN, BTB, FL, and TB have smaller barriers for hole tunneling 

(ϕh), while NDI, NAB, AQ, and NP have smaller electron tunneling barriers (ϕe) based on 

their DFT energies.  The eight molecules cover a wide range of the HOMO (-5.3 to -7.6 vs 

vacuum) and LUMO (-0.8 to -3.4) energy levels, hence large variations in transport are 

expected based on this common model. A striking correlation is apparent in Figure 4.15 and 

Figure 4.10 between the OCP and PC polarities and the frontier orbitals close to the Fermi 

level (EF) of -4.8 V. Molecules with closer HOMO levels to EF and smaller ϕh  than  ϕe  (AN, 

BTB, FL and TB) have positive OCP and PCs, while those with closer LUMO levels and 

smaller ϕe (NDI, NAB, AQ and  NP) are negative. Although the free molecule DFT results 

are perturbed by electronic coupling with the contacts, they are consistent with the 

experiment in predicting whether the HOMO or LUMO energy is closest to the Fermi level. 

In addition, the predicted maximum absorption wavelength from TD-DFT is also close to the 

value observed experimentally in completed MJs. Similar sign selective currents have been 

reported for thermoelectric behavior in MJs;84, 217 however, the mechanism is much different 

for the PCs reported here. As discussed in detail in Supporting Information section 5, a 

thermoelectric response should be dependent on chopping frequency (it is not) and should 

track optical power, contrary to the response shown in Figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.15 Correlation of the PC polarity and molecular orbitals. Frontier orbital energy diagram for 

the examined molecules relative to vacuum reference along with their Density Functional Theory 

(DFT) optimized molecular structure are shown. Orbital energies were calculated by DFT B3LYP 6-

31G(d), in Gaussian 09. Fermi level of eC by UPS is -4.8 V vs vacuum.38 Blue shading indicates 

molecules negative PC and OCP and red shading indicates molecules with positive PC and OCP.  

 
In addition, the OCP providing a clear indication of which frontier orbital is closer to 

the Fermi level, it also reflects the driving voltage for the PC. This conclusion is supported 

by Figure 4.10d, which shows that the PC polarity is readily reversed by an applied bias 

exceeding the OCP. Regarding the origin of the PC, we can rule out the IPE mechanism 

observed for thinner MJs (d<5 nm) in which the molecular absorption is weak. 121, 209 The 

IPE mechanism involves optical excitation in the contacts and further transport to the 

opposite contact through the barrier determined by either HOMO or LUMO offset from the 
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EF. IPE provided a direct probe of the hole or electron barrier for direct tunneling when d<5 

nm, but was complicated when the molecule rather than the contact absorbed incident light 

121. In contrast, the current results for MJs with d> 5nm clearly show that the PC is negligible 

for photons not absorbed by the molecular layer (Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10a).  The energy 

required for IPE is inherently smaller than the H-L gap, and the absence of PC for photon 

energies below the absorption onset of the molecular layer indicates that carriers excited in 

the contacts cannot traverse the thicker layers.  

A critical observation is a strong correlation between the PC shape and the absorption 

spectrum of the molecular layer as modified by electronic interactions with the contacts. For 

each of the cases in Figure 4.9 and listed in Table 4.1, the onset and peak of the PC occur at 

similar wavelengths to those where molecular absorption occurs. As a consequence, the 

transport mechanism for the PC must involve the H-L gap, possibly by the photon-stimulated 

crossing of internal tunneling barriers, as discussed next.   

4.4.2 Molecule in contact with electrode 

In solid state, whenever the molecule brought into the contact with the surface, the 

system experiences energy level alignment (ELA) in which the energy level of molecule and 

contact are modified relative to one another.218  Several physical effects will contribute and 

influence the ELA.59, 67, 219 Figure 4.16a shows the energy level of a molecule (Frontier 

molecular orbital) and electrode (eC) before contact with each other. Donor molecule with 

close HOMO level to the Fermi-level of contact (-4.8 in case of eC) is considered as an 

example. Broadening of the level is shown as a Gaussian distribution of density of states in 

energy axis. Although there may be a complex interplay between local charge 

rearrangements, bond dipoles, depolarization fields, Pauli pushback effects and interface 
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dipole formation; several theoretical and experimental studies agreed that the final 

consequence is the reduction of the HOMO-LUMO gap.59, 60, 67, 218, 219 Electronic coupling of 

the molecule to extended states of the contact and formation of the hybridized molecule-

contact interface will further reduce the gap and broaden discrete molecular energy levels. 

Reduction of the H-L gap, and broadening of the energy levels not only is predicted by 

theory, but also proved by the experimental measurements like the shift in the peak and a 

significant broadening of the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of molecules upon bonding to the 

surface. The resultant effects in energy levels of the molecule upon contacting with the 

surface are schematically shown in Figure 4.16b.  

 

Figure 4.16 Energy level alignment of the molecule in: (a) isolated molecule before contact with the 

electrode; (b) in contact with the surface of the electrode; (c) in contact and in electrostatic 

equilibrium for the molecular layer. 

 

As it is shown in the schematic, after broadening of energy levels there is a possibility 

of charge transfer between the molecule and the contact. The direction of this charge transfer 

is dependent on which frontier molecular orbital is energetically closer to the Fermi-level of 

contact. After broadening of MOs, if the HOMO level is closer to the EF there is a possibility 
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of overlapping the tail of HOMO energy level distribution with Fermi level of contact (As it 

is shown in Figure 4.16b). In this case, there would be charge transfer (electron flow) from 

the molecule to the contact. However, if the LUMO level of the molecule is closer to the EF, 

there would be electron flow from the contact to the LUMO level of the molecule. Finally, 

this charge transfer leads to the shift in the energy level of molecules near to the surface due 

to electrostatic induction at the interfaces. The shifts in electrostatic potential and orbital 

energy levels in the molecular layer near the contact/molecule interface caused by interface 

charge transfer is analogous to the well-known band bending concept in semiconductors.66, 

220 The applicability of band bending to organic/metal interfaces has also been investigated 

and reviewed.63 68 In addition, the concept of asymmetric coupling to the electrode was 

theoretically described by Galperin, et al, to explain how optical pumping can create an 

internal driving force for charge flow in the molecular layer.97, 221, 222 The direction of the 

shift in energy levels can be envisioned by thinking about the electrostatic energy 

experienced by an electron as it moves through the interface. In case of a donor molecule 

with close HOMO level to contact, the image charge formed due to electronic screening in 

the contact stabilizes the added hole after charge transfer, making it easier to remove the 

electron, shifting the HOMO up. In opposite, downward shift happens in case of acceptor 

molecules with available LUMO levels. 

4.4.3 Molecular layer in contact with two interface 

As it is discussed in the previous section, the energy level alignment (ELA) becomes 

important and significant when the molecule is brought in contact with the surface 

(electrode). In complete molecular junction, there are two electrodes called bottom and top 

contact. The material of the contacts in our studied system for the bottom and top contact is 
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the same, which in turn reduces the complexity of the system (Au/eC at two sides). The 

molecular layer is covalently bonded to the bottom contact, however, the nature of the 

interface to the top contact is still unknown.  

The shift in the energy level of molecular layers (upward or downward) is dependent 

on the amount of charge transfer and degree of coupling to the electrode. 60 Figure 4.17 

shows the scenario for heterointerface nature, in which the coupling and charge transfer to 

the bottom contact is stronger. Covalent bonding to the bottom contact could be considered 

as the main reason for the asymmetric interface. In case of donor molecules, upward potential 

shift at bottom contact is larger than the one at top contact (Figure 4.17a) and for acceptor 

molecules, downward potential shift is larger in bottom contact (Figure 4.17b). 

 

Figure 4.17 Schematics of the energy level alignment at the heterointerface molecular junction in 

case of (a) donor molecules; (b) acceptor molecules. VB : potential shift in energy levels of molecules 

at bottom contact interface, VT : potential shift at top contact interface, SCRB: space charge region 

near bottom contact interface, SCRT: space charge region near top contact interface 
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4.4.4 Photocurrent mechanism in thick molecular junction 

We reported previously that bias-induced transport in carbon-based MJs (d>5 nm) 

containing FL, AQ, BTB, and NAB, conductance correlates better with the H-L gap rather 

than the offsets between EF and either the HOMO or LUMO energies. We concluded that 

transport was limited by multi-step tunneling through the H-L barrier in the interior of the 

MJ, and the smaller barriers at the electrode interfaces were not controlling the current.101 We 

proposed that the tunneling barriers are likely located between molecular subunits, where the 

electronic interactions between subunits of molecular layer are weak and delocalization 

length is limited to one or at most two attached molecules. In the current experiments with 

optical illumination, photon absorption permits carriers to traverse the H-L tunneling barrier 

and result in measurable PC from the small photo-induced OCP. The results shown in this 

chapter are all done with illumination from the top contact side (top illumination). However, 

the illumination from the other side (bottom illumination) did not change the polarity (sign) 

of PC and OCP. The fact that there is an measurable OCP (photovoltage) in the system 

regardless of the illumination side, clearly implies that there are some sorts of asymmetry in 

the studied junction which causes the charge separation after light absorption by the 

molecular layer. The specific photo-induced transitions and electron motions in a ~8 nm thick 

molecular junctions are complex, and may involve multiple absorption, transport and 

recombination events, but the two important conclusions about OCP polarity and the strong 

correlation of molecular absorption with PC spectrum are manifested in the simplified 

schematic shown in Figure 4.18.   
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Figure 4.18 Schematic of the proposed mechanism for photocurrent production in thick molecular 

junction. Energy level diagram at zero bias with eight pair of localized HOMO and LUMO states for: 

a) AN junction as an example of a molecule with smaller ϕh b) NDI junction as an example with 

smaller ϕe. Arrows indicate possible excitation and relaxation paths for the electron. Blue rectangles 

show the barrier between molecular subunits. Dashed line within the molecule layer is the 

electrostatic potential profile resulting from partial charge transfer between the electrodes and the 

oligomeric molecule. Top corner inset of each panel shows the direction of charge separation upon 

absorption of light by the molecular layer. 

 

As it was discussed in section 4.4.2, depends on the closest MOs to the Fermilevel, 

downward or upward shift in MO energy levels could happen near to the contacts. In section 

4.4.3, we considered the introduction of asymmetry in the interfaces (heterointerface) due to 

strong coupling and covalent bonding to the bottom contact. Two cases are shown in Figure 

4.18, one when the HOMO energy is closer to the electrode Fermi level (6a) and the other 

when the LUMO is closer (6b). Considering 6a first, there are upward shifts in MO energy 

levels near to the contacts due to electrostatic induction after charge transfer from the HOMO 

of molecules to the contacts. This shift is larger at bottom contact and drives the charge 

separation and generation of photo-voltage in the system. Molecular layer absorbs light and 
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photons excite the electron from the HOMO to LUMO levels. The result is a flow of the 

electrons from the top to bottom contact in the external circuit and positive PC and OCP. The 

polarity of the PC is independent of the illumination side and it is experimentally proved. 

When the LUMO is closer to the contact Fermi level (Figure 4.18b), downward shift leads to 

a negative PC and OCP opposite to that for the case of Figure 4.18a. Note that in both cases, 

unlike in semiconductors, the charges (electron and holes) are not free to move due to the 

lack of the conduction band and effective conjugation between molecular subunits. There 

may be multiple photoexcitation and recombination events to transverse the barriers within 

the molecular subunits and generating observable PC.  

 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

 In summary, photocurrents observed in relatively thick carbon-based molecular 

junctions at zero bias provide useful diagnostics of junction behavior, notably the relationship 

between frontier orbital energies and device electronic behavior. First, the sign of the PC and 

open-circuit potential are clear and direct indications of whether the HOMO or LUMO are 

closer in energy to the electrode Fermi level. Second, the correlation of absorbance spectrum 

with PC indicates that the optical gap is the main factor controlling transport in thick 

junctions (d >5 nm).  Third, differences in electronic coupling at the top and bottom 

molecule/electrode interfaces are manifested as an observable OCP and PC polarity. 

Although asymmetric charge redistribution between the frontier molecular orbitals and the 

contacts is a prerequisite for the polarity of photo-voltage, the rate-limiting step for 

observable PC is charge transfer within the molecular layer when the thickness becomes 

greater than is possible with single-step (direct) tunneling. This point is consistent with a 
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previous conclusion of limited delocalization length within the molecular layer and H-L gaps 

as the effective barrier for proposed multistep tunneling mechanism dominant in thick MJ (d 

>5 nm). We anticipate that both the IPE mechanism reported previously and the PCs induced 

by molecular absorption will continue to useful probes of molecular junction energetics and 

electronic behavior.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Conclusion 
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5.1 Summary and final thoughts 

After 30 years of extensive research in ME, it is the time to realize some promises 

and anticipated potential in molecular electronic devices, where the molecule act as an active 

circuit component. It is apparent that designing the device to show structure-function 

correlations is a required step for the realization of intended promises in ME. It is established 

through the thesis that the all-carbon thick molecular junction is a robust and stable device 

with behavior that depends in part on molecular orbital energies. 

Chapter 2 described how electro-assisted evaporation of carbon (eC) provides a 

reliable interlayer buffer between metal electrodes and molecular layers. eC is an amorphous 

type of carbon with 30-40% sp3 carbon hybridization and 3-6% oxygen to carbon ratio on its 

surface. eC shows outstanding flatness upon deposition and it can even improve the 

roughness of the deposited underlayer surface. Combining the desirable properties of eC with 

high conductivity of metal thin film (Au was studied here) provides suitable electrodes (top 

and bottom) for fabrication of cross-bar molecular junctions. Covalent attachment of 

molecules to the surface of eC and further covalent bonds between molecular subunits 

formed through electro-grafting of diazonium species assure the high stability, yield and 

reproducibility of finished MJs. In addition, semi-transparent and flexibility of completed 

junction have been examined and demonstrated. Fabricated MJ with eC electrodes enabled us 

to investigate the transport mechanism and associated characteristics in a platform which is 

suitable for scale-up fabrication and possible real-world applications. 

Chapter 3 discussed the transport mechanism in thick all-carbon molecular junctions 

beyond the working range of direct tunneling. The results of fluorene (FL), anthraquinone 
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(AQ), nitro-azobenzene (NAB), and Bis-thienyl benzene (BTB) in range of 2-11 nm were 

compared in this chapter. Optical measurement shows that although changes in absorption 

maximum (wavelength of abs. peak) of examined molecules were insignificant upon 

deposition on the surface, the onset of absorption in longer wavelength shows substantial red 

shift upon bonding to the surface. In addition, further increasing the molecular layer 

thickness did not affect the shape of the absorption spectrum. It was concluded that the 

effective conjugation length for grafted molecular layer by means of electro-reduction of 

diazonium species is limited to one or a maximum of two monomers of the molecule. 

Fabricated junctions showed the high linearity of ln J with V1/2 and T. Comparing the JV 

behavior of different molecular layer at the same thickness with the energy level of 

molecules, reveal the meaningful correlation between the DFT predicted H-L gap and 

conductivity of MJs. Furthermore, the conductivity of the MJs shows high correlation (R2 > 

0.95) with experimentally measured peak maxima in UV-Vis absorption. Finally, we 

concluded that the charge transfer within localized states in the thick molecular layer is rate-

limiting steps for the dominant transport rather than the charge injection at the interfaces. We 

proposed that multistep tunneling through the subunits of the molecular components with 

barrier height equal to the H-L gap is the most consistent mechanism with evidence and 

observations.  

In Chapter 4, UV-vis light was used as a physical stimulus to gain deeper insight 

into the energy level alignments in completed MJ and subsequently into the charge transport 

mechanism in thick molecular layers (> 4 nm). In order to make a reliable conclusion from 

the structure effect, eight different molecules with a wide range of energy were examined. In 

summary: i) The absorption spectrum of the molecular layers is dependent on the 
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environment of the molecules. The onset of the absorption spectrum of the molecular layer 

shows a significant red shift to longer wavelengths upon covalent bonding to the electrode 

surface and multilayer formation. However, increasing thickness of the molecular multilayer 

does not cause further red shift in the optical gap of the molecular layer. Subsequently, 

deposition of the top contact causes an additional red shift in the onset of the absorption 

spectra in most of the examined molecules. ii) Photocurrent spectrum closely follows the 

absorption of the molecular layer in the complete junction structure (full stack of the 

deposited layer). iii) There is a measurable and reversible induced field and OCP in the 

molecular junctions upon exposure to the light. iv) The sign of measured photocurrent and 

OCP can be either positive or negative based on the structure of the molecular layer. These 

polarities are characteristic of the tested molecule regardless of the thickness (>4 nm). v) The 

sign and magnitude of the photocurrent can be tuned by the external bias across the junction. 

vi) There is a distinct correlation between the alignments of the frontier molecular orbital 

energy levels of the molecules and the sign of the photocurrent in the unbiased junction. 

Molecules with a HOMO closer to the electrode Fermi level than the LUMO show positive 

OCP. In contrast, the molecules with more a LUMO closer to EF show negative OCP.  

In chapter 3, we concluded that charge injection at electrode interfaces is not the 

rate-limiting step in transport, and in chapter 4 we demonstrated the presence of a hetero-

interface character in all-carbon molecular junctions despite symmetric material at both 

electrodes. If the injection was relevant to the transport in the thick molecular junction, the 

junction should show rectification due to the demonstrated difference in interfaces. The 

absence of rectification and the conclusions from chapter 3 and 4 are consistent that transport 

in the molecular layer interior rather than at the electrode interfaces is controlling transport, 
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with the H-L gap as the effective barrier for charge transfer in localized orbitals in the 

molecular layer. 

5.2 Outlook  

Based on the results in each chapter, there are potentially important points to pursue 

in future. In chapter two, eC electrode was introduced for fabrication cross-bar molecular 

junctions. However, it was not systematically addressed the applicability of the proposed 

technique for fabrication of another type of nanodevices like inorganic Metal-Insulator-Metal 

devices. I made several batches of the junctions with electron-beam evaporated AlOx as an 

active component and eC electrodes. Initial results showed promising prospects regarding the 

high yield and stability of fabricated devices. I believe that eC electrodes are valuable with 

some remarkable advantages beyond the molecular electronics. 

Chapter three investigated the region of transport in molecular junctions that 

exhibited structure controlled properties. In this region the localized states in molecular layer 

start to govern transport rather than the contact effects such as orbital energy offsets from the 

electrode Fermi levels. One may expect that when the charges reside in the energy level of 

the molecules, chemical changes in molecules (e.g. redox activity) should take place. 

However, the time scale of charge transfer is important in this process. If the charge transfer 

and relaxation in molecular layer are faster than the time scale of reorganization, redox 

chemistry is not expected. With attention to electrochemistry prospect, one approach is the 

motion and presence of ions at the interfaces and screen the field sharply near to the 

electrodes. In this way, the applied field would be enough to inject the charges directly from 

the Fermi level of electrodes into the MO of the molecular layer. The idea of screening at 

interfaces and redox activity in organic memory devices have followed and studied in RLM 
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group before. Nevertheless, I believe that the effective result of redox chemistry in the 

molecular junction is stabilization of charges on subunits of the molecular layer by counter 

ions motion within the molecular layer. I examined the idea of incorporating the solid 

electrolyte into the system and initial results clearly demonstrate the possibility of controlled 

redox chemistry in the solid-state molecular junction. Realization of redox chemistry in solid-

state and at the molecular scale is a foundation of many promised applications of organic 

devices. Collectively, there is a great potential to follow the transport mechanism in the thick 

molecular junction and controlling redox chemistry in the molecular junction.  

In chapter four, the interaction of light with thick molecular junction was 

investigated. We gained valuable insight into the energy level alignments in the molecular 

junctions, especially at the interfaces with measuring the photo-voltage and photocurrent at 

zero bias. It is clear that changes in energy level alignments under the applied bias across the 

junction is of great consequence to our understanding of dynamics of the molecular layer.  

Moreover, reversible photo-switching in conductivity of molecular junction in a very short 

time (~ns), without changes in the configuration of the molecular layer is of interest. We 

showed limited data about the PC current under the bias evidence in chapter four. However, 

the required setup and programs are prepared and PC under the bias for different thicknesses 

of two molecules have been measured. Some important controls and further experiments are 

needed before drawing a conclusion about the photoconductivity of molecular junction. 

Collectively, light interaction with molecular layer during transport and related photo-effects 

can be a valuable area for further research. 
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